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preface

Eleven months ago I started this project on the reclamation
of the Bingham Canyon Mine. My fascination for mining
landscapes, its aesthetics and dynamics were the main
drivers for me to work on the Bingham Canyon Mine. It
was due to one of my best friends who visited the Bingham
Canyon Mine that I got inspired to take this specific site as
my dissertation topic.
Over the past decades, industrialized landscapes received
increasing attention of a very broad segment of the world
population. New trends like ‘Exitus’ and ‘Urban Exploring’,
all related to industrialized and post-industrialized sites
and landscapes, became popular and are on display in
most western societies. In spite of the increasing attention
and fascination for these industrial landscapes however,
numerous examples illustrate the potential devastating
power of industry, leaving virtually no original element of
the landscape intact. The main subject of this dissertation,
i.e. mining landscapes, are a case in point.
This dissertation focuses on the reclamation of the Bingham
Canyon Mine in the American West. The American west
is according to A. Berger in his book ‘Reclaiming the
American West’ (2002) the best laboratory for researching
post-technological landscapes. Moreover Berger that the
reclamation of these altered sites promises to be the largest
landscape project of the next millennium. This dissertation
is focusing on the Bingham Canyon Mine, one case within
the larger challenge defined in the book by A. Berger.
This paper is the report of this long process. It cannot
express the long days spent behind my desk, the joy I felt
while designing reclamation intervention for the Bingham
Canyon mine, the hope for good results and the sadness
and tiredness with each failed attempt.
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summary

Keywords: Bingham Canyon Mine I Open pit reclamation I
National Parks I Mass recreation I Wilderness experience I
Contemporary Sublime I Serious Landscaping
In the wake of the industrial revolution, landscapes
gradually deteriorated, providing communities with
the formidable challenge of reclaiming man-made
devastations. Large-scale mine sites provide a case in
point. However, the potential contribution of reclamation
of man-made devastated landscapes are often ignored
or unacknowledged. Addressing this pressing issue, this
dissertation examines different pathways to reclamation
by exploring the case of the Bingham Canyon Mine near
Salt Lake City (Utah). The main objective of this design
dissertation is to explore the possibility to transform the
Bingham Canyon Mine into a new generation of National
Park, inspired by the frontier culture and the sublime that
forms the base for the well-known National Park System
of the United States. Qualitative research was performed
in order to substantiate the proposed design interventions.
First the mine and the surrounding landscape are analyzed
in order to fully understand the wider context of this complex
site. Secondly, understanding the current reclamation
strategy for the Bingham Canyon Mine was essential. We
argue that the current reclamation scenario is insufficient
due to several reasons such as not providing a carefully
considered and planned post mining land use, fencing the
area and shielding it is not a durable solution for this area.
Thirdly, we propose an alternative reclamation strategy
is proposed, namely transforming the site into a National
Park. Therefore we examined whether the necessary
preconditions for becoming a national park were present
for the Bingham Canyon Mine, which proved to be the
case. Furthermore, we conclude that this proposition is
contributing to the current discussion on a different level,
namely; the future of the National Parks in the United
States. Fourthly, the qualitative research performed for this
dissertation led to several design interventions proposed
to reclaim the Bingham Canyon Mine and transform it into
a National Park accessible for visitors from day one. Here
all the research comes together, i.e., the information is
converted into design.
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INTRODUCTION

hypnotyzing topography
The altered landscape of the Bingham Canyon Mine
Source - Bingmaps, 2012
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INTRODUCTION
drilling blastingholes
At Bingham Canyon Mine
Source - Feininger Andreas, 1942

fascination

Our modern society is digitalizing at a fast pace. The
ever changing and evolving technology is more and
more dominating our lives. An essential consequence
for this digitalization is the need for precious metals.
Just as oil, these precious metals are extracted from
the earth by a handful of special excavation techniques.
These techniques, better known as mining have a large
impact on the landscape mainly due to the large scale
of the operations, the infrastructure and their destructive
character.
The Bingham Canyon Mine in Salt Lake City, Utah, was
the first open pit copper mine in the world and remains to
this day one of the biggest in the world. Despite being such
an altered site its appearance has something interesting.
It does not matter whether your personal ideology is in
favor or against mining of precious metals, to admit the
curiosity these kinds of sites evoke. The hypnotizing lines
of the topography combined with the elusive vast scale
are undeniable interesting. The ever-changing topography
that makes this landscape so dynamic reflects the tension
between the natural landscape and our cultural needs
driven by ever-growing digitalization. We all use and benefit
from the new developed technologies, all powered by the
precious metals that need to come from somewhere.

environmental issues related to mining
Slope failures resulting into landslides
Source - Desertnews, 2013

Through American history, one can detect a significant
fascination for mining sites. It reminds us about the gold
rush, the frontier and the extensive narrative directly
connected to the topic. Furthermore, mining is a topic in
countless ‘far west’ movies and it is a recurring storyline in
many theme parks. For me it is the sublime aspect of this
man made landscape that tickled my curiosity and made it
come to my attention.
Despite the mine being a fascinating site for a lot of people,
it is also a place of destruction and environmental issues
related to the mining developments. Especially the future
of such an altered landscape is a difficult challenge that is
extremely fascinating for me as a landscape architect.
research framework
research context and relevance

This master dissertation was developed in the context
of Serious Landscaping, initiated by Paul Roncken.
Serious Landscaping is a participatory platform with and
for students. The platform brings landscape architecture
16
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students together with different topics related
to research and design. Serious Landscaping
positions design over research. Regular
meetings served discussion and stimulated
discussion on these topics, the creation of new
ideas and conscious interest in conceptualizing
theories and methods for the creation of
landscape design focusing on the framing of
an imagination gap within an existing material
reality. Describing the narrative and systemic
challenges is an essential aspect in the serious
landscaping group.
Within this context of Serious Landscaping,
this dissertation focuses on the reclamation
of the Bingham Canyon mine near Salt Lake
City, Utah. Why? Because the American west
is according to A. Berger the best laboratory
for researching post technological landscapes
(Berger, 2008). Moreover A. Berger concludes
in his book ‘Reclaiming the American West’
that the reclaiming of these altered sites
promises to be the largest landscape project
of the next millennium (Berger, 2002). But why
are mined landscapes important to the design
fields? According to Berger, mined sites enable
designers to speculate over a landscape that is
not bound by, nor indebted to, historical filters,
aesthetic traditions, or strict contextuality.
Within this rubric, reclamation is not solely a
“landscape” or “engineering” issue. It is a largescale design issue that affects environmental
systems and the life supported by them (Berger,
2008). Most importantly, reclamation can act
as a laboratory for experimentation (Berger,
2008). By learning from mining and reclamation,
landscape architecture could redirect and
expand its influence in the areas of sustainability,
site evolutionary strategies, and new ecological
thinking.
Before explaining why this mine
in specific is such an interesting ground for
research, a short outline of the context will be
provided.
Salt Lake City is the capital of the state of Utah.
The city is located in a valley, formed by two
mountain ranges, the ‘Wasatch Range’ in the
east and the ‘Oquirrh mountains’ in the west.

The Great Salt Lake, a large natural salt-water
lake, borders the northern part of the city. South
of Salt Lake City, there are several urban centers,
which merged with the urban tissue of Salt Lake
City. This part of the city is now forming a big
metropolitan area named ‘The Greater Wasatch
Area’ (Calthorpe, 2000). These urban centers
include Taylorsville, West Jordan and South
Jordan (Calthorpe, 2000). The development of
the city is mainly happening on the eastern side
of the valley at the side of the Wasatch Range.
One of the reasons to explain this phenomenon
is the fact that the mining company owns a lot
of land on the western side of the valley. The
metropolitan area stretches from ‘Ogden’ in the
north, along the center of ‘Salt Lake City’ to the
urban center of ‘Provo’ in the south of the valley.
Here ‘Utah Lake’ is forming a natural narrowing
of the valley and so forming a border for the
urban development. The Bingham Canyon mine
is situated on the west side of the valley, and
the mine is part of the Oquirrh Mountains. The
facilities of the mining industry are scattered
along the eastern part of the Oquirrh Mountain
range.
In ancient times various Native American groups
inhabited Utah. The ancient Pueblo People, also
known as the Anasazi, built large communities
in southern Utah from roughly the year 1 to 1300
AD (Utah.com, 2010). The Ute Tribe, from which
the state takes its name, and the Navajo Indians
arrived later in this region (Utah.com, 2010).
Salt Lake City itself was founded by a group of
Mormons on the 24th of July 1847 (Utah.com,
2010). The brothers Thomas and Sanford, who
were rangers and had no background in mining,
established in 1848 the settlement of ‘Bingham
Canyon’ (Rio Tinto, 2008, Rudd & Davis, 1998).
As earlier described the mining activities started
in 1863 (Rio Tinto, 2008, Rudd & Davis, 1998). It
is clear throughout history that the development
of the city and the mining process are closely
related. Now the mining operations are under
control of the multinational Rio Tinto. The original
terrain of the Oquirrh Mountains has changed
radically; an enormous mining site, which is
covering an area of 900 hectares or nine square
17
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kilometers, has replaced it (Rio Tinto, 2008).
The open pit, where the mining of minerals is
happening, is a man-made hole with a depth of
1200m deep (Rio Tinto, 2008) and a diameter
of 4,4km (Rio Tinto, 2008). It is the largest manmade hole in the world and it is claimed to be
visible from out of space (Rio Tinto, 2008). Piles
of waste material, often a few hundreds meters
in height, are surrounding the open pit (Rio Tinto,
2008). The main material that is mined is copper,
but also gold, silver and molybdenum are found
in the Bingham Canyon mine. Daily, 450.000
tons of material is extracted out of the open pit.
An enormous landslide occurred on April 10th,
2013 (Frik, 2014). A large part of the open pit
flank collapsed and about 160 million tons of
material dropped into the mine, this makes it the
biggest ‘man-made’ landslide in history (Frik,
2014). Now several years after the landslide,
the mine is still recovering from this disaster. All
the material needs to be removed to re-secure
the mine. The landslide caused the closure of
the mine for tourist purposes. Despite all these
facts, one can ask why is the Bingham Canyon
mine such an interesting ground for research?
The answer to this question is complex and
multilateral; it therefore consists out of several
aspects. The first aspect is the ‘cultural
importance’ of the mine for the inhabitants of
Salt Lake City. The mining operations started
in 1863 (Rio Tinto, 2008, Rudd & Davis, 1998)
and are therefore almost as old as the city itself
(Rudd & Davis, 1998). Subsequently, inhabitants
of Salt Lake City feel connected to the mine
with a feeling of proudness. This fascination for
industrial landscapes, as the Bingham Canyon
mine, can be explained by the technological
sublime (Nye, 1994). These technological works
and landscapes are both utilitarian and symbolic,
evoking a sense of beauty and terror at the same
time. The industrial environment can therefore
offer a unique combination of technological
processes in natural settings; producing
the complex aesthetic response called the
technological sublime (Nye, 1994). This theory
is especially applicable for the Bingham Canyon
mine since it is the biggest man made excavation

in the world. The relation between tourism and
the sublime is evident in what Nye calls the “the
consumerist sublime”, which has emerged as
people look for new sensations of empowerment
by using both the natural and man-made as a
commodity (Nye, 1994). In addition, growing
interest in heritage history became popular
ever since the American Bicentennial in 1976
(Francaviglia, 1991). Already during the long
history of the mining interventions in the Bingham
Canyon, mining tourism was omnipresent. The
technological sublime in combination with its
tourist history contributes to the symbolic value
that the Bingham Canyon mine acquired. This
extends the ‘cultural importance’ of the mine
from local to global.Since this mine is the largest
copper mine in the world (Rio Tinto, 2009), and
the gained metals are used for technologic
applications, this mine partly powered the global
digitalization. It is the authentic digital source
for our hardware components, a symbol for our
modern industrial and technological age visited
by thousands people of all around the world
(Rudd & Davis, 1998). Despite the mine being
of cultural importance for the inhabitants of Salt
Lake City, the mine is not accessible anymore
for tourist purposes due to the 2013 landslide
event. Furthermore RioTinto Kennecott own
large parts of the Oquirrh Mountains. This private
landownership is often criticized in the media
since large parts of the Oquirrh Mountains are
inaccessible for the public. The media argues
that Utah finds itself locked in a David and Goliath
struggle with a new version of the British Empire
namely the London-based mining colossus
RioTinto (Crane, 2011). Many inhabitants of Salt
Lake City indeed see the Oquirrh Mountains
every day but have never been there and even
do not know how to pronounce the name.
The second aspect is the economic relevance of
the mine for the region of Salt Lake City. The mine
is a major economic driver. Around 2.400 people
and hundreds of contractors are operating for
the mining company (Mining engineering, 2010).
Furthermore they invest millions of dollars in the
development of new urban quarters, they funded
the construction of a new museum in Salt Lake
18
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powering global digitalization
RioTinto advertisement
Source - RioTinto Kennecott, 2016

City, and they support dozens of local community
initiatives (Rio Tinto, 2009).
The third aspect, which is of major importance
to answer the previously asked question, is the
environmental impact of the mining operations
in the Bingham Canyon Mine. This landscape
is damaged, the ecosystem is undeniable
devastated, water polluted (Earthworks, 2011),
animal habitat disappeared, ground is toxically
polluted and the topography is radically changed.
In the near future a solution needs to be provided
to deal with these environmental issues.

the hoover dam
An example of the technological sublime
Source - Craig Carey, 2012

The fourth, last and most important aspect is
the proximity of the urban tissue of Salt Lake
City. The expected demographic growth of the
‘Greater Wasatch Area’, which entails Salt Lake
City and its other urban centers, is expect to
evolve at a high rate. In 1997 there were 1,6
million residents living in the Greater Wasatch
Area, this is expected to reach 2,7 million by 2020
and even 5 million by 2050 (Calthorpe, 2000). To
meet this demographic demand urban expansion
is already occupying the west side of the Salt
Lake City valley (Calthorpe, 2000, Rio Tinto,
2008). The Bingham Canyon mine is located in
the west of this valley and soon it will be part of
the metropolitan area of Salt Lake City. But what
function can this mine fulfill in this metropolitan
structure after the mining operations are stopped
in 2036 (Mining engineering, 2010)? And how to
reclaim this damaged yet massive landscape in
an ecological stable way?

19
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problem statement

The Bingham Canyon Mine will be in production
till expected mine closure in 2036. As could be
sensed from the previous section, the problem
statement relates to how to deal with this
strategically located but yet problematic site,
what role can this mine fulfill in the future when
it will be more and more part of this metropolitan
area? All these questions express the need for
the development of an integral approach. To my
best knowledge there is no research done that
can provide an answer to these questions that
many concerned residents in this metropolitan
region would like to see answered. An integral
vision for the reclamation of the Bingham
Canyon Mine is thus needed, taking into account
all previously described aspects. It is important
to acknowledge that the Bingham Canyon
Mine with all its environmental issues is part of
a larger entity named the Oquirrh Mountains.
This mountain range has its own issues due to
its private ownership. Developing a vision for
reclaiming the Bingham Canyon Mine were the
larger scale can benefit from, would therefore
deepen the project and add an extra dimension.
theoretical framework

A theoretical framework acts as a lens for
the designer to be focused in formulating
the research questions, helps in taking
methodological decisions, helps to formulate the
design aims and it provides guidance during the
design phase. Moreover it helps to formulate a
hypothesis and to clearly define the knowledge
gap. Several interrelated yet distinct theoretical
concepts are combined for this theoretical
framework. The framework of this dissertation
is based on landscape urbanism; namely on a
possible future for the Bingham Canyon Mine in
close relation to the city.
According to James Corner in his ‘terra fluxus’,
Landscape Urbanism is using the landscape as
a model for urbanism, embracing large scale
organizational techniques alongside those of
design, cultural expression, and ecological

formation (Corner, 2006). Landscape urbanism
must necessarily view the entire metropolis
as a living arena of processes and exchanges
over time, allowing new forces and relationships
to prepare the ground for new activities and
patterns of occupancy (Corner, 2006). The
designation ‘terra firma’ (firm, not changing; fixed
and definite) gives way in favor of the shifting
processes coursing through and across the
urban field: ‘terra fluxus’ (Corner, 2006). Corner
argues that more attention is needed for the fact
that we have to better understand the cultural,
social, political and economic environments as
embedded in, and symmetrical with, the natural
world. The promise of landscape urbanism is the
development of a space-time ecology that treats
all forces and agents working in the urban field
and considers them as continuous networks of
inter-relationships (Corner, 2006).
This dissertation is presenting a National Park
as future land-use for this mining site and as
reclamation method. Understanding the concept
of a National Park is therefore important. This
is explained in the theoretical framework since
it follows up on this landscape urbanism. We
therefore need to understand the basics and the
fundamentals of this movement. There are two
aspects that underlie this tradition of National
Parks in the United States of America. Being on
the one hand the phenomenon of ‘the frontier’
and on the other hand ‘the sublime’ (Cronon,
1995). The frontier refers to the transition zone
where explorers, pioneers and settlers were
arriving, mostly in the American West since the
eastern part was already discovered. These
people where moving to the wild unsettled lands
of the frontier, shed trappings of civilization,
reinvented direct democratic institutions, and
thereby re-infused themselves with a vigor, an
independence, and a creativity that where source
of American democracy and national character
(Cronon, 1995). Seen in this way, wild country
became a place not just of religious redemption
but also of national renewal (Cronon, 1995). The
gold rush and mining practices were contributing
to this frontier phenomenon. Frederick Jackson
Turner wrote however in the 1890’s that the
20
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frontier was passing away, “The frontier has
gone,” he declared, “and with its going has
closed the first period of American history”
(Cronon, 1995). This vanishing of the frontier
was a game changer and led to the movement
of setting areas aside as wilderness areas and
National Park.
‘Those who have celebrated the frontier have
almost always looked backward as they did
so, mourning an older, simpler, truer world that
is about to disappear, forever. That world and
all of its attractions, Turner said, depended on
free land or wilderness. Thus, in the myth of the
vanishing frontier lay the seeds of wilderness
preservation in the United States, for if wild land
had been so crucial in the making of the nation,
then surely one must save its last remnants
as monuments to the American past and as
an insurance policy to protect its future. It is
no accident that the movement to set aside
National Parks and wilderness areas began
to gain real momentum at precisely the
time that laments about the passing frontier
reached their peak. To protect wilderness was
in a very real sense to protect the nation’s most
sacred myth of origin.’ (Cronon, 1995)

The sublime was another important element next
to the frontier. People started appreciating the
sublime landscapes, because these landscapes
were those rare places on earth where one had
more chance than elsewhere to glimpse the
face of God (Cronon, 1995). Furthermore they
where recognizing this frontier phenomenon in
these landscapes. This resulted that wilderness
became a cultural construct based on the
frontier and the sublime (Cronon, 1995). Now we
are in an era that we debate about wilderness
and we try to define nature and the wilderness
experience. Maybe this is the time that there is
more than ever need for a new kind of National
Park?
Despite the Bingham Canyon being an altered
man made landscape and the National Parks
having a more prominent focus on natural
landscapes, they still have a lot of similar
characteristics. They both have a history

related to the frontier phenomenon, they are
both experienced as sublime, they both have
a protected status and they are both the result
of culture. The difference between the two is
that the Bingham Canyon mine is completely
man made and the National Parks are only
influenced by men (Cronon, 1995). This means
that the two are not so different from each
other than we might think. But according to
Cronon in the ‘Trouble with Wilderness, back
to the wrong nature’, there are a few problems
with the concept of wilderness, as we know it
in the form of National Parks. Therefore, this
theory can be used as a guideline, because the
problematic elements described by Cronon can
lead to inspiration and insights for a new form of
‘National Park’ that could possibly evolve from
this dissertation. The first trouble with wilderness
is that; ‘it quietly expresses and reproduces the
very values its devotees seek to reject’ (Cronon,
1995). The flight from history that is very nearly
the core of wilderness represents the false hope
of an escape from responsibility, the illusion that
we can somehow wipe clean the slate of our past
and return to the tabula rasa that supposedly
existed before we began to leave our marks on
the world (Cronon, 1995). The second problem
is that; ‘once we applied the fixed and carefully
policed boundaries of the modern bureaucratic
state, the wilderness lost its savage image and
became safe: a place more of reverie than of
revulsion or fear’ (Cronon, 1995). Here the
sublime character is harmed because sublime
landscapes were those rare places on earth
where one had more chance than elsewhere to
glimpse the face of god (Cronon, 1995) often
combined with a feeling of fear (Nye, 1994).
Another problem is that we can ask ourselves
the question; why, for instance, is the ‘wilderness
experience so often conceived as a form of
recreation best enjoyed by those whose class
privileges give them the time and resources to
leave their jobs behind and get away from it all?’
(Cronon, 1995).
How do landscape urbanism, wilderness, the
frontier and the sublime all come together? And
how can this framework also include the aspect
21
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of reclamation? The idea of using the landscape
urbanism theory as a lens to get understanding
and knowledge on the topic of the reclamation
of the Bingham Canyon mine so that both the
city and the mine are benefitting from this,
can be very useful. The theory on wilderness,
the frontier and the sublime however, can
provide us with guidelines on how to deal with
especially the problems related to the National
Parks. Therefore combing these theories in an
overarching framework provides the complete
picture. Commonland is an existing framework
and is offering this overarching framework.
Commonland is a holistic framework for
ecological restoration for degraded lands by
people and business for next generations. The
framework is based on the fact that successful
ecosystem restoration partnerships are based
on 4 returns: Inspirational Capital, Social Capital,
Natural Capital, and Financial Capital (Ferwerda,
2015). Corner is claiming in his article that these
aspects, in the theory of Ferwerda called returns,
are as well of essential importance for landscape
urbanism (Corner, 2006). These returns can be
applied on three distinctive landscape zones.
The zones described by Frederick Law Olmsted
inspired this Commonland zoning: a Natural Zone
(wilderness), a Combined Zone (meadows), and
an Economic Zone (garden) (Ferwerda, 2015).
This is also reflecting to the idea of wilderness.
Ecosystem Restoration Partnerships require a
long timeframe, combined with the flexibility to
constantly develop creative solutions to combat
complex stakeholder challenges, a timeframe of
maximum 20 years is set as timespan for this
framework (Ferwerda, 2015). The promises by
this framework are very much aligned with the
idea of landscape urbanism since the 3 zones
are working together and supporting each other.
For the ‘Commonland’ theory, social bounds
are essential, people need to work together to
achieve change this has a lot of benefits. Here
the sublime experience can come in and support
the ‘Commonland’ theory. Sublime is believed to
be one of the most powerful human emotions,
when experienced by large groups (Nye, 1994).
The sublime can weld society together (Nye,
1994). Furthermore the Bingham Canyon mine

has its roots in the phenomenon of the frontier
since a lot of explorers, pioneers and prospectors
were arriving at the mine due to the precious
ore deposits (Cronon, 1995). This combination
of the sublime and the frontier are seen as the
founding elements for the cultural construct
of wilderness (Cronon, 1995). Therefore this
dissertation proposal argues that a National Park
would be a very logic, effective and responsible
way to reclaim this mining landscape.
It is important however to state that landscape
urbanism has had some critics over time. Being
aware of these critics is therefore essential.
Looking for possibilities to overcome these
critics and limitations increases the chance of
success for this project. The combination of
these theoretical inputs strives to overcome
the weak points of landscape urbanism and
focuses on the strong aspects as described by
Ian Hamilton Thompson (2012). The first point
of critique that Thompson is describing and that
can be overcome by the theoretical framework
is that the discourse of Landscape Urbanism is
almost entirely concerned with second nature,
which is only a concern if it treats values
associated with first or third natures with disdain
(Thompson, 2012). This second nature is part
of the useful categorization of landscapes by
John Dixon Hunt; he distinguishes respectively
first nature, second nature and third nature
(Hunt, 2000). Second nature refers to cultural
landscapes, which very broadly, can be taken
to include all agricultural landscapes and all
the landscapes of our settlements, including
those of large cities (Hunt, 2000). First nature
is the pristine nature of wilderness, unaffected
by the presence of mankind (Hunt, 2000). The
theoretical framework in this dissertation tries to
overcome this by introducing the Commonland
framework. One of the main aspects of this
framework is this zoning of landscapes based
on the ones described by Hunt. Furthermore
understanding this first zone namely wilderness
is essential since this concept also had critical
reflections. The combination of these critical
reflections provided by Cronon in his article
‘Troubles with Wilderness’ and the framework of
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Commonland allows me to overcome this weak
point of landscape urbanism.
A second point of weakness is that there seems
to be nothing about local people having an
influence upon the way sites might develop,
other than their participation in ‘performances’
(Thompson, 2012). Furthermore the languageuse performed by landscape urbanism is difficult
and vague, It is certainly not a language that
captures anything about what human beings
might want or expect from a place, anything
about their likes or dislikes, their hopes and
their fears (Thompson, 2012). The Commonland
framework provides a solution to this point of
critique, since it is based on participation to build
together with local people in a feasible timespan.
A third critical point regarding landscape urbanism
is that according to Thompson Landscape
Urbanism is advocating change at a very large
scale, while not paying attention to heritage
values. Thompson is hereby not indicating that
heritage values should always prevail over
cultural innovation. Therefore narrative is an
important focus to not deny the history of the site
and see the landscape more like a palimpsest.
Also the concept of wilderness is having this
issue of denying its history according to Cronon
(Cronon, 1995). Strong focus on this topic is
therefore essential.
Acknowledging these critics and trying to
overcome them, is essential in order to
landscape urbanism as base for the framework.
The reason why landscape urbanism remains
the base for the theoretical framework despite
the critics is due to the great merit certain ideas
within the landscape urbanism discourse can
have for this dissertation such as; breaking
down of professional distinctions, the integration
of ecological thinking, the foregrounding of
infrastructure, the interest in the positive use
of waste materials and the emphasis upon
functionality rather than mere appearance
(Thompson, 2012).

hypothesis

Based on this theoretical framework, the
relevance and the problem statement mentioned
earlier, this dissertation is presenting and
exploring the following hypothesis; ‘Introducing
the concept of a National Park to the Bingham
Canyon Mine and its wider context can be an
effective way for minimizing the negative impacts
of the mine on the surrounding environment
and maximizing its aesthetic and ecological
functionality on multiple scale levels.’
knowledge gap

As already described above, the relation
between reclamation and National Parks seems
to be extremely promising as an alternative
reclamation method for the Bingham Canyon
Mine. However, knowledge on a possible
combination and translating them as design
material is lacking. Hence the purpose of this
dissertation is twofold. First, the knowledge
gap is defined. Second, this dissertation aims
to contribute in solving an imagination gap
namely in creating a new National Park that is
a replenishment for the National Park system,
strongly rooted in American culture.
research objectives

This dissertation aims to explore using the
concept of a National Park as method for
reclaiming an open pit mine. Knowing the area
and its problems is essential before starting an
exploration on the topic of reclamation. This
site context forms thus the first part of this
dissertation. A chapter on reclamation then
follows the site context. The aim of this chapter
is to explore whether or not an alternative
reclamation method is needed and why? A third
chapter analyzes the concept of a National Park
in order to figure out if a new idea for a National
Park needs to be developed by this dissertation.
How these two come together is then explored
by design, implementing the gained knowledge
in the two previous chapters.
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design objectives

The general objective of this dissertation is
to explore an alternative reclamation method
in the form of a National Park, beneficial for
both the Bingham Canyon Mine and its wider
context namely the Oquirrh Mountain range.
Minimizing the negative impacts of the mine on
its surrounding environment and maximizing
its aesthetical and ecological functionality are
of paramount importance. Future visitation to
the Bingham Canyon Mine will be a complex
task especially seen the environmental issues
related to this site and will therefore be an
important element of the design exploration.
Hence, the general objective will be translated
in design solutions helping this altered site to be
reclaimed and transformed into a National Park.
Another part of the dissertation will be knowledge
development on the themes of reclamation the
Bingham Canyon Mine and on the National
Park system in the United States. Illustrations,
visuals and text will be the main media through
which the outcomes of this dissertation will
be communicated. A topographical model is
also part of the working tools to get grip on
the complex topography and is also used as a
presentation tool to display the site’s complexity.
worldview

The reason for the choice of doing qualitative
research is that the purpose of this research is to
get deeper understanding in the perspectives on
using a technological National Park as strategy
for the reclamation of the Bingham Canyon
Mine. Therefore this research is also performed
in a constructivist worldview. Clarifying the
worldview is essential since the researcher is
the only reference to the qualitative research
performed in this dissertation. The philosophical
worldview is a hidden set of beliefs and values,
which influence our research agenda (Creswell,
2009). As can be sensed from the research
objectives, the perception on reclamation is an
important aspect since this dissertation seeks to
understand the different perspectives upon the
site and the topic; the constructivist worldview

entails that individuals develop subjective
meanings of their experiences, they directed
meaning toward certain objects or things. These
meanings are varied and multiple, leading the
researcher to look for the complexity of views
rather than narrowing meanings into a few
categories or ideas (Creswell, 2014). Therefore
qualitative researchers seek to understand the
context or setting of the participants through
visiting this context and gathering information
personally (Creswell, 2014). They also interpret
what they find, an interpretation shaped by the
researcher’s own experiences and background
(Creswell, 2014). The constructivist worldview
can be seen as an invisible base behind this
dissertation work. It focuses on human and
culturally grounded perspectives, which are
influenced by personal attitudes, beliefs and
interactions. As the constructivist research
methods are open-ended and make use of the
alternative strategies of inquiry the subjectivity of
research is inescapable (Creswell, 2009).
‘There is a need within landscape urbanism
to reconsider the traditional conceptual,
representational, and operative techniques. The
possibilities of vast scale shifts across both time
and space, working synoptic maps alongside
the intimate recordings of local circumstance,
comparing cinematic and choreographic
techniques to spatial notion, entering the
algebraic, digital space of the computer while
messing around with paint, clay, and ink, and
engaging real estate developers and engineers
alongside the highly specialized imagineers and
poets of contemporary culture’ (Corner, 2006).

research questions and methods

Due to the nature of this dissertation within
the field of landscape architecture, the main
question asked in this dissertation is the
design question. In order to answer the central
question, several sub questions are formulated.
These research questions have as aim to gain
knowledge on the theme of the spatial context
of the Bingham Canyon mine, on reclamation
and on the National Parks in the United States.
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overview of research questions
Corresponding methods and expected results
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

DESIGN QUESTION

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

DQ: What design interventions will help
synthesize the reclamation of the Bingham
Canyon mine into a new generation of National
Parks?

TYPE

Research through Design

METHODS

EXPECTED RESULTS

Classic design methods:
Sketching, Modeling,...

Design interventions that minimizes the environmental
impact of the site on its environment and maximizes its
aesthetic and ecological functionality within the idea,
ideology and repertoire of national parks.
Additional national park repertoire elements

RQ1: What are relevant natural and
cultural characteristics of the landscape
surrounding the Bingham Canyon Mine?

Research for Design

Litrature study
Landscape analysis
- Observations
- Interviews

Understanding in the current landscape
Understanding the wider context
Understanding the ecosystem of the Oquirrh moutains
Understanding the environmental issues

RQ2: How does the current mining
industry at the Bingham Canyon Mine
works and what known effects does it have
on the environment?

Research for Design

Litrature study
Landscape analysis
- Observations
- Interviews

Understanding in the current landscape-froming processes
Understanding of importance of this mine for Utah
Understanding on techniques used for mining
Understanding the environmental issues

RQ3: What is the perception of experts on
the future of the Bingham Canyon Mine?

Research for Design

Semi - Structured interviews
Personas

Understanding the perspectives of experts on the post
mining situation of the Bingham Canyon
Formulated design aims based on interviews
Understanding and judging the current proposed reclamation
interventions

RQ4: What is the repertoire of the national
parks in Utah?

Research for Design

Comparative analysis

Understanding how the national parks in the USA work
Understanding their cultural importance, repertoire and
ideology
Judging if an alternative repertoire is needed to be developed

The first part of this dissertation consists of
‘research for design’. The first three chapters
are dedicated to this phase. Each research
question has its specific set of carefully chosen
methods. One chapter is dedicated for each
research question, the design question is the
red wire throughout the dissertation and the last
chapter is dedicated to answering this question
by design. The first supportive research question
was answered by applying two methods, namely
landscape analysis and an extensive literature
review on the site. Personal observations helped
to perform the landscape analysis. For the second
supportive research question, semi-structured
interviews were chosen as a method. A carefully
selected group of experts on the topic of the
Bingham Canyon Mine and its environmental
issues was interviewed in November 2016. The
outcome of these interviews is analyzed by the
personas method. Insight for the last supportive
research question was obtained by performing
a comparative analysis of the existing National
Parks in Utah. Observations were also an
integral part within this comparative analysis.
An important note that needs to be mentioned is
that a detailed description of the applied method
is also provided in the corresponding chapter

and that an extensive outcome of these methods
can be provided on demand due to large textual
volume, as well as the used interviewing
protocols and transcribed interviews, but also
the complete comparative analysis.
The second part of the research conducted in
this dissertation, is ‘research through design’.
This is explained in the fourth chapter. For this
design research, classic design methods were
used. Designing is a complex process which
captures activities of configuring landscape and
lies at the heart of landscape architecture.
As an approach to interaction design, ‘research
through design’ integrates models and theories
with technical knowledge in the design process
(Zimmerman, J., Forlizzi, J, & Evenson, S.,
2007). The gained knowledge of the first part,
namely the research for design, will be used for
this design research while using classical design
methods such as sketching, modeling, etc. Of the
artifacts that emerge from the design process,
including sketches, drawings, models, and
prototypes, the most critical is documentation,
which contextualizes and communicates design
action (Zimmerman, J., Forlizzi, J, & Evenson,
S., 2007).
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FASCINATION

EDUCATION

PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

EXPERIENCE
Research proposal

RELEVANCE &
KNOWLEDGE GAP

THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK

PURPOSE STATEMENT

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

& WORLDVIEW

& METHODOLOGY
Research phase - Research for Design

SITE CONTEXT

1966 - National
Historic Landmark

Descriptive research questions

/ RQ1: How does mining industry at the Bingham Canyon mine work?
/ RQ2: What are relevant natural and cultural characteristics of the landscape surrounding the Bingham Canyon Mine?

Deskresearch methods

/ RQ1: Literature study and landscape analysis
/ RQ2: Literature study and landscape analysis

Bingham brothers
settle in 1848

Migration to
Bingham Canyon

Underground mining
1863 - 1886

Fieldstudy methods

Surface mining
1906

Advanced equipment
1911: expansion

Mine still active
2034 - 2036: closure

/ RQ1: Observations and interviews
/ RQ2: Observations and interviews

OPEN PIT MINE RECLAMATION
Descriptive research questions

/ RQ3: What is the perception of experts on the future of the Bingham Canyon Mine?

Deskresearch methods

/ RQ3: Semi - structured interviews and personas method

Drilling holes to place explosives

Fieldstudy methods

/ RQ3: Semi - structured interviews

Blast pit bench

NATIONAL PARKS
Descriptive research questions

Excavation and lauding on haul truck
/ RQ4: What is the repertoire of the national parks in Utah?

Deskresearch methods

/ RQ4: Comparative analysis

Fieldstudy methods
Orerich rock is crushed
and conveyed

/ RQ4: Observations
No ore = wasterock

+

Design process - Research through Design
Start of chemical process

DESIGN BINGHAM CANYON NATIONAL PARK
Design question

/ DQ: What design interventions will help synthesize the reclamation of the Bingham Canyon mine
into a new generation of National Parks?

Deskresearch methods

/ DQ: Classic design methods

CONCLUSION &
DISCUSSION

Reflective phase

the research outline
Research questions and methods are included
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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evolution of the mining site throughout history
Same perspective in 1910 and 2015
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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CHAPTER 01
site context

mining infrastructure
Haultrucks in the open pit of Bingham Canyon Mine
Source - Rawhead Rex, 2010
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his chapter is guided by the first two research
questions, namely; what are relevant natural
and cultural characteristics of the landscape
surrounding the Bingham Canyon Mine? And what
characterizes the current mining industry at the
Bingham Canyon Mine and what known effects
does it have on the environment?
The information presented in this chapter is the result
of profound landscape analysis supported by sitespecific literature. This chapter starts by explaining
the wider context of the region. Then gradually this
chapter zooms in on the Oquirrh Mountains where
the Bingham Canyon Mine is part off. Finally this
chapter focuses on the context of the mine.
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CHAPTER 01
site context

01.1 the greater wasatch area
geographical situation of the metropolitan region

painting migration canyon
Pioneers overseeing the valley for the first time
Source - William Henry Jackson, 1847

The Bingham Canyon mine is situated in close proximity
to Salt Lake City, the capital of Utah and the 45th state
in the United States. Salt Lake City is part of a larger
metropolitan area called ‘The Greater Wasatch Area’ and
consist of following urban centers; Ogden, Taylorsville,
West Jordan, South Jordan and Provo (Calthorpe, 2000).
The Salt Lake Valley is bordered by two mountain ranges
namely the Wasatch Mountains on the eastern side and
the Oquirrh Mountains on the western side. In the south,
Utah Lake forms a constriction for the urban development
and the same happens on the northern side with a big
natural inland salt-lake called; ‘The Great Salt Lake’. The
metropolitan area is on average situated 1320m above
sea level. The Great Salt Lake is the lowest point and the
Jordan River flows through the city and is draining Utah
Lake into the Great Salt Lake. The Salt Lake Valley floor is
an ancient lakebed of Lake Bonneville.
how it all started

In ancient times various Native American groups inhabited
Utah. From A.D. 1 to roughly 1300, the Anasazi wandered
the land of the Great Basin desert, which included
parts of southwestern Colorado, northeastern Arizona,
northwestern New Mexico, as well as most of Utah. They
were followed later by generations of other tribes such as
the Navajo or also called ‘The Utes’, from which the state
takes its name (United States History, 2014).

sketch salt lake city from the north
Salt Lake City arround 1860
Source - Richard F. Burton, 1862

During the first half of the 19th century, followers of the
Latter Saint Day Church, also known as Mormons, moved
west is search for a safe place to live, after being exiled and
prosecuted in several states. They traveled on what is now
known as the Mormon Trail (United States History, 2014).
They came in Utah, which was an unexplored wilderness
area back then. Most prospectors moved through Utah
on their way to California and Oregon where they would
go due to the gold fever caused by the gold rush. The
Mormons however stayed in Utah and founded Salt Lake
City and other settlements (Utah.com, 2010). Battling the
severe climate, Salt Lake City is characterized by hot dry
summers and cold harsh winters, caused difficulties for
the Mormons to build up an autarchic community. Working
together was essential for the success of their colony. Their
teamwork is still a symbol for the state. Utah is therefore
called the ‘Beehive State’ due to the strong will and
capabilities of the Mormon settlers, to work all together in a
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geographical situation of the site
Salt Lake City vs. Bingham Canyon Mine
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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harsh environment. It is also a symbol for the
importance of industry in Utah on national- and
even international level.
Mining booms and the construction of the first
transcontinental railroad brought economic
growth and the city was called the ‘Crossroads
of the West’. The Lincoln highway, which was
the first transcontinental highway, traversed
Salt Lake City in 1913. The two cross-country
freeways I-15 and I-80 intersect the city. Nearby
steel, mining and railroad operations provided
a strong source of income with the Silver King
Coalition Mines, Geneva Steel, the Bingham
Canyon Mine and several oil refineries. Salt
Lake City’s modern economy is service-oriented.
Today the city’s major sectors are government,
trade, transportation, utilities, and professional
and business services. Furthermore it is the
industrial banking center of the United States.
Utah is also profiling itself as the outdoor
recreation state; this mainly comes by their
strongly developed outdoor recreation tourist
industry based on skiing, hiking, mountain
biking and visiting National Parks. Due to the
characteristics of the city, its surroundings and
the climate made it the ideal setting for hosting
the 2002, Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City and
the Wasatch Mountains.
evolving towards a metropolis

The Western United States changed from a
rural society to a society characterized by urban,
suburban and exurban growth after World War
II. The original by agriculture, livestock grazing,
mining and logging society changed due to the
transformation of the land market in the beginning
of the 1970’s (Sheridan, 2007). Farmland and
rangelands began to be valued in terms of their
real estate potential rather than their value as
cropland and pastureland (Sheridan, 2007).
The suburban expansion after World War II
can be explained by different factors, under
which policy changes during the 1940s. For
example, the funding for the construction of
interstate highways and low federal tax rates on

automobile fuel. This contributed to the expansion
of single-family dwellings in the suburbs (Soule,
2006). Another factor for the suburban and
exurban growth in the western United States
is the factor of improved communication and
technology. Furthermore the profitability of
agricultural industries continued to decline,
particularly in arid public land ranches, as a
result of rising production costs (Holechek and
Hawkes, 2007).
As a result, ranchers and farmers saw selling
land to developers more and more as a viable
alternative or as an inevitable option (Gosnell
and Travis, 2005). Often these decisions to
sell land resulted in a cascading effect of land
transformation since one decision can determine
the fate of many thousand acres (Liffman et al.,
2000).
Since Mormon settlers entered the Salt Lake
Valley in 1847, the population has steadily
grown. With the exception of the Great
Depression and the recession in the late
1980s, the average growth rate in Utah since
1900 has been about 2.5 percent per decade
(Leydsman, 2009). The population has long
been concentrated along the Wasatch Front;
however, the Wasatch back valleys and southern
Utah are experiencing some of the highest rates
of growth (Leydsman, 2009). The development
of the metropolitan area occurred mainly on the
eastern side of the valley on the banks of the
Wasatch Mountains. Development towards the
west is more difficult given the fact that most
of the land is privately owned by the mining
organization RioTinto (RioTinto, 2012), thereby
preventing urban expansion in the direction of
the Oquirrh Mountains. However the trend in
the last decades however is that the mining
organization is no longer in need of these lands.
Furthermore the expected demographic growth
of the ‘Greater Wasatch Area’ is expect to grow
from 1,6 million in 1997 to 2,7 million in 2020 and
5,0 million in 2050 (Calthorpe, 2000). To meet
this demographic demand urban expansion is
already occupying some of areas on the west
side of the Salt Lake Valley (Calthorpe, 2000,
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RioTinto, 2008). The mining organization
is realizing the potential of their lands for
the real estate market seen this population
growth (RioTinto, 2012). RioTinto has already
developed a new large neighborhood on former
mining waste area, called ‘Daybreak’.
climate essentials

Salt Lake City has a hot-summer continental
climate with hot dry summers and cold snowy
winters. Precipitation is mainly coming from
massive storms that move in from the Pacific
Ocean. These storms move in by the jet stream
typically between October and May (National
Weather Service, 2014). In mid-to-late summer,
when the jet stream retreats far to the north,
precipitation mainly comes from afternoon
thunderstorms caused by monsoon moisture
moving up from the Gulf of California (National
Weather Service, 2014). Although rainfall can
be heavy, these storms are usually scattered in
coverage and rarely severe (National Weather
Service, 2014). Salt Lake City features large
variations in temperatures between seasons.
During summer, there are an average of 56
days per year with temperatures of at least
32.2 °C, 23 days of at least 35 °C, and 5 days
of 37.8 °C (National Weather Service, 2014).
The combination of the climatic conditions,
population growth, metropolitan expansion and
the city’s geographical situation are causing air
quality issues and are becoming a top concern
for the populace. Strong temperature inversions
in winter cause that pollutants are trapped in
the valley, this results in low air quality. The
temperature inversion occurs typically during
mid-winter. Strong areas of high pressure often
situate themselves over the Great Basin, this
causes air stagnation and smog in the valley
(National Weather Service, 2014). The inversion
can last from several days to weeks, depending
on a strong wind that blows through the valley
(RioTinto Kennecott, 2012).
01.2 the oquirrh mountains

In this part, the context of the Oquirrh Mountains

will be explained. Oquirrh is a Western Shoshone
Native American name pronounced as [OHK-ER]. This section will start with a situation
of the Oquirrh Mountains and will thereafter
provide more specific information about the
different aspects related to its the mining history.
Furthermore the landscape typologies of the
Oquirrh Mountains are discussed as well as
details on visitation and tourism. This section is
then concluded by an overview of the possible
threats to this mountain range.
geologic history

The Oquirrh Mountains are located in northcentral Utah, immediately south of the Great
Salt Lake, in the easternmost part of the Basin
and Range physiographic province. The range
consists of northerly-trending aligned peaks
over a length of 56 kilometers (Tooker, 1999).
The geologic features of the region are the result
of a complex sequence of events beginning with
the formation of a Precambrian craton and shelf
on the western edge of the North American
continent (Tooker, 1999). Paleozoic sediments
were deposited on a slowly subsiding craton shelf,
west of the Wasatch Mountains. These layers
of sedimentary rock were intruded in a body of
intrusive igneous rock that metamorphosed the
adjacent host sedimentary rocks and induced
local thrust faulting (Tooker, 1999). The rocks
subsequently were moved eastward during the
late Cretaceous Sevier Orogeny on thrust faults
to become folded and faulted. The Structures
and sedimentary rock sequences created
became the core of the Oquirrh Mountains
(Tooker, 1999). Block faulting and erosion
during a late Cenozoic period of extension
formed the Basin and Range physiographic
province and the Oquirrh Mountains. Tertiary
igneous intrusive and extrusive rocks were
introduced from crustal sources and associated
hydrothermal ore-bearing solutions formed the
base- and precious-metal ore deposits (Tooker,
1999). Uplift and accelerated erosion in the
central Oquirrh Mountains during the early part
of the Quaternary produced extensive local
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oquirrh mountains
Kelsey Peak
Source - Willhiteweb, 2014

coarse clastic deposits (Tooker, 1999). During
the Pleistocene glacial episode Lake Bonneville
covered much of the eastern part of the region
and lake currents redistributed much of the
sand and gravel forming deposits at several
levels of the lake (Tooker, 1999). Subsequent
uplift and erosion continued to form the present
topographic expansion of the Oquirrh Mountains
(Tooker, 1999).
The range has been described as a block,
faulted and uplifted on its west edge and tilted to
the east (Gilluly, 1932). The range is composed
of Paleozoic sedimentary and Tertiary igneous
rocks, and the greater part of it is made up of
the Oquirrh formation of Pennsylvanian and
Permian age, which has a thickness of more
than 5480 meters (Gilluly, 1932). The basins
bordering the Oquirrh Mountains are filled with
Tertiary and Quaternary alluvial and lacustrine
deposits (Gates, 1963). Structurally the Oquirrh
Mountains near Tooele consist of a series of
large folds which trend northwestward (Gates,
1963).
The Oquirrh formation was named and defined
by Gilluly in 1932. It is a great thickness of
alternating limestone and quartzose sandstone,
the sandstone predominating (Gilluly, 1932
and Gates, 1963). The formation is exposed in
much of the range, and makes up nearly the
entire volume of its northern half. Gilluly (1932)
estimated a total thickness of 4870 to 5480
meters for the Oquirrh formation in the Oquirrh

Mountains and stated that the top of the formation
may not be present in the range. The Oquirrh
formation is dominantly quartzose sandstone,
cemented by either silica or calcium carbonate
(Gates, 1963). Small glaciers probably occupied
the upper reaches of the highest northwardfacing drainage basins in the Oquirrh Mountains
during Wisconsin time (Gilluly, 1932).
resource history

The Western Shoshone NativeAmericans, named
the Goshutes, named the range the Oquirrh’s. It
is believed that this name means several things.
One of the meanings is ‘Cave Mountain’. This
refers to the caves on the southern end of the
mountain range. The Goshutes believed that
this caves where haunted by the shades of
those who met death (Anderson, 2016). It was
known as the “place of the weeping or wailing
of ancestors” (Chamberlin, 1913). Another
meaning is ‘Shining Mountain’. A third meaning
for the Oquirrh’s by the Goshutes is ‘Wooded
Mountain’. Early visitors to this mountain range
such as mountain men, government explorers,
and Mormon pioneers encountered densely
forested canyons with large maple trees, scrub
oak, and red pine.
The settlement of the Mormon pioneers and the
establishment of Salt Lake City meant a new era
in the role of the Oquirrh’s as resource deliverer.
For the Mormon settlers the initial value of the
Oquirrh Mountains lay in timber due to the
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logging history oquirrh’s
Mormon loggers in Utah
Source - F. W. Draper, 1998

mining at bingham canyon mine
Tamping a blasting charge
Source - Feininger Andreas, 1942

densely forested canyons, and grazing (United States
History, 2014). The amount of timber mills grew fast because
the Mormon settlers needed wood for construction. The
church’s Tabernacle on Temple Square constitutes a case
in point (Anderson, 2016). Furthermore the water from the
Oquirrh Mountains is used for irrigation purposes, ever
since the area was settled in the late 1840’s (Gates, 1963).
The first settlers were mainly cattle ranchers and farmers.
Most of them settled in what would become later the
metropolitan area of the salt lake valley. Only a few started
a ranch at the base of the Oquirrh Mountains. Soon some
of these prospectors discovered the presence of precious
metals. As an example the brothers Thomas and Stanford
Bingham, cattle ranchers with no background in mining,
established in 1848 the settlement of ‘Bingham Canyon’
(Rio Tinto, 2008, Rudd & Davis, 1998, Powell, 1994). They
discovered copper ore while letting their cattle graze. The
two brothers reported their findings to their Mormon leader
and founder of Salt Lake City, Bringham Young. He advised
the brothers against pursuing mining operations because
the survival and establishment of the settlements was of
paramount purpose at that time (Rio Tinto, 2008, Powell,
1994). In 1850, the Bingham family went to settle in what
is now called Weber County, leaving the canyon still today
known by their name. Only 13 years later the first mining
operations would start in Bingham Canyon. The other
mining districts in the Oquirrh Mountains have a similar
history. Mining is up to the present day still important in the
Oquirrh’s, especially in the Bingham Canyon mining district
since this the last active mining area in the range.
The range hosted several of the more prominent baseand precious metal and disseminated-gold mining areas in
the western United States (Tooker, 1999). The range has
four mining districts scattered around. The 154-year-old
Bingham mining district is the biggest of the four and is
still active. The Bingham Canyon Mining district includes
the newest mining district namely Barneys Canyon and
adjoining Melco disseminated gold deposits. This porphyry
copper mine is of world-class magnitude and is situated
in the central eastern part of the Oquirrh’s. The Mercur
mining district was one of the new-type disseminated gold
deposits and stopped in the ‘90s. This district is situated
on the western side of the range. The Ophir mining district
is an inactive mining area on a relative small scale also
situated on the western side of the range. The last district
in the range is North Oquirrh mining district. This zone is
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inactive in terms of metal extraction but is still
active in terms of processing the ore of the
Bingham Canyon Mine, since RioTinto’s smelter
is located here. All four mining districts posses
the same properties in occurrence of metals,
they are all known for base and precious
metals such as gold, copper, silver, lead, iron
and zinc. Furthermore miscellaneous metals
are also found such as antimony, beryllium,
bismuth, manganese, mercury, molybdenum,
etc. (Doelling and Tooker, 1983). The Oquirrh
Mountains and its flanks also contain a number
of industrial mineral resources useful in the
infrastructure construction and the smelting
industries (Tooker, 1999) The Oquirrh Mountains
in specific the Bingham Canyon mine, continues
to supply many of the metals and industrial
minerals necessary for current and future local
and national growth (Tooker, 1999).
The Oquirrh Mountains not only provided
humanity with materials, it furthermore appeared
due to its physical characteristics to be an ideal
place for broadcasting radio and television.
The high peaks of the range are well suited for
transmitting radio and television signals (Utah
Amateur Radio Club, 2011). Farnsworth Peak
was one of the first places in the United States
where a facility specifically for digital television
transmission was constructed (Utah Amateur
Radio Club, 2011).
landscape typologies

The Oquirrh Mountains consist of different
landscape typologies. The Oquirrh’s are steep,
rugged, and highly dissected with numerous
canyons. Elevation varies from about 1500
meters for the lower slopes on the western
boundary to over 2840 meters at Nelson Peak
(Bureau for land management, 1999). The
highest point of the Oquirrh Mountains is Flattop
Mountain with an elevation of 3.237 meters. 17
peaks are higher than 2450 meters. Furthermore
there are 8 known and named hot springs in the
Oquirrh mountain range (Summit Posts, 2010).
The Oquirrh mountain range can be considered

as a biological island, the fauna and flora differs
greatly from those in the valley (Kapustka et al.,
2004). The elevation gradient within the Oquirrh
mountains has resulted in the formation of several
different plant communities, including natural
communities associated with valley- (bellow 1675
meters), foothill- (between 1676-1980m) and midmontane- (between 1981-3000m) zones (Arnow
et al. 1980), and anthropogenic communities
resulting from agriculture, disturbance and revegetation. These plant communities include
Desert shrubs, Conifer forest, Juniper, Submontane shrubs, Aspen, Aspen-conifer forest,
Sub alpine herb-land, Agricultural land, Riparian
marshlands and a number of introduced cover
types such as Russian olive savannas and
town-site woodlands (Kapustka et al., 2004).
The position and composition of the vegetation
and the occurrence of specific different plant
communities are thus related to the elevation.
The landscape typologies depend on the amount
of solar radiation received locally. Precipitation is
fairly uniform over the basin at a given altitude,
although north- and west-facing slopes may
receive slightly more precipitation because
passing storms generally approach from the
northwest. Precipitation is concentrated in the
winter, and rising temperatures in the spring
initiate snowmelt. South-facing slopes receive
the most solar radiation and their runoff is rapid.
Because the north-facing slopes are protected
from the direct rays of the sun and melting of the
snow is slower, surficial material on these slopes
remains moist for a longer time. This condition
results in intensification of the weathering
process and the production of greater amounts
of weathered material on the north-facing slopes,
and, in turn, produces more storage capacity for
moisture and further intensification of weathering
(Gates, 1963). The increased amount of water in
storage on the northward facing slopes results in
more vegetative cover, which, in turn, furnishes
some protection to the snow cover and further
delays runoff. In addition, vegetation increases
the weathering process, adding to the soil cover
and increasing the water-storage potential
(Gates, 1963).
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Sagebrush and grasses characterize the foothills.
Oak shrubs are found on the warmer drier south
and west oriented slopes. Douglas fir and aspen
however can be found on the cooler and wetter
northern and eastern slopes. Gamble’s oak and
big tooth maple are typical for the bottom of
the canyons, mostly they are densely forested
and also oak shrubs, quaking aspen and
Douglas fir can be found here (Bureau for land
management, 1999). Canyon maple is typical
for the mid elevations (Stoner et al, 2003). North
facing slopes lower than 2,200 meters; supports
localized montane communities of aspen and
Douglas fir (Stoner et al, 2003).
The Oquirrh Mountains are home to various
animal species associated with these plant
communities (Stoner et al, 2003). Foxes,
badgers, bald eagles, hawks, coyotes, weasels,
martens, bobcats, mountain lions, elk, deer,
otters, beavers and different species of mousses,
rats, squirrels, rabbits, bats and shrew all can
be found in the Oquirrh Mountains (Bell, 2014,
SummitPosts, 2010). Deer and elk are common
in this area. Free-ranging livestock including
cattle, sheep, goats and horses are also seen in
the Oquirrh Mountains from May to December.
The Oquirrh Mountains is also the habitat of shy
cougars. These predators hunt the deer and elk
but also livestock. Cougar hunting is prohibited
and they enjoy legal protection. Unfortunately
cougars are still poached, trapped or killed by
car collision (Stoner et al, 2003).
visitation and tourism

John Muir walked and explored the Oquirrh
Mountains in July 1877 (Muir, 1918). John
Muir (1838-1914) was a well-known influential
Scottish-American
naturalist,
author,
environmental philosopher and early advocate
for the preservation of wilderness in the United
Sates. He wrote books, letters and essays, all
describing his wilderness experiences and
adventures. He is considered as ‘Father of the
National Parks’ (Miller, 2007). He devoted his
life to the preservation of western forests and
he petitioned the U.S. Congress for the National

Park bill that was passed in 1890. The result of
this was the establishment of Yosemite National
Park. Also Sequoia National Park and many
other wilderness areas were preserved due to
his help. In his writings he inspired readers to
undertake action to preserve nature areas in the
United States (Miller, 2007). Among his readers
were also congressmen and presidents.
In his visit to Salt Lake City, Muir swam in the
Great Salt Lake and he decided, after the swim,
he would “have another baptism” and “bathe in
the high sky” (Muir, 1918). In his description on
the Oquirrh Mountains he described, carefully
with eye for detail, the vegetation and the
landscape he observed. When he is describing
his way to the top, he writes that the view was
one of the most impressively sublime he ever
beheld (Muir, 1918). A large part of the text is
devoted to the wildflowers and their beauty; this
indicates his deep love for the wildflowers and
lilies. In particular, he wrote;
‘But in every walk with Nature one receives far
more than he seeks. I had not gone more than a
mile from Lake Point ere I found the way profusely
decked with flowers, mostly compositae and
purple leguminosae, a hundred corollas or
more to the square yard, with a corresponding
abundance of winged blossoms above them,
moths and butterflies, the leguminosae of the
insect kingdom. This floweriness is maintained
with delightful variety all the way up through rocks
and bushes to the snow -- violets, lilies, gilias,
oenotheras, wallflowers, ivesias, saxifrages,
smilax, and miles of blooming bushes, chiefly
azalea, honeysuckle, brier rose, buckthorn, and
eriogonum, all meeting and blending in divine
accord.’ (Muir, 1918)

The Oquirrh Mountains are a prominent visual
feature for people living in the Salt Lake Valley,
despite being such a prominent visual feature,
not many people spend time recreating and
exploring the Oquirrh’s. The Wasatch Mountains
on the other hand are the opposite; a lot of people
go there for skiing in one of the famous resorts,
or to be outdoors. Nevertheless the Oquirrh’s
offer great potential to be explored. There are
outstanding opportunities for both solitude and
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primitive recreation. Deeply incised canyons and
heavily wooded mountain slopes contribute to
the opportunity to find solitude (Bureau for land
management, 1999). Seen the diversity of wildlife
as described earlier, the Oquirrh’s have great
potential for wildlife viewing and nature study.
Furthermore it is even possible to do backcountry
skiing, rock-climbing, mountain biking and
paragliding for more adventurous people.
Although the Oquirrh mountains have so much
potential for people to recreate, especially
seen the proximity of the mountain range to
the urban centers of the Salt Lake Valley and
the Tooele Valley, they are underappreciated
and undervalued, the fact that many residents
in the metropolitan area don’t even know
how to pronounce the name of the mountain
range, witnesses of this alienated position.
What is then the reason for this unpopularity?
This is partly due to the more expressive
Wasatch Mountains with well-developed leisure
infrastructure and activities. Landownership on
the other hand is a very important reason for
why the Oquirrh’s are so unsuccessful. Large
parts of the Oquirrh mountains are in private
ownership and not accessible for people. For
example RioTinto Kennecott owns 399 square
kilometers similar to almost the whole eastern
side of the Oquirrh mountain range (RioTinto,
2014). There is a lot of discussion on this topic
and clearly seen as a threat by inhabitants of
Salt Lake City and its larger metropolitan area
(Crane, 2011). This private landownership is
according to Crane (2011) described as a battle
and Utah finds itself locked in a David and Goliath
struggle with a new version of the British Empire
vs. London-based mining colossus RioTinto.

negative image. Mining’s negative impact on the
natural environment is the major public relations
problem that the mining company is facing since
pollution has been a source of contention for
years (Rudd & Davis, 1998). Because of the
groundwater contamination, as well as the mine’s
contribution to the region’s air pollution. Rather
than risk ‘market suicide’ by being associated
with the worst polluting companies in the nation,
Kennecott spent more than $1.5 billion of its
own money to clean up its milling process and
modernize its facilities (Rudd & Davis, 1998).
Today, this investment has made the Bingham
mine the cleanest copper mine in the world,
far exceeding national standards. However,
the negative public perceptions persist, and
Kennecott uses tourism in innovative ways to
address these public relation problems (Rudd &
Davis, 1998).

private ownership
Fences and no trespassing signs
Source - Salt Lake Tribune, 2014

Another reason for the Oquirrh Mountains to be
underappreciated and undervalued is due to the
fact that most of the urban developments are
still on the eastern side of the valley, although
this is currently changing, which makes a
trip to the Wasatch Mountains more obvious.
Furthermore most of the metropolitan residents,
often only associate the range with mining and a
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old advertisment poster

01.3 the bingham canyon mine

Yes sir! it’s bigger than the Panama Canal
Source - Ethnic Mining Museum Magna, 2016

The Bingham Canyon Mine is part of the Oquirrh
Mountains; it is situated on the eastern side of the range.
From downtown Salt Lake City, it takes around 45 minutes
to reach the mine by car. Other urban centers in the
metropolitan area such as West Jordan and South Jordan,
can reach the mine in only a half hour.
The Bingham Canyon which was the first open pit mine
in the world, has a long history of more the 150 years.
From early explorers to high tech mining nowadays has
been changing the original terrain of the Oquirrh Mountains
radically. The result, an enormous mining site that is
covering an area of 900 hectares or 9 square kilometers,
has replaced the original topography (Rio Tinto, 2008). The
open pit, where the mining activities occur, is a man-made
hole with a depth of 1200m deep (Rio Tinto, 2008) and a
diameter of 4,4km (Rio Tinto, 2008).

old advertisment poster
Every day is fourth of July at Bingham Canyon -1952
Source - Ethnic Mining Museum Magna, 2016

In this part, the focus is on the specific properties of the
Bingham Canyon Mine. First the geological history of the
Bingham Canyon Mine will be explained followed by a brief
outline of the history of the site in terms of resources. A
visual analysis of the site and a detailed explanation of
the mining industry is explained next. The chapter ends
with discussing the environmental problems related to the
mining activities, the future of the mining operations and
the touristic aspect related to this site.
geological history

The metals found at the Bingham Canyon Mine are formed
during a series of events. In this part the geologic history of
the Bingham Canyon will be explained with a focus on the
formation of these metals.
the bingham canyon mine

The formation starts 1,7 billion years ago with the collision
of tectonic plates, this collision formed the east to west
oriented Uinta axis that is guided by mineralization (North,
2010). These rocks that record this feature are called the
Precambrian basement and they provide us with evidence
of older mountain building, glaciation, sediment deposition
and volcanism (Krahulec, 1995).

Bingham Canyon Mine

approx. 1200m

United States of America

Depth of the mine
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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The first half of the Paleozoic era was characterized for
the accumulation of marine deposits (North, 2010). These
deposits were compacted into limestone, shale, sandstone
and conglomerate depending on their position to the
migrating shoreline (North, 2010).
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In the second half of the Paleozoic era, 400-245
million years ago, the supercontinent ‘Pangaea’
was formed due to continental tectonic plate
collision. This included the formation of north
south oriented mountain ranges in what is now
Utah. Due to this movement caused by the
tectonic plate collision, rock in the intermountain
area of Utah was faulted and folded and the
marine basis slowly filled with alternating layers
such as limestone, sandstone and shale, up
to 4500 meters of thickness on some places
(Krahulec, 1995).
During the Mesozoic era, 245-66 million years
ago, the supercontinent ‘Pangaea’ splits apart
and causes the North American plate to collide
with the Pacific plate. The result of this collision
was the formation of successive mountain ranges
along the western edge of the continent. Utah
rose above sea level and was covered by aeolian
sand and river sediment. These sediments were
transformed into sandstone and conglomerates.
The Pacific plate was forced down under North
America, which caused mountain building with
the formation of major north-south oriented
thrust faults in Western Utah. Eastern Utah
was the variable interface for alluvial deposits
that came from the rising mountains and hot
swampy areas bordered a shallow continental
sea (North, 2010). Volcanic eruptions in the west
contributed to the deposition of ash layers to this
sedimentary sequence (North, 2010).
The Mesozoic era was followed by the Cenozoic
era, 66 to 1million years ago. During this period
the mountain ranges of the Rocky Mountains
and the current Uinta mountains were formed.
The elimination of continental sea was the result
of this uplift (Krahulec, 1995).
In the Eocene, the thick continental crust under
the mountain ranges, extended deep enough
to melt and magma plumes arose along the old
Uinta axis, additional plumes came in two more
waves. Volcanic rock indicated that sometimes
the magma made it to the surface. The intrusive
monzonite stock at the Bingham Canyon Mine is
one of these magma plumes dated a 38 million

years old (RioTinto, 2014). Pulses of magma
injection also created a network of peripheral
dikes and sills that brought mineralized solutions
into contact with the surrounding sedimentary
rock, sometimes replacing whole thicknesses
of limestone, sometimes just forming thin veins
along existing fractures (North, 2010). A sulfide
rich halo exists around the stock in concentric
bands and the stock itself is evenly enriched at
a low grade from circulation hot water (North,
2010).
The last major chapter of the geological history
happened about 25-30 million years ago. The
North American plate overrode a spreading zone
and changed the area of crustal compression
to one of extension (North, 2010). As the crust
pulled apart and thinned large blocks of rock were
tilted along normal faults to form the north-south
trending mountain ranges seen in the Basin and
Range Province today (North, 2010). Volcanic
activity accompanied the faulting and continues
into the present, with Utah’s most recent volcano
just 600 years old (Krahulec, 1995).
resource history

As briefly mentioned earlier, it all started in
1848 by the two brothers Stanford and Thomas
Bingham. The two brothers, both cattle ranchers
with no background in mining, discovered mineral
deposits in the canyon where they graze their
cattle. They report their findings to Bringham
Young, the Mormon leader, who advised against
pursuing mining, because the survival of the
newly established Mormon community was of
major importance. The canyon and the mine are
still today known by their name (North, 2010, Rio
Tinto, 2008, Powell, 1994). In 1850, Congress
established ‘Utah Territory’ by act (North, 2010).
Before this act, Utah was wilderness area only
crossed by pioneers and prospectors, on their
way west to California and Oregon. In 1862,
Colonel P. Conner sets up Fort Douglas in Salt
Lake City during the American Civil War, as a
small military garrison to protect the overland
mail route and telegraph lines along the route
(North, 2010). On September 17, 1863 still during
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expansion of the bingham canyon mine
Aerial plan of the mine
Source - State of Utah Survey, 1971

1908

1926

the American Civil War, the extraction of ore
began and the potential of the canyon’s mineral
resources began to be widely recognized. The
West Mountain Mining District was established
(North, 2010). In 1864, miners discovered gold in
the alluvial deposits of a streambed, also known
as placer gold (North, 2010, Powell, 1994).
Only four years later in 1868, the first copper
was shipped from high-grade veins at Soldiers
Tunnel on the west side of Bingham Canyon by
the brothers Walker and Woodhull. On the 10th
of May 1869, the first transcontinental railroad
was completed at Promontory summit only
200km north of Bingham Canyon mine. In 1873,
the railroad that came till Sandy was extended
to the Winnamuck Mine in the Bingham Canyon,
this allowed the miners not only to mine placer
gold, lead-silver and copper-gold. Now they
could mine the Porphyry copper because it
required transport for processing and therefore a
railroad (North, 2010, Powell, 1994). A few years
later in 1893, The Sherman Silver Purchase
Act that required the government to purchase
millions of ounces of silver to keep the price of
the currency high, was repealed, which resulted
in the collapse of the silver prices (North,
2010). This off course highly influenced the
silver miners. 3 years later in 1896, Newhouse

1971

and Weir’s Utah Consolidated Mining Co.
shipped the first high-grade copper ore from the
Highland Boy mine in Bingham Canyon (North,
2010). Newhouse and investors from Boston
consolidated the Copper and Gold Mining Co in
1898. In 1903 the Bingham Canyon mine would
take a different direction, because on the 4th of
June, E. Wall and D. Jackling were incorporated
in Utah Copper Company. They initiated open pit
mining as alternative to process the low-grade
copper ore found in a mountain in Bingham
Canyon. Most mining experts of that time said
the company would never make profit since the
ore grade was too low, only 18kg of copper for
every 900kg of ore (RioTinto, 2014). Wall and
Jackling however pursued the idea that it would
be possible, therefore they needed to be able to
move tremendous amounts of material in order
to make it a profitable business (North, 2010).
In 1906 the first steam shovels started working
on the mountain (RioTinto, 2014). Open pit
mining had been initiated and would determine
the future of the Bingham Canyon Mine up to
today. The Kennecott Copper Corporation was
incorporated on April 29, 1915 as a holding
company for all the Guggenheim-affiliated copper
properties throughout the world (RioTinto, 2014).
The steam shovels introduced in 1906 were
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hauling ore by train

replaced by electric shovels in 1923. Kennecott
Copper gains full ownership of the Utah Copper
Company and now controls the open pit. They
adapted the process so they would be able to
recover molybdenum from the process. Several
tunnels were build for hauling the ore, in 1941
the Elton Haulage Tunnel was completed at the
west side of the Bingham Canyon Mine towards
Tooele (North, 2010). In 1944 Kennecott builds
its own electric power plant (North, 2010). And
also electric trains replace the steam trains in
1948 to haul the ore (North, 2010). The open
pit is getting bigger and in 1966 the Bingham
Canyon Mine becomes registered on the list
of National Historical landmarks, given its size
and significance (North, 2010). The topography
of the original canyon and adjacent mountains
has changed already radically, the mining towns
build in the original canyon are threatened by
the continued expansion of the mine. The mine
continued to crowd out the mining towns in the
narrow Bingham Canyon and by 1971 little of the
town remained. In 1972 the last buildings were
demolished and at present there is no trace of
the former towns, they are in ‘thin air’ (North,
2010, Powell, 1994). The Bingham Canyon
Mine closes for one and a half year in 1985 due
to a demolished mill, the work force falls back
to 2000 employees. RioTinto takes ownership
of Kennecott only a few years later in 1989
(RioTinto, 2014, North, 2010). RioTinto builds a
new clean smelter at the north end of the Oquirrh
mountains in 1992 and they completed a clean
up of historical surface mining waste around the
Bingham Canyon Mine in 1999 (RioTinto, 2014).
In 2005 the value of Molybdenum production
exceed the copper production (North, 2010). In
2013 the Bingham Canyon Mine experiences
the largest ‘man-made’ earth slide ever recorded
in mining history and resulted in a cleaning
program of several years to make the mine safe
and accessible again (RioTinto, 2014). Currently
the mine is expanding on the southern side of
the open pit (RioTinto, 2017). The expected end
date for the mining operations at the Bingham
Canyon Mine is considered to be at 2036 (North,
2010, RioTinto, 2014).

Brakeman of ore train
Source - Feininger Andreas, 1942

landslide due to slope failure
Largest man made landslide
Source - EarthSky, 2013
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visual analysis

The ‘Manual 8431 - Visual Resource Contrast
Rating’ composed by the Bureau of Land
Management was used as a guideline for this
visual analysis (Bureau of Land Management,
1989).
The Bingham Canyon mine is a feature in the
landscape of the Oquirrh mountain range. The
Oquirrh mountain range, part of the ‘Basin and
Range’ physiographic region, is situated at the
transition point of three physiographic regions
namely; ‘The Basin and Range’, ‘The Colorado
Plateau’ and the ‘Rocky Mountains’ (Bureau for
land management, 1999). The ‘Basin and Range’
region is basically broken up into three different
distinct regions, the Mojave Basin and Range,
the Northern Basin and Range and the Central
Basin and Range (Bureau for land management,
1999).
The Oquirrh Mountains are a prominent
mountain range within the Basin and Range.
This is due to its dramatically steep landform
with numerous canyons. The Wasatch mountain
range on the other side of the Salt Lake valley
is part of the Rocky Mountains and is therefore
more dramatically in its landform, elevations
and canyons. The Oquirrh Mountains are
characterized by a diversity of vegetation,
strong contrasting in color due to multiple
uses and textures. The vegetation varies from
evergreens, deciduous, grass to pine. There is
no visible water in the Oquirrh mountains until in
the canyons of the landform, were small creeks
can be found. The Oquirrh mountain range is
part of a bigger picture of the scenic complexity,
with Sainsbury Mountains in the west and the
Wasatch mountains in the east. In other words,
the Oquirrh Mountains are dominant from the
surrounding valley; it is a predominant viewed
feature looking west for all the homes in the
valley and in particularly the ‘East Bench’ of Salt
Lake City.
We can conclude that the Oquirrh mountain range
is a prominent mountain range within the Basin

and Range region, located between Tooele and
Salt Lake City, extending from the south, till the
tip of the Great Salt Lake. There are some major
cultural modifications, on east side but overall it
is fairly intact. The landform is very rugged once
inside the unit. Mining evidence can be found on
the eastern side nearby Ophir, a mining community,
also in Mercur, another old mining community and
the Bingham Canyon Mine. The Oquirrh mountain
range unit has a diversity of vegetation ranging
from evergreens to deciduous with a large variety
in colors such as aspen and oaks.
The Bingham Canyon Mine does not affect all of
the Oquirrh Mountains. The impact of the mine is
concentrated around the open pit. The open pit of
the Bingham Canyon mine is not visible from the
Salt Lake valley; only the waste rock dumps are the
visual evidence of the presence of a mining area.
The size of the waste rock dumps illustrates the
magnitude of the mining activities. The Bingham
Canyon mine stands out from the original visual
landscape characteristics due to its contrasting
differences in line, form, color and texture. The form
of the waste rock piles is, although different as the
original topography, still angular but dominated by
a conflicting sequence lines, which form landforms
with flat tops. This is not in character with the rest
of the Oquirrh mountain range since there are no
horizontal lines in the rest of the unit. Furthermore
the original color and structure are stripped away
by the mining activities and replaced by another
palette of colors and structures. In the case of
the waste rock piles no vegetation is visually
fragmenting the surface and contributing to
contrasting color and textures. The combination of
this lack in texture creates homogeneity and this
homogeneity on this scale makes the waste rock
piles stand out of the original topography of the
Oquirrh mountain range unit.
The open pit of the Bingham Canyon mine is
only visible from ‘in’ the Oquirrh mountain range
unit. It is a distinct feature with explicit complex
and conflicting topography, lines, color, form
and texture. Terraces of 15-22 meters high are
determining the sequence of the topography.
This rhythm of horizontal parallel lines adds to
the feeling of depth and scale when looking at the
open pit. The color is contrasting in the mine due
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to the sequence of different geologic layers. The
color is also contrasting with the edges of the mine
where vegetation and the original situation can be
observed. This axis of change in combination with
the topography, frames the feature. The texture of

the mine is rough but uniform, due to the absence
of any vegetation in the open pit. Big walls, cracks
and rock waste thus determine the rough texture
of the mine.

drone image of waste rock dumps
The mine seen from the valley
Source - Great Basin ATV, 2016
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drilling holes for explosives
Strict drilling pattern
Source - James S. Aber, 2012

the industry explained

The extracting of copper is a complex process that happens
in four different phases; ‘Excavating’, ‘Concentrating’,
‘Smelting’ and ‘Refining’ (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014, North,
2010). These phases start with brute force and evolve to
applied chemistry. The following segment will describe
these phases in detail.

haul truck and shovel
Loading the lose material
Source - Giles lambertson, 2017

dumping ore at the crusher
290 tons of blasted rock
Source - Giles lambertson, 2017

The first step in the process is ‘Excavating’. This step
consists of four stages; the first stage is ‘Survey’. It all
starts with the drilling of a series of holes in the mine and
taking samples. Geologists study these samples and
they determine the type and quality of the ore (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2014). Mining engineers use this information to
make computer-generated model of the ore deposit that
shows the grade and location of the ore and waste rock
(RioTinto Kennecott, 2014). The second stage is called
‘Drilling and blasting’. Workers use special equipment to
drill 17-meter deep holes in the solid rock, these holes are
30cm in diameter. Then they are filled with 540 kilograms of
high explosives (ammonium nitrate). Every day Kennecott
blasts around 160 of these holes. The result of this blasting
is 455.000 tons of lose rock (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014).
The second stage is ‘Hauling and loading’. Enormous
hydraulic and electric shovels dump 90 tons of lose rock
in the haul-trucks. These haul-trucks carry 290 tons of
blasted rock with ore to one of the world’s largest rock
crushers. The third and last stage of the ‘mining’ phase
involves ‘Crushing and conveying’. This crusher, which is
located in the open pit, reduces the size of the lose rock
into pieces no bigger then 25cm in diameter at the rate of
9.100 tons/hour (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014). The crushed
ore is transported on a series of conveyor belts for over a
distance of 8 kilometers, of which 4,8kilometers through
a tunnel, it passes six transfer stations. The ore is then
deposited in a protected stockpile at the concentrator near
Copperton. This crushed ore contains approximately 0,6%
of copper at the end of the first phase (RioTinto Kennecott,
2014).
The second phase in the process is called ‘Concentrating’.
The ore from the stockpiles at the concentrator is send
through a series of rotating mills. These mills grind the
rock further to a fine powder. This is the last step of brute
force, now the applied chemistry starts. The fine powder
is mixed with water, reagents and air. This causes copper,
gold, silver, molybdenum and other minerals to bound to
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froth flotation
at the end of this step, 28% pure copper
Source - RioTinto Kennecott, 2015

furnaces
Further refining copper to 70% pureness
Source - RioTinto Kennecott, 2015

casting annodes
Molten copper is casted into 340kg plates
Source - RioTinto Kennecott, 2015

the air particles. They rise in the liquid and float at the top
of the liquid; this process is called ‘froth flotation’ (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2014). This substance is collected and is called
‘concentrate’. This is now 28% pure copper. The waste
sludge also called ‘gangue’ is transferred to the tailing
impoundments. The concentrate is pumped through a
twentyseven kilometer pipeline to a filtering facility near the
smelter at the north end of the Oquirrh Mountains. Here
the concentrate is filtered and dried in a big rotating dryer.
The third phase in the process is called ‘Smelting’. The dried
product is then send into a flash furnace with temperatures
over 1300°C. This results into the separation of three
products, namely gasses, slag and mad copper. Mad
copper is the term for the 70% pure copper substance that
is also containing sulfur (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014). This is
flash cooled in water and turned into granules. The gasses
released by this smelting process contain sulfur, they are
cleaned and cooled, and then they are sold as sulfuric
acid for applications in industry and agriculture. The slag is
mainly containing silica and iron and is considered waste.
The mad copper is ground up and fed into a flash converting
furnace to remove most of the remaining impurities. The
result, molten copper called blister copper with 98% pure
copper. Casting furnaces refine it further to 99,5% pure
molten copper (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014). This is casted
into thick large plates called anodes, weighing 340 kg
apiece. These plates are then shipped for three kilometers
by train to the refinery.
The fourth and last phase constitutes ‘Refinery’, in this last
phase, the anodes are positioned between stainless steel
cathodes and loaded into big tanks with an electrolytic
solution (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014). Positive and negative
electric current is applied to have an electrical conduction.
The electric current causes the pure copper ions to migrate
to the stainless steel cathodes, this process last for 10
days. The result is a plate of 99,9% pure copper (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2014). One anode produces two cathodes each
weighing about 135 kg, they are washed and then striped
from the steel sheets, and they are tested for quality and
purity, then corrugated and bundled for market. The waste
product after the refinery process is melted in an induction
furnace to extract other precious metals, such as gold
and silver, for every 450 kg of copper produced; there is
a production of 28 grams of gold and 170 grams of silver
(RioTinto Kennecott, 2014).
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A lot of the mining infrastructure has evolved
throughout the history of the mine. A network
of underground structures such as shafts and
tunnels is present in the Bingham Canyon mine.
Some of the tunnels have a long history but are
still in use today. Other tunnels are made today
for dewatering purposes and water mining.
According to an interview with Kennecott, some
of the tunnels are even unknown since the
network is so extensive. The most important
tunnels are the ‘Mascotte’ tunnel, ‘Elton’ tunnel,
‘Butterfield’ tunnel, ‘Utah Metal Mines’ tunnel and
the ‘5490’ tunnel (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014).

offices and gate buildings more towards the
valley at the entrance of the Bingham Canyon
mining property. The main offices are located
in the Daybreak community. Process buildings
are spread along the Oquirrh mountain range
from the open pit to the smelter in the north.
A Visitor Center used to be at the edge of the
open pit but the landslide of 2013 swept away
the building. Historic relicts can be found on the
whole property, most of it is gone but evidence
of historic mining can be found here and there,
such as an old hospital near Copperton and an
old tram support building near Markham peak.

Roads are another important feature within
the mine; there is a complex network of roads.
Roads provide access to all the areas in the
mine and on the waste rock dumps. Roads are
not paved except for the entrance road. Road
are tens of meters wide due to the large size of
the mechanical equipment that is using these
roads (a haul truck is 8,8 meters wide). Roads
follow the topography of the terraces; slopes and
ramps are connecting terraces. A steep gradient
is often the case due to the dimensions of the
pit and the explicit topography. The total network
of roads in the mining area is more then 800
kilometers (RioTinto Kennecott, 2008). There is
also a network of small roads, mostly evolved
historically. These roads often lead to inspection
points. Road construction is a permanent task
executed by big graders (RioTinto Kennecott,
2014). The roads change continuously due to the
movement of large amounts of material. Steep
drop-offs and exposed height differences form
potential danger for every worker in the open pit,
big banks at the side of the road therefore from a
barrier to prevent vehicles from getting of the road.

Fences are another element of infrastructure.
Big signs with ‘no trespassing’ are distributed
in great number along the barbed wire that is
gating the whole area. Fences are also occurring
on other locations in the pit and at the top of the
pit for preventing dangerous drop-offs. The gate
to the mine is a security post with a barrier and a
security agent. The buildings are also equipped
with security systems to prevent trespassers
from moving in or around productions sites
and buildings. Furthermore safety signs are
dispersed and can be found everywhere. Safety
is a big deal for RioTinto and a lot of attention
and money are invested to even further improve
safety conditions in the industry. With their
‘safety oriented risk assessment program’ called
‘TRACK’ they are making their employees aware
of safety. Track stands for; Talk about what you
will do, recognize the hazards, Asses the risks,
Control the hazards, Keep safety first in all tasks
(RioTinto Kennecott, 2014).

Several buildings are dispersed over the mining
property; some of these buildings are used
as process buildings to process the ore, as
described in the mining process. There are no
buildings in the open pit except for a measuring
point, and the ‘in’-pit crusher. There are no
buildings on the waste rock piles. At the edge
of the pit there is a big warehouse, which is the
heavy machinery repair shop. There are some

Telephone poles are another typical element
of the infrastructure; they are all situated at the
edge of the pit. Pump houses and silos are also
typical infrastructural elements in the Bingham
Canyon Mine.
In the past there used to be a large network of
railroads since the ore was hauled out of the
mine by train. Nowadays, only a few railroad
tracks just south of Copperton can be found and
some old railway tunnels remain. Currently all
the ore is carried out of the mine with haul trucks.
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environmental problems

Air pollution: The air quality in Salt Lake
Valley continues to be a concern despite
some improvements in the past decades. It is
important to first explain the phenomenon of
temperature inversion in order to understand
why the air quality in the Salt Lake Valley can
be so problematic. The geography of the Salt
Lake Valley is a bowl created by the Wasatch
Mountains in the east and the Oquirrh Mountains
in the west. This means that during the winter
season, high air pressure causes an inversion of
normal temperature; the cooler air gets trapped
in the valley underneath warmer air, keeping
dust and pollutants, such as PM2,5 down in the
valley near the ground, and preventing it from
escaping. It is not until a storm of heavy wind
blows through that the pollution can escape the
valley (RioTinto Kennecott, 2012). Inventory
analysis conducted by the Utah Division of
Air Quality (UDAQ) indicates that Kennecott’s
annual emissions are a minor contributor to
total annual emissions in the Salt Lake air shed,
as compared urban activities, home heating,
small businesses, cars, trucks and other mobile
equipment (RioTinto Kennecott, 2013). More
specifically, based upon the most recent Utah
Division of Air Quality data, Kennecott’s total
annual emissions of PM2.5 particles and PM2.5
precursors represent approximately 3.5 percent
of total annual PM2.5 and precursor emissions
in the air shed (RioTinto Kennecott, 2013).
The mining process is polluting the air on four
different levels; first, heavy machinery and other
vehicles are required for the extraction of copper,
which are producing exhaust gasses and fine
dust by driving on the unpaved roads on the
mining property. Secondly, wind is blowing over
the un-vegetated areas such as the open pit, the
waste rock piles and the tailing impoundments;
this causes the transportation of dust particles.
Also heavy metals that are exposed in these
areas are transported by the wind. This means
that these winds with their deposits, depending
on the wind direction, are blowing into the Salt
Lake Valley. Third, the emissions of the smelter

facility are believed to contribute to the increased
level of PM-2,5. And last, the extraction process
of copper requires a lot of energy, many of
which is produced by burning gas, coal and oil,
although this energy production is not affecting
the air quality in the Salt Lake City, because of its
location further away from the city, it is definitely
contributing the air quality on another level.
RioTinto Kennecott is aware of their impact
on the air quality and has established several
initiatives to mitigate their impact. Kennecott
has implemented two vehicle idling reduction
programs: one for light/medium duty vehicles
throughout the operation and one for haul trucks
at the mine (RioTinto Kennecott, 2013). They
are upgrading their truck fleet for lighter and
more efficient haul-trucks, and CNG vehicles are
replacing their commercial vehicles to reduce
emissions. Kennecott played a major role in the
development of the public transport system of
Salt Lake City that was established before the
Winter Olympics of 2002 (RioTinto Kennecott,
2012). Their buildings are LEED-certified and
Kennecott is researching the possibilities of
renewable energy production on their property by
pilot projects. Also in terms of the mining process
there have been some improvements to reduce
their emissions. Their smelter is the cleanest
and most energy efficient of its kind in the world,
capturing 99,9% of the sulfur gasses that are
produced during the smelting process (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2014). The smelter captures waste
heat and uses it to produce 60% of its own power
needs. Furthermore process steam is used in
a combined heat and power plant to efficiently
create power (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014).
Kennecott is also shutting down its power plant
during the winter season to further reduce their
impact on the air quality (RioTinto Kennecott,
2012). According to Kennecott, keeping the local
environment clean is important to them because
most of the employees are living in the Salt Lake
valley (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014). Furthermore
Kennecott claims that, the level of a typical
inversion is 1.600m above sea level. The top of
the smelter stack is 1.690m above sea level and
the rim of the mine is 1.950m above sea level,
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this means that pollution by the mining process
happens above the average inversion level and
so neither the emissions from the mine or the
smelter are reaching the Salt Lake valley during
an inversion (RioTinto Kennecott, 2012).
Water pollution: Mining copper on such a
big scale means that geological features that
we normally wouldn’t see, with high natural
concentrations of heavy metals, are exposed.
This means that also precipitation water comes
in contact with these heavy metals and gets
contaminated with these heavy metals. This water
can seep into the ground and finds itself a way
to an aquifer. This is a problem, especially when
this aquifer is used for drinking water production.
Mining is also requiring a lot of water for the
extraction of copper, Kennecott is using water in
every stage of their operation and business, they
use water for exploration, mining, concentrating,
smelting, refining, and power generation. They
need water to process and mine ore, power and
cool equipment, transport tailings, suppress
dust, and for washing and drinking (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2014). Beginning in the 1920s, early
miners at Bingham Canyon began applying
water to waste rock piles to dissolve, or leach,
the low grades of copper in the waste rock. They
collected and processed the leach water from
the toe of the piles to recover the copper. The
leach system was upgraded and expanded over
the years (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014). Kennecott
stopped this extraction method in 2000 (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2014).
Over its years of operation, mining activities
have caused extensive groundwater pollution
(Southwest Jordan Valley Groundwater Project,
2006). Wastewater from the mine has escaped
the site’s collection system, contaminating
groundwater with acid, metals and sulfates
(Southwest Jordan Valley Groundwater Project,
2006). According to the Environmental Protection
Agency, the groundwater plume extends towards
the nearby Jordan River and covers more than
72 square miles (Earthworks, 2011, Mines and
Communities, 2003, Southwest Jordan Valley
Groundwater Project, 2006). The plume was

created primarily from wastewater leaching from
acid generating waste rock deposited on the
slopes of the Oquirrh Mountains (Earthworks,
2011). Metals-rich acidic water was channeled
through a reservoir, which Kennecott operated
without a liner for nearly three decades (Weber,
2002). Also toxic waste was released from the
mine’s refinery and smelter facilities into the
groundwater, creating plumes of contaminated
water containing high concentrations of selenium
and arsenic (Department of the Interior, US
Fish and Wildlife Service, 2008). In one area,
the plume comes to the surface via seeps and
springs. Selenium is particularly toxic to birds,
fish and amphibians (Earthworks, 2011).
RioTinto Kennecott is collecting and treating the
water that has been in contact with the waste
rock to prevent seepage and pollution. This
water is collected by a series of cutoff dams,
these concrete walls, extend below the surface
to bedrock and capture the surface water and
shallow groundwater. Copper is then recovered
from this water and the water is then cleaned by
reverse osmosis (RioTinto Kennecott, 2013). In
2006, Kennecott completed a reverse osmosis
water treatment plant located on the south
end of our operation to treat groundwater that
was historically affected by mining activities
(RioTinto, Kennecott, 2013). They extract
impacted groundwater by pumping a network of
wells and then conveying it for treatment at this
reverse osmosis facility (RioTinto Kennecott,
2013). The facility treats approximately 11.500
liters of water per minute and provides enough
potable water for 4,300 homes each year. Water
from this treatment facility is delivered to the
Jordan Valley Water Conservancy District for
distribution to its customers (RioTinto Kennecott,
2013). Kennecott also separates process water
of different qualities for different needs to reuse
it further in the process (RioTinto Kennecott,
2014)
Natural habitat damage: The department
of Interior Fish and Wildlife Service took legal
action against Kennecott for the release of
hazardous substances from the mine’s facilities,
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including selenium, copper, arsenic, lead,
zinc and cadmium (Natural resource damage
consent decree, 2008) At least a quarter of the
selenium flowing into the Lake comes from the
mine (Fahys, 2009) According to the federal
biologists, the release of these hazardous
pollutants has harmed natural resources,
including migratory birds and their support
ecosystems, which includes wetlands, marshes,
freshwater wildlife habitats, playas and riparian
areas and freshwater ponds (Natural resource
damage consent decree, 2008). Furthermore,
groundwater pollution released from the site
has damaged fish and wildlife habitat (Natural
resource damage consent decree, 2008). The
lawsuit seeks to recover compensation to the
public for losses for damage to natural resources
due to the release of hazardous substances from
the site. The complaint contends that the site has
incurred, and continues to incur, costs related
to the loss of natural resources resulting from
the release of hazardous substances (Natural
resource damage consent decree, 2008).
RioTinto Kennecott is aware of the impact
of mining on the environment; they own and
manage around 38.850 hectares of land
(RioTinto Kennecott, 2014). According to
RioTinto Kennecott, actual mining disturbs less
then half of this (RioTinto Kennecott, 2014). On
the website of RioTinto they state the following;
‘We are committed to exercising stewardship
over the land on which we operate. We are
dedicated to minimizing the impact we have on
the land we mine and to return impacted land
to its natural state where possible.’ (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2014)
RioTinto has initiated several projects of land
management; reclamation and beautification
projects to turn areas disturbed by mining
activities to a meaningful, post-mining land
use, such as wildlife habitat, residential use or
agricultural use. Since 1990, Kennecott restored,
reclaimed and re-vegetated 1.350 hectares
of land, of which, 400 hectares of new wildlife
habitat and open space (RioTinto Kennecott,
2014). Cooperation’s between RioTinto and

external stakeholders such as local universities
are established to do research on biodiversity on
their property, ex. Mountain lion research in the
Oquirrh Mountains.
Instable pit walls: A problem in open pit mining,
especially when there is a considerable depth, is
the instability of the open pit high walls (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2015). This instability can be caused
by several factors, planes of weakness such as
faults, joints, etc., mining activity on a higher
bench, water issues, freezing and erosion cycles
and poor or insufficient drainage control (Ames,
2015). In the Bingham Canyon Mine the hydraulic
forces cause high-pressure on the open pit walls,
which is causing instability of the walls (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2015). This is a danger for employees
working in the mine. In 2013, a large landslide
occurred on April 10th due geotechnical slope
failure. It took RioTinto several years to recover
form this landslide. The mine will stay closed to
the public till further notice (RioTinto, 2013). The
landslide was the largest ‘man-made landslide’
in history and engineers estimated that 65-70
million cubic meters of debris was moved, that
is enough to cover New York’s Central Park with
about 20 meters of debris (Conners, 2016). The
rumble from the landslide was large enough
to have been picked up by sensors that are
normally used to detect earthquakes (Conners,
2016). Now RioTinto Kennecott is focusing more
then ever on the open pit’s stability (RioTinto
Kennecott, 2015). Therefore teams of workers
are making underground drainage galleries
(RioTinto Kennecott, 2015). In total they will
dig 9.150 meters of tunnel in the mine and an
additional 228.600 meters of underground
dewatering drilling (RioTinto Kennecott, 2015).
These underground tunnels and dewatering
drillings provide an excellent source of water
for RioTinto Kennecott to use in their operations
as process water. These efforts reduce the
pressure of water on the high walls and allow
a more stable condition (Ames, 2015), which
allows Kennecott to expand the mine wider and
deeper in the future (RioTinto Kennecott, 2015).
Kennecott is permanently monitoring the stability
of the pit walls in the mine with prisms to detect
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slope movement. The mine gets completely
evacuated in case of alarming values registered
by the measurements (RioTinto Kennecott,
2014).
Visual disturbance: The visual disturbance of
the environment is subjective factor, but relevant
for a lot of residents in the Salt Lake valley. The
waste rock piles that are facing the Salt Lake City
Valley horrify some people, and other people
celebrate it for its beautiful colors and interesting
contrast with the Oquirrh Mountains. RioTinto
has started a project, which is the first step
towards the reclamation of the waste rock piles
that are facing towards the valley. This project
will enhance the aesthetics visible from the Salt
Lake Valley and provide optionality for minelife extension (RioTinto Kennecott, 2015). The
project is situated on the south and east facing
waste rock piles. The long-term improvement
in the appearance and performance of the
waste rock piles and associated storm water
management systems will be possible by
constructing enhanced surface and groundwater
infrastructure in advance of placing new material
from inside the mine at the base of the outer
toe of the existing piles (RioTinto Kennecott,
2015). The material will be re-graded at an
angle allowing for re-vegetation of the surface
(RioTinto Kennecott, 2015). The work on this
project is anticipated to be completed by the end
of 2020.
Erosion of waste rock dumps: The waste rock
dumps, can be described as ‘waste mountains’
with a steep profile. It doesn’t have any organic
material in it since they are formed by waste rock
from the open pit. This waste rock has to adapt
to the new atmospherically conditions that it is
exposed to. A chemical reaction happens with
the rock when it comes in contact with oxygen
and water. This is the reason why it is almost
impossible for plant communities to establish on
the waste rock dumps. Furthermore there is a
constant activity of haul trucks dumping more
waste rock. These un-vegetated slopes are due
to their steep grade sensitive for erosion. This
means that material is transported from the top

of the waste rock dump down the slope and
washing away material. The result, deep washed
out trenches and problems with the stability of
the waste rock piles (RioTinto Kennecott, 2015).
waste rock dump erosion
Keystone waste rock dump
Source - Rebekkah Shaw, 2014

underground dewatering drilling
Slope stability program
Source - Attkinson construction, 2015
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the mining operations in the future

As previously explained, the Bingham Canyon
Mine has a long mining history. In this section
however, the future of copper production at
the Bingham Canyon will be described. Over
the past years geologists of RioTinto have
taken samples and studied the ore deposits at
the Bingham Canyon mine (RioTinto, 2014).
These explorations resulted in the discovery
of a world-class molybdenum deposit sitting
underneath the Bingham Canyon pit (RioTinto,
2007). Furthermore additional porphyry minerals
are found underneath the southern pit wall
(RioTinto, 2007, McCrae, 2011, Oberbeck,
2012). The plan calls for Kennecott to “push
back” the south wall of its mine by about 300
meters so miners can deepen the massive pit
by another 90 meters and reach an additional
700 million tons of copper ore (Oberbeck, 2012).
This ore deposit, will support open pit operations
until 2019 and this could be extended to 2036
through a combination of underground mining
and open pit options. (RioTinto, 2007, McCrae,
2011, Oberbeck, 2012, Dywidag Systems
International, 2014). Andrew Harding, CEO of
RioTinto’s copper unit declared in 2012; ‘We
continue to evaluate underground options that
will further extend the life of Bingham Canyon,
which has already been in operation for more
than 100 years’ (Oberbeck, 2012).
Furthermore Kennecott owns approximately
the whole Oquirrh mountain range. RioTinto
Kennecott has the possibilities to start new
mining operations in this area. As shown in their
2007 Operating and financial report, this will be
likely to happen. This report shows that they
discovered Ore deposits in the immediate three
to four kilometer wide orbit of the Bingham pit
and within 20 kilometers in the Oquirrh mountain
range (RioTinto, 2007).
RioTinto Kennecott also possesses a large part
of the western side of the Salt Lake Valley. These
areas remained for a long time undeveloped.
Their function for the mining industry was
rather small. They used some of these areas to

stock waste materials from the mining industry
and some evaporation ponds were situated
in this area (RioTinto, 2012). In 2001 however
RioTinto Kennecott saw the potential of their
landownership (RioTinto, 2012). RioTinto
developed a large neighborhood on the former
evaporation ponds. Their reclamation strategy
for this area was very profitable seen the
need for urban expansion. RioTinto took its
responsibility and cleaned these polluted areas.
By doing this they showed their commitment
to the environment, which was beneficial for
their image. Furthermore these developments
allow RioTinto to earn a lot of money with real
estate instead of only doing the very expensive
cleaning.
visitation and tourism

The Bingham Canyon mine was one of the
main attractors for people to come to the
Oquirrh Mountains till 2013 (Rudd & Davis,
1998). The Bingham Canyon mine has a long
history in industrial heritage tourism, since
the 1930s the mine has become a destination
for local and distant tourists (Rudd & Davis,
1998). Advertisement such as posters and
movies were distributed to encourage people
to visit the biggest open pit mine in the world.
The visitor center and observation platform has
been a driving force in promoting the company
to the public, the advertising benefits of metals,
especially copper, to our modern life. In 2012,
the year before the mine was closed for the
public due to the landslide, 187.360 out-ofstate-visitors, local residents and youth groups
travelled to what RioTinto calls the ‘Industrial
Grand Canyon’ (RioTinto, 2012). They all came
to the observation point to see the Bingham
Canyon mine and visit the, in 1988 constructed
visitor center. M.A. Rudd & J.A. Davis describe
In their 1998 article ‘Industrial Heritage Tourism
at the Bingham Canyon Copper Mine’ that going
to the Bingham Canyon mine can be compared
as traveling to a National Park. They describe
the experience as following;
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‘Visitors are welcomed to the mine at a single
entrance booth where fees are collected. The
entrance price is based on the type of vehicle,
not the number of people, which is similar to
the fee structure of national and state parks
throughout the United States. The collection
booth closely resembles the architecture one
finds at the entrances to Yellowstone, the Grand
Canyon, or Yosemite. The park like design of the
observation area, complete with benches, shade
trees, and information displays, augments the
feeling that one is in a National Park. Although
the visitor center could have been built with a
more modern architectural style, it is made of
wood, stone, and simulated natural materials.
The face of it, which displays the Kennecott
logo, features a facade of large, multicolored
stones. The materials used to create the visitor
center add to the natural atmosphere of the
mine. Inside the gates, the company employs
a brigade of khaki-clad guides and security
personnel, reminiscent of park rangers, to
accompany groups on tours of the mine, answer
questions, and give mini-lectures. Displays and
instructive panels, modeled after those found
in federal parks, describe the mine’s geologic
history and explain mining processes. Interactive
displays and three-dimensional maps highlight
significant aspects of the mine.’ (Rudd & Davis,
1998)

In 2013 however, public access to the mine
was suspended due to the large landslide that
happened on April 10 due geotechnical slope
failure.
Closely related to tourism is the recognition of
the Bingham Canyon Mine as a National Historic
Landmark. National Historic Landmarks are
nationally significant historic places designated
by the Secretary of the Interior because they
possess exceptional value or quality in illustrating
or interpreting the heritage of the United States
( National Park Service, 2016). The Bingham
Canyon Mine was added to the list of National
Historic Landmarks on November 13, 1966
(National Park Service, 2016). The Bingham
Canyon Mine was added to this register due
to the fact that it was the first open-pit copper
mine in the world and the most productive of all

low-grade copper mines ( National Park Service,
2016).
A National Historic Landmark is issued by
the National Park Service and is more of an
honor status then it is a protective legislation.
The historic place that obtains this status
is mostly privately owned and after being
rewarded with this status, it remains private.
The federal government has no authority to
impose mandatory actions. The Governmental
institution in this case the National Park Service
can only reevaluate the concerned historic
place. If the outcome of their reevaluation turns
out to be negative, then they can be withdrawn
from the National Historical Landmark status.
Only if the owner of the concerned historic
place request for (monetary) federal support,
then certain guidelines needs to be followed in
corporation with the historic preservation office.
In the case of the Bingham Canyon Mine, the
status of National Historical Landmark, allowed
Kennecott to attract more visitors before the
closure of the mine due to the landslide in 2013.
The mining operations are still going on and the
mine is expanding every day. Even tough this
permanent transformation, they will probably
remain on the list of National Historic Landmarks
since it is in their very nature of their business.
The transformations are only exaggerating
the initial arguments to appoint the Bingham
Canyon mine with the title of National Historical
Landmark.
visitors at the bingham canyon mine
Two ladies visiting the mine arround 1948
Source - Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroads, 1948
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overview on the bingham canyon mine
Metropolis in the background
Source - RioTinto, 2015
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open pit of the bingham canyon mine
Main viewpoint at former visitor center
Source - RioTinto, 2011
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high walls of open pit
Bingham Canyon open pit
Source - RioTinto, 2014

This chapter aims to get insight in the existing reclamation
practice for the Bingham Canyon Mine. There is an
important and substantial difference between reclamation
and restoration. Bringing something to a former condition
whatever it might be, erasing any sign of disturbance or
disruption is called restoration (Berger, 2002). Reclamation
on the other hand is about minimizing the negative impacts
that the site may have on the surrounding environment
and maximizing its aesthetic and ecological functionality
(Berger, 2002). Berger argues:
‘If the future could really be reclaimed, one might shift
design thinking and practice toward crisis management,
so that landscape catastrophes of various sorts could be
avoided: for example, seismic design of infrastructure,
flood-control measures, so-called invasive species and
pest infestations, or the productive reuse of environments
that will be permanently altered by mining enterprises.
If the idea of designing with altered sites is considered
broadly, then the notion of replacing time, or designing
with merely the palette of historical accuracy, such as in
restoration, is anathema’ (Berger, 2008).

This is the reason why we as designers, are choosing
to reclaim, rather than restore, when we project into the
future, which is why the topic of reclamation is so vital to
today’s and tomorrow’s design discourse (Berger, 2008).
Reclamation is a unique form of landscape production;
it offers designers a substantial opportunity to expand
their intellectual concerns and scholarship in the areas
of landscape disturbance, renewal, design, and of
reoccupation of synthetic space and ecology (Berger,
2002). Since a part of reclamation is about maximizing its
aesthetic functionality (Berger, 2002), it is important to now
in the first place about the aesthetic characteristics that are
so particular for this landscape.
A second part of this chapter aims to get more insight in
the existing reclamation practice at the Bingham Canyon
Mine and the perception of experts towards this topic.
The goal is to understand the most likely future scenario
for the mine, how it will look like and what problems are
related to this scenario. This chapter is thus developing
a critical reflection on whether or not the proposed
reclamation can fulfill the expectations set by society.
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pit benches and terraces
Technological sublime elements
Source - Stefan Georgi, 2011
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02.1 aesthetical properties of the mine

For almost two centuries the American
population has repeatedly paid homage to
railways, bridges, skyscrapers, factories, dams,
airplanes, and space vehicles (Nye, 1994).
The common aspect for this homage, can be
found in the sublime (Nye, 1994). People, who
encounter a sublime experience, can share
that awed response to what they see without
even discussing what it means, it is a shared
emotion beyond words and that is one of the
specific advantages of the sublime (Nye, 1994).
The Bingham Canyon Mine is definitely one of
these man-made objects that fit in this row. The
technological sublime is especially applicable
in Utah. Why? Utah is also called the Beehive
state. The beehive is the symbol for working
hard together and industry. Since the Bingham
Canyon mine is an industrial landscape, it is for
many Utahn’s a landmark to be proud off.
‘The sublime is one of the most powerful
human emotions, when experienced by
large groups the sublime can weld society
together. In moments of sublimity, human
beings temporarily disregard divisions among
elements of the community. The sublime taps
into fundamental hopes and fears. It is not
a social residue created by economics and
political forces, though both can inflect its
meaning. Rather it is an essentially religious
feeling, aroused by the confrontation with
impressive objects’ (Nye, 1994).

The technological sublime is an integral part of
the sublime and since early nineteenth century
the technological sublime has been one of
America’s central ‘ideas about itself’ (Nye,
1994). Since the American society is so multicultural, the sublime helped binding together
the society as a defining ideal (Nye, 1994). Due
to the pluralistic American society, the sublime
fulfilled the function of a religion ever since
the early national period. Burke, who was an
Irish statesman, author and philosopher, who
lived from 1729 to 1779, described in his book
‘A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our
Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful’, the elements
associated to the sublime in natural landscapes.
Since the technological sublime is an integral

part of the sublime (Nye, 1994), it is interesting
to see which of these elements can be found in
the Bingham Canyon Mine.
According to Burke, the sublime is all about
the magnificence created by proportion, depth,
vacuity, vastness and infinity, all elements
related to scale. Furthermore, he states that
it is about obscurity created by light, weather
conditions and color. Danger, solitude, power,
silence and confusion are essential aspects of a
sublime experience (Nye, 1994). It is needless to
say that the magnitude of the Bingham Canyon
Mine is definitely matching the theme of scale.
The depth of the open pit, with its vast empty
bare rock surface is one of the main aesthetical
characteristics of the Bingham Canyon Mine.
Furthermore the morphology of the pit obscures
parts of the pit, shadows cast on the walls,
hiding other parts of the mine and sometimes
fog creates a haze again revealing parts of the
pit. The colors of the bare rock exposed and
undergoing chemical reactions and thereby
slowly changing in color is another aesthetical
property. The danger of the instable pit walls
and mining terraces, the silence of this hole and
the confusing hypnotizing lines enhance the
technological sublime feeling of the observer.
One aspect that may not be forgotten is the
movement and action of the industrial process in
the mine, the explosions, the dust, the noise, the
size of the equipment. What if the mine closes?
Then soon it will al be lost. And what about the
technological sublime experience? Will it still be
a technological sublime experience in the future?
Or will it decay? And there new elements that
can be introduced, that builds upon this ideas
of Burke to revitalize this technological sublime?
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vast scale of mining operations
Technological sublime elements
Source - RioTinto, 2015
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landart installation
Bingham Copper Mining Pit - Reclamation project
Source - Robert Simthson, 1973

trax line salt lake city
Ivan Weber helped to establish the Trax system
Source - Christian Lenhart, 2014

daybreak community
Living on a former mining area, reclaimed mine waste
Source - RioTinto, 2016

02.2 reclamation scenarios

During the lifespan of the mine several people thought
about what to do after mine closure. Each paragraph in this
section will elaborate on one of these visions for the future
of the mine.
The first person to develop a vision for the future of the
mine was Robert Smithson, an American land art artist. In
1973 he combined drawing with photography to express
his vision for the Bingham Canyon Mine pit. His proposed
intervention is engaging; employing both preexisting
and imagined forms, it invites the viewer to envision the
site transformed by the installation (Padgett, 2016). His
intervention consist of a revolving disk with four evenly
spaced hook like lines on a white ground; placed at the
bottom of the pit, it appears to spiral in a vortex movement
toward its center (Padgett, 2016). The composition and
detail of the photograph draw the eye to the disk, which is
placed at the center of the visual field. The stepped walls
of the pit resemble natural forms such as tree rings or the
sedimentary layers of earth’s crust, and the sense of scale
suggests epic and overwhelming forces at work (Padgett,
2016). Robert Smithson submitted his ideas to Kennecott
in the hope that Kennecott would implement his ideas.
Kennecott however never responded to his proposition and
Robert Smithson died unexpectedly in a plane crash a year
later (Padgett, 2016). His death meant also the end for his
remarkable landmark proposition.
Ivan Weber is a sustainability consultant specialized
in regenerative economic development of mining- and
forestry-damaged communities through industrial ecology
and related practices, and thought about the future of the
Bingham Canyon Mine. Kennecott asked him to think about
ways to make mining process more sustainable furthermore
he was one of the leading persons to initiate the reclamation
on the west side of the valley and the development of
the daybreak community. His work contributed to the
establishment of the ‘Trax’ tramline system in Salt Lake
City that was realized for the Winter-Olympics in 2002.
The red tramline of this new transportation system for Salt
Lake City connected the, what would become Daybreak
community with the Center of Salt Lake City and the
University. Ivan Weber worked predominantly on water
quality and filtration systems to treat the wastewater of the
mining process. Furthermore Weber made a comparative
potential assessment for alternative energy options at
Kennecott Utah Copper. In this analysis, he explores solar
power (concentrated and unconcentrated), wind power,
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hydropower and biogas & biomass. He
compares these different energy sources on
several aspects such as the probable site, the
estimated magnitude, the phasing, the ancillary
benefits, the premium values, the avoided costs
and the shortcomings (Weber, 2000). Ivan
Weber was also the requesting party to conduct
a research into Autoclaved Aerated Concrete
(AAC). AAC is a building material that consists
of a homogeneous foamed, lightweight cement
block or panel, made with about 60% of its mass
from a finely ground silica mineral filler (Weber,
2003). This building material could be made of
the waste in the large tailings impoundments.
Since Salt Lake City is one of the fastest
growing regions in the United States, a superior
building product such as AAC would have a high
potential. It would dramatically decrease the
amount of tailings that Kennecott would have to
dispose of and the successful implementation of
such a project would be a beneficial utilization of
a byproduct (Weber, 2003).
Utah is the repository for all kinds of waste.
Currently discussions are held regarding a
nuclear waste repository in Utah. But Utah is also
taking other waste, during one of the interviews
at the University of Utah; I was told that the one
of the options for the long-term use of the pit
was to ship the garbage from New York City to
the Bingham Canyon Mine by train and use the
pit as landfill location. Eventually this plan was
abandoned.
A few architecture students have thought
about the future of the Bingham Canyon Mine.
Dafer S. Haddaddin worked out a spectacular
memorial architecture intervention and Matthew
W. Pierce did an abstract form study. These
student works are mainly dealing about an
architectural intervention at the open pit but they
are not suggesting any future land uses or ways
to reclaim the mining area so that it becomes
environmentally stable. After extensive research
I was not able to find other student work from
a design discipline such as architecture or
landscape architecture that is exploring a future
for the whole mining area. Also other non-design

study disciplines have not worked on reclamation
of the Bingham Canyon mine. Furthermore I
was told in several interviews by the department
of architecture at the University of Utah that
none of their students has ever worked on a
reclamation strategy or architectural intervention
for the Bingham Canyon Mine. Also interviews
with people from various disciplines point out
that a global vision for reclamation does not exist
at any governmental department. The lack of an
integrated vision for such a dominant landform
adjacent to one of the fastest growing cities in
Western-America is rather surprising.
The most probable scenario for the reclamation
of the open pit is proposed by the mining
organization RioTinto. In 2003 they developed
a reclamation plan called “Bingham Canyon
Reclamation and Water Management Plan”
(Kennecott Utah Copper Corporation, 2003).
This plan is more a guideline on what essential
interventions that need to happen after mine
closure to obtain a more or less stable condition.
It is not specifying a future land-use and it
even proposes to fence the mine in the future.
Visitation will be restricted and the main focus
is on the hydrological engineering part and less
on re-vegetation. The actions described for revegetation witness of a lack of commitment. The
document lacks creativity, a vision, etc. This
document provides a lot of details and scientific
information on very technical aspects such as
chemical composition of the waste rock piles,
groundwater, precipitation water, etc. (Kennecott
Utah Copper Corporation, 2003). On this aspect
the document is very precise and detailed. The
repeating element in this document that tells
something about the future land-use of the mine
however is rather limited and formulated as
following:
‘The only facilities that may be left in place are
those related to long-term water management
or directly related to public access to the
National Historic Site. These facilities may
include water pipes, tanks, pump houses,
some repair shops, offices, access roads,
some power lines and the Visitors Center.
Public access to most of the pit will be
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limited with a combination of engineering and
institutional controls. Shaft and tunnel portals
within the pit area will be sealed or gated.
Roads will be blocked off, and fences and
signs will be erected (Kennecott Utah Copper
Corporation, 2003).’

Between 2003 and 2017, there have been
some other initiatives for reclamation already
realized by the mining organization. These
mainly deal about mining areas with mine
waste and not about the open pit itself. RioTinto
Kennecott cleaned up 1.350 hectares of old
mining waste (RioTinto Kennecott, 2008). This
reclamation included the re-vegetation of these
areas. However, within our conceptualization,
restoration would be a better term to use for
these interventions. Currently they are working
on an updated reclamation plan for other parts
of the mining area. One of their most recent
projects is the reclamation of the waste rock
piles (RioTinto Kennecott, 2015). This project
includes the re-vegetation and re-contouring of
the waste rock piles facing the Salt Lake valley.
The re-contouring is essential for success of
the re-vegetation since the current slopes are
too steep (RioTinto Kennecott, 2015). They will
be able to adjust the gradient of the waste rock
piles by expanding the waste rock piles towards
the valley and so creating different terraces.
This allows RioTinto to change the slope from
the existing waste rock piles from 37° to 22°
(RioTinto Kennecott, 2015) so that vegetation
can be established on the slopes. Furthermore
this project will break down the homogeneity
of the waste rock piles facing the valley since
on the one hand vegetation will add color and
texture and on the other hand the long slopes
will be subdivided in smaller slopes creating a
more diverse image. If successful, then it is a
good thing for the visual contamination that
many people living in the valley experience.

The plans are around for a while now but are
not concrete yet. According to Jim Schulte, it is
only a matter of time (Stettler, 2007). The plans
of RioTinto entails a resort that overlooks the
“Little Valley” flats, where the company plans to
build more than 10,000 homes as a secluded
mountain community above Magna (Stettler,
2007).
Since 2007 the plans for the ski town are on
hold and it is likely that it will stay on hold but the
other interventions proposed by RioTinto for the
reclamation are likely to happen. How will it look
like? And how will this landscape change? This
is explored in the next section of this dissertation.
memorial architecture for open pit

- masterthesis

Visitor center proposed by Dafer S. Haddaddin
Source - Dafer S. Haddaddin, 2012

constructing the aesthetic sense

- masterthesis

Museum and lecture hall proposed by Matthew W. Pierce
Source - Matthew W. Pierce, 2004

RioTinto Kennecott is proposing a ski resort in the
Oquirrh Mountains. It is not directly a reclamation
method for the pit of the Bingham Canyon Mine
since it is located more on the northern side off
the mountain range, just southwest of Magna.
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how will it look like?

When analyzing the compatibility of the ski
town in the broader landscape, it is pivotal
to understand in detail what the reclamation
process envisioned by RioTinto Kennecott
entails and how they understand the term
reclamation. According to Berger, reclamation is
about minimizing the negative impacts that the
site may have on the surrounding environment
and maximizing its aesthetic and ecological
functionality (Berger, 2002). This is the definition
that landscape architects lend to this term.
However RioTinto Kennecott understands this
term differently, according to them, reclamation
involves re-grading and re-vegetating the
affected areas except for structures located in
the Bingham Pit, on the waste rock surfaces or
on the tailings impoundment (Kennecott Utah
Copper Corporation, 2003). Their definition
is not talking about aesthetic and ecological
functionality, neither is it about minimizing the
negative impacts that the site may have in
the surrounding environment. In the following
section the reclamation actions for the different
parts of the mine will be discussed to provide an
outline on how the mine will look like in the future.
Please note that this document was compiled
in 2003 and that the mining organization is
currently working on a mine closure plan. Some
of the actions may not be relevant after the new
plan will be publically available. The conditions
however are not likely to change and are
therefore extremely relevant.
The open pit: Reclamation for the open pit of the
Bingham Canyon mine is envisioned as following;
the distribution of sulfide mineralization within
the walls of the Bingham pit provides the primary
control on contact water chemistry and on the
chemistry of soils that form on the pit benches.
As the sulfides are oxidized, they produce acid
that may be neutralized in situ if sufficient acid
neutralizing minerals such as calcium carbonate
are present in the rock (Kennecott Utah Copper
Corporation, 2003). The main copper-bearing
zone of the ore body and the surrounding pyrite
halo contain abundant pyrite and chalcopyrite

and are generally composed of net acidgenerating rock. This zone is called the ‘pyrite
halo’. The center of the pyrite halo around the
ore body, where rock has the strongest potential
to generate acid is largely confined to a band
between 1.548 and 1.889 feet above mean sea
level (amsl.). This means thus that the current pit
walls are generally acid neutralizing below about
1.584 meters amsl, are acid-generating between
1.584 and 2.011 meters amsl, and are again
acid-neutralizing above about 2.011 meters amsl
(Kennecott Utah Copper Corporation, 2003).
Dewatering of the pit, combined with pumping
from underground workings surrounding the
pit, has created a large cone of depression in
the groundwater table, as explained previously,
and caused radial flow towards the pit from
all surrounding areas called by the effect of
hydrological sink. These waters are currently
pumped out of the pit and enter the process water
circuit. If in the future the pit is allowed to partially
flood, the lake surface will be maintained at a
low enough level to ensure radial groundwater
flow into the pit and to minimize contact with the
acid-generating portions of the ore body and the
pyrite halo (Kennecott Utah Copper Corporation,
2003). Water levels in the pit will be maintained
bellow 1.493 meters amsl. Depending upon the
final geometry of the ultimate pit floor, water will
either be present in a collection pool at the very
bottom of the pit, or a series of collection pools
at various elevations between the bottom of the
pit and 1.493 meters amsl, or a single lake at
the bottom of the pit with a surface elevation
of less than 1.493 meters amsl. This elevation
measures that pooled water is below the pyrite
halo on the pit walls. To maintain water levels
below 1.493 meters amsl, water will have to be
removed from the pit in perpetuity (Kennecott
Utah Copper Corporation, 2003). Furthermore,
water needs treatment for pH, TDS, sulfate,
copper and trace metals before it can be
released from the property.
Based upon the requirement for long-term water
management in and around the mine, and the
public safety issues associated with steep and
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potentially unstable areas on the pit walls, postmining land uses will, by necessity, be limited.
Whatever final closure scenario is ultimately
selected, the entire open pit will have to be a water
management facility with limited public access.
Parts of the pit where vegetation can become
established will also become wildlife habitat, and
selected areas of the pit may be established as
public access points to the National Historic Site
(Kennecott Utah Copper Corporation, 2003).
All surface facilities including buildings, railroad
tracks, most power lines and equipment will be
removed from the mine area at closure except
for those with a confirmed post-mining use
(Kennecott Utah Copper Corporation, 2003).
In order to minimize infiltration and runoff
vegetation establishment will be encouraged
on pit benches that are above the pyrite halo.
Most pit benches are not safely accessible, but
benches that are safely accessible with a dozer
will be ripped. Ripped areas will be seeded and
seed will also be broadcast onto pit benches that
do not have a nearby seed source (Kennecott
Utah Copper Corporation, 2003). No revegetation efforts are possible within the pyrite
halo because the soils forming on roads and
benches will generally be acidic and have high
salinity. However, in order to minimize infiltration
and runoff, vegetation establishment will be
encouraged on selected pit benches that are
below the pyrite halo (Kennecott Utah Copper
Corporation, 2003). Most pit benches are not
safely accessible, so no reclamation work will
be completed on the benches. However, seeds
will be broadcasted onto the pit benches that do
not have a nearby seed source. Road surfaces
that are not needed after closure will be also
be ripped and seeded (Kennecott Utah Copper
Corporation, 2003).
The waste rock dumps: The large angle-ofrepose (35 to 37 degrees) slopes on the eastern
margins of the waste disposal areas are the
most prominent visual features from the Salt
Lake Valley, but they actually cover less than 15
percent of the total disturbed area (Kennecott
Utah Copper Corporation, 2003). The highest

inactive slope is 365 meters high, but currently
no active slopes are higher than 150 meters.
Most of the disposal area is composed of flat to
slightly irregular waste rock surfaces and angle
of repose slopes that are less than 45 meters
tall.
Mine waste is composed of a mixture of intrusive
rocks, quartzite, limestone and limestone
skarn. Except for copper, average total metals
concentrations are relatively low. The average
sulfide concentration, predominantly pyrite,
in un-weathered waste rock from the pit is
about three percent, but sulfides are generally
less abundant in waste rock exposed on the
surface of the disposal areas (Kennecott Utah
Copper Corporation, 2003). The pyrite begins
to oxidize immediately after the waste rock is
placed, causing a decline in sulfide abundance
and a release of sulfate, iron and acidity. Soils
forming on the waste rock surface have pH
values between 2 and 8. In general, the older the
waste rock surface, the lower the pH, the lower
the conductivity, and the fewer sulfide minerals
that are present (Kennecott Utah Copper
Corporation, 2003).
RioTinto conducted a field research to get a better
insight in the vegetation processes happening
on a natural way. They concluded that there
are a few species volunteering on the Bingham
Canyon waste rock disposal areas. The species
listed below are the most common species in
these areas generally above 1.981 meters amsl
(Kennecott Utah Copper Corporation, 2003).
Grasses:
Poa pratensis
Agropyron spicatum
Sitaniion hystrix

Trees and shrubs:
Chrysothamnus nauseosus
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Artemisia tridentate

Forbs:
Phacelia hastate
Achillea millifolium
Chaenactis douglasii
Penstemon cyananthus

Noxious weeds:
Linaria dalmatica
Cirsuim species
Bromus tectorum
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Most of the areas that are intended to be revegetated are located above 2.072 meters on
the southwest, south and east sides of the pit.
Almost all of these sites are underlain by waste
rock soils that will support vegetation after
relatively minor soil modification. The vegetation
will reduce infiltration into these waste rock
surfaces by enhancing evapotranspiration.
This will reduce the contact of water with the
waste rock surface, this leads to less water that
needs to be collected and treated at the toe of
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before and after reclamation
Planned wasterock reclamation project
Source - RioTinto Kennecott, 2016

different phases in waste rock reclamation
Slope gradient reduction of waste rock
Source - RioTinto Kennecott, 2016

the disposal area. This furthermore diminishes
the chance of contaminated water reaching the
regional water table. Additionally, it provides
wildlife habitat, the vegetation provides a native
seed source for surrounding waste rock surfaces
that currently cannot support vegetation but might
be in the future if additional weathering occur.
Moreover it enhances slope stability and creates
a surface that resembles the surrounding natural
landforms (Kennecott Utah Copper Corporation,
2003).
Most angles of the slopes will be reduced to 2.5:1
or less and will be cross-ripped. This ripping
will loosen compacted surfaces, limit erosion
potential on slopes, bring fine material to the
surface and create microhabitats which all will
encourage plant establishment. A seed mix that
is predominantly composed of native grasses,
forbs, shrubs and trees will be broadcasted or
drill seeded onto the surface. The seed mixes
that are used will be composed of native species
that are already volunteering onto the waste rock
surface or closely related species. However, the
exact composition of the seed mixes will vary
depending on elevation and slope aspect of the
surface to be seeded, and on species availability
and assessments of earlier re-vegetation efforts
(Kennecott Utah Copper Corporation, 2003).
In 2015 RioTinto announced a different view
on the construction of waste rock piles, instead
of continuing the same process of waste rock
construction, they would now already start
working towards the reclamation of the waste
rock piles facing Salt Lake City. This plan entails
the creation of several other terraces of waste
rock in front of the existing piles that eventually
can be used to change the steep slope to a
gentler one (RioTinto Kennecott, 2015). This
will allow RioTinto to add topsoil with organic
material in order to re-vegetate these slopes.
The topsoil on the locations where these new
terraces are coming is scraped off and the
topsoil is stocked on large piles that can be used
for this purpose. The steepness of these waste
rock piles will thereby be reduced from a 37° to
a 22° angle (RioTinto Kennecott, 2015).
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overview on current waste rock reclamation activities
Different steps in the transfromation of the waste rock dumps
Source - RioTinto, 2015
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02.3 perceptions on the reclamation

the purpose

The mining organization has some plans for the
reclamation of the Bingham Canyon Mine. The
team within the mining organization consists
off hydrologists, engineers, ecologists, etc.
working on this reclamation plan. There is no
coalition between the mining organization and
other experts, this despite their multidisciplinary
team within the mining organization. A coalition
between experts could be beneficial for
achieving a more profound reclamation plan
due to the cross pollination of knowledge of all
these experts on this specific case. Experts are
not necessarily directly connected or educated
in mining engineering or related practices. They
can have different specializations on different
topics such as ecology, air quality, etc. Therefore
understanding the different perspectives of
several experts as very important because it
can contribute to a better reclamation outcome.
In this section the following question stands
central; ‘What is the perspective of experts on
the reclamation of the Bingham Canyon Mine?’
selection of the experts

Semi-structured interviews were chosen as
method to gather the specific information.
This technique allows the researcher to gather
large quantities of information and furthermore
it helped to better delineate the research of
this dissertation. The most important aspect
for the success of this method is the selection
of the respondents. It is important to have a
large variety of experts on different themes and
levels. I therefore chose to effectively search
and contact experts for an interview from five
distinct fields of expertise. For the first class I
was looking for specialists on the theme of land
restoration, given the altered nature of the site. A
second class that I was looking for were people
with a background in spatial planning within this
metropolitan area, this in order to get to know
more about long term visions of a possible coexistence between city and mine. A third class I
distinguished was specialists with a background
on environmental ecology, this due to the fact

that the mine has its environmental issues, also
affecting it surrounding environment. A fourth
class contains specialists with their expertise on
resource management. The last class was the
hardest class to define, but for this class I was
looking for visionaries with a broad perception
on the industry and reclamation. Snowballing
appeared a good method to get in contact with
these experts. Other interviewees referred
to these people during the interviews and
appointed them as visionaries. The selection of
the various stakeholders mainly took place on
the basis of the criterion knowledge and abilities,
which refers to stakeholders assumed to have
specific knowledge and skills on a specific issue
(André et al, 2012).
interviewing the experts

As previously mentioned, the interview method
used was the semi-structured interview. Semi
structured interviews are a category between
unstructured and structured interviews; they
have a different level of flexibility and specificity.
They appear useful to a lesser extend just
as the unstructured interviews in exploring
intensively and extensively and digging deeper
into a situation, phenomenon, issue or problem
(Kumar, 2014). They provide varied all in-depth
information (Kumar, 2014). The researcher is
able to prepare the interview in advance and
still keep the conversation open so that the
interviewee can bring up new ideas during
the interview. A set of open-ended questions
made by the researcher, helped to structure
the conversation but the structure is not so
predetermined as for structured interviews. The
fact that the interview has room for bringing
up new ideas appeared to be useful, since it
highlighted different information and brought up
new elements.
In total fourteen interviews were carried
out for this dissertation. At the beginning of
each interview, a more detailed outline of
the research was provided, hereafter, the
conversation started guided by the prepared
questions. The interviewee was asked for
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permission to audiotape the conversation so that
the interview could be analyzed by means of
thick description (Martin and Hanington, 2012).
Below, a list of the interviewees is added with
their professional position:

Interviewee 1:
Title: Project Development
Company: Commonland
Location: Amsterdam (NL)
Expertise: Landscape restoration

Interviewee 8:
Title: Landscape Architect
Company: Bureau of Land Management
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Historical routes and reclamation

Interviewee 2:
Title: Chief Resource Management and Science
Company: National Park Service
Location: Capitol Reef National Park (USA)
Expertise: Natural and cultural resources

Interviewee 9:
Title: Policy Director
Company: Heal Utah
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Air pollution and environmental policy

Interviewee 3:
Title: Urban Designer
Company: Planning Department Salt Lake City
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Participatory urban design

Interviewee 10:
Title: Senior Attorney and Utah Office Director
Company: Western Resource Advocates
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Law and philosophy, land conservation

Interviewee 4:
Title: Senior Project Engineer
Company: RioTinto
Location: Bingham Canyon Mine (USA)
Expertise: Mine closure planning

Interviewee 11:
Title: Deputy State Historic Preservation Office
Company: Utah Division of State History
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Industrial history and mining history

Interviewee 5:
Title: Sustainable Consultant
Company: Weber sustainable
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Sustainable mining practice

Interviewee 12:
Title: Nat. State Historic Preserv. Office, Prof. Arch.
Company: Utah Division State History, Uni. of Utah
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Architecture preservation

Interviewee 6:
Title: Assistant Professor Ecological Planning
Company: University of Utah
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Green infrastructure and natural systems

Interviewee 13:
Title: Associate Prof. City an Metropolitan Planning
Company: University of Utah
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Urban ecology, pedestrian urban design

Interviewee 7:
Title: Wasatch Front Area Manager
Company: Forestry, fire and state lands
Location: Salt Lake City (USA)
Expertise: Natural system management

Interviewee 14:
Title: Magna Historic Mining Museum Director
Company: Magna Historic Mining Museum
Location: Magna (USA)
Expertise: Mining history
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identifying and categorizing

The interviews were conducted during the
end of October and November 2016. The
semi-structured interviews were as previously
explained consisting of a set of open questions.
The interviewees were free to elaborate/illustrate
the questions in any way they wanted. They
were free to ask for clarifications if the question
would be not clear to them. Sometimes follow
up questions where asked on specific things
mentioned in the interview. This allowed the
interviewer to better understand the perspective
of the interviewee. The interview protocol
mentioned that the interviewer was not looking
for particular answers the interviewer was looking
for other than those which gave the interviewer
the benefit of the interviewee’s most accurate
and candid perspectives. Twelve of the fourteen
interviews were tape-recorded for analysis
purposes. The reason why two interviews
were not recorded is due to practical concerns,
namely interviews in the field. These audio
recordings allowed the interviewer to transcribe
the interviews. Thick descriptions were used as
an intermediate step to finally analyze the data
through ‘the personas method’. The personas
method as described by Hanington and Martin
(2012), “focuses on finding commonalities
between different experts. This was also my
initial starting point.
The similarities between the different experts
were examined and clustered. Then I started
forming synthesized, aggregate, categories or
so-called archetypes” (Hanington and Martin,
2012). This resulted in five pools of archetypes
that later transformed into the five personas. The
clustering appeared mainly on the perspective/
point of view of the individual towards the topic.
The point of view is closely related to the expertise
of the concerned individual. The perspective of
nearby inhabitants could be considered as an
important aspect as well. It was not possible
to interview this group due to time and money
constraints for field research for this dissertation.
Furthermore the focus of the interviews was
on the different expert groups. The personas

presented in this dissertation are thus based on
the interviews with different experts.
Mining process visionairs

Interviewee 5: Sustainable Consultant, Weber
sustainable
Interviewee 4: Senior Project Engineer, RioTinto

Land restoration specialists

Interviewee 1: Project Development, Commonland
Interviewee 8: Landscape Architect, Bureau of Land
Management

Environmental advocates

Interviewee 9: Policy Director, Heal Utah
Interviewee 10: Senior Attorney and Utah Office
Director, Western Resource Advocates
Interviewee 13: Associate Professor City an
Metropolitan Planning, University of Utah + Director of
the Centre for the Living City

Spatial strategists

Interviewee 3: Urban designer, Planning Department
Salt Lake City
Interviewee 6: Assistant Professor Ecological Planning,
University of Utah

Resource managers

Interviewee 2: Chief resource management and
science, Capitol Reef National Park
Interviewee 7: Wasatch Front Area Manager, Forestry,
fire and state lands
Interviewee 11: Deputy SHPO, Antiquities Coordinator,
Utah Division of State History
Interviewee 12: National Register, Utah Division of
State History
Interviewee 14: Museum Director, Magna Mining
Museum

For each persona, a one-page summary was
made. This one-page clarifies the field of expertise
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of the persona, the perspective towards the topic
and the goal that the persona wants to achieve.
‘Personas are typically presented in pagelength or shorter descriptions, providing a
name for the person, a photograph or sketch,
and a narrative story describing in detail key
aspects of his or her life situation, goals,
and behaviors relevant to the design inquiry’
(Martin and Hanington, 2012).

On the next five pages the personas will be
described. The personas were all compiled in
the same writing style. In the text, ‘he’ or the
name of the persona is used to refer to the
subject. This is to keep things clear and make it
easy readable. This is not saying anything about
the gender of the interviewees, nor is it meant in
a sexist way.
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water is reused in Kennecott’s process water system. Water with elevated levels of sulfate is treated
using reverse osmosis to produce drinking water for nearby communities. Kennecott worked closely
with affected communities, water rights owners, and the Jordan Valley Water Conservancy District
(JVWCD) during implementation of these water programs.
Mine waste rock cleanup sites include Bingham Creek Tailings, Lark Tailings, the South Jordan
bingham canyonEvaporation
national Ponds,
park Butterfield Canyon and Creek, and the Bingham-Magna Ditch. Additionally, in
cooperation with the EPA’s cleanup in and near the town of Herriman, Kennecott supplied clean soil
and repository space for contaminated soil. In all of these projects, Kennecott worked closely with the
affected communities and held numerous town meetings and tours during the process.
As a result of these successful soil and groundwater cleanup projects, Kennecott requested removal
from the Superfund National Priorities List and was removed in September 2008.

south end cleanup project
Removal of historical mining waste and facilities
Source - RioTinto Kennecott, 2008

T

Persona 1: Mining Process Visionary
‘You know what is fascinating?
It is the dynamics
that can make succession
in all its aspects
start all over again.’

Field of expertice
This person has a background in engineering
related professions. The focus of this person is
on the improvement of the mining process and
mine closure plans. He is proposing ideas and
helping the mining organization with closure
related problems. He typically is used to work in
close collaboration with different disciplines and
he is an open-minded person.

again since he cares for the environment and
sustainability is part of his worldview. He thinks
broad and out of the box.
Corresponding interviews

Interviewee 4: Senior Project Engineer, RioTinto
Interviewee 5: Sustainable Consultant, Weber
sustainable

Perspective towards industry
This person has a critical attitude and is aware
of the problems and challenges the Bingham
Canyon mine is causing. His critical attitude
does not necessarily mean that he is against the
business. The technology, the scale, the history
and the dynamics of the place can fascinate him.
He is closely cooperating with the business.
Goal
The goal of the mining process visionary is to
provide ideas on reclamation and guide the mine
closure. He thinks about the best possible way
to close the mine in phases and he undertakes
action for change. With his ideas, he makes
people in the rethink their methods. He wants to
see the mine being part of the natural ecosystem
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discussing landscape restoration
Wetland restoration
Source - National Mining Association, 2012

Persona 2: Land Restoration Specialist
‘I cleaned up mining areas, and in some
cases I wish I hadn’t ….
there is a story behind this big huge thing
and it is intriguing, it is become in a sense,
its own focal point.’

Field of expertice
The land restoration specialist has a lot of
experience in working on land restoration. He
has extensive knowledge on landscapes and
its processes but he also has knowledge on
business models and the industry. He is able
to provide solutions for altered landscapes due
to his high analytical capacities and creative
thinking. Therefore, reclamation and sustainable
land management belong to his fields of
expertise. The land restoration specialist is used
to work in multidisciplinary teams to exchange
knowledge and expertise, which is essential for
him to achieve a good outcome. Discussion and
interaction are of great importance to him.

himself questions to develop his opinion. His
professional experience allows him to develop a
broad perspective on society, which helps him in
developing his opinion on certain aspects.
Goal
He thinks reclamation is better than restoration
in this case although he has a background in
land restoration. Therefore, the goal of the land
restoration specialist is to successfully reclaim
land by introducing new land uses, in order to
generate natural habitats, a new economic
function for the concerned area, social capital
and meaningfulness.
Corresponding interviews

Interviewee 1: Project Development, Commonland
Interviewee 8: Landscape Architect, BLM

Perspective towards industry
The land restoration specialist had a certain
fascination for this man made landscape. He
is fascinated and intrigued by the scale and
technology that are used for this industry.
However he is more interested in what this
altered landscape eventually may look like
after being reclaimed. A very important aspect
of the land restoration specialist is his critical
capacity. His fascination is constantly alternated
by a critical attitude. He is constantly asking
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air quality problems in salt lake city
Top priority for environmental advocate
Source - Brady Mc Combs, 2013

Persona 3: Environmental Advocate
‘The mine is just being devoured for the
private gain, I mean, yes we all need our
copper, but there is something about the way
this is done, that is very depressing to me,
there is a word for that; Solastalgia.’

Field of expertice
The environmental advocate can have a broad
base of expertise; it can vary from a design
related profession to law and philosophy related
professions. The environmental advocate is often
part of an organization that is striving for land
conservation, air and water quality improvement
or other environment related topics such as clean
energy production. The environmental advocate
is using his knowledge, strong will and expertise
to defend environmental interests. Central in his
approach is the human and its environment.
Perspective towards industry
The environmental advocate has a negative
image of the industry. He is convinced that the
industry is doing some good things however,
like supporting the community in various ways,
but he argues that the industry can do a lot
more for the environment. The industry has
a psychological effect on the environmental
advocate; the industry evokes lack of respect
for the environment, feelings of horror and
solastalgia. Solastalgia is a neologism that
describes a form of psychic or existential
distress caused by environmental change, such
as mining or climate change. This psychological

effect that the Bingham Canyon mine has upon
the environmental advocate, often results in
strong opinions against mining operations.
Furthermore the environmental advocate often
doubts the capabilities of reclamation due to bad
experiences in the past.
Goal
The environmental advocate hopes to see the
natural habitat restored but is critical towards
reclamation, furthermore he wants change as
fast as possible. He is convinced that a clean
environment and economic welfare (jobs)
can go hand in hand. To him the contradiction
between either jobs or environment is false.
The aim of the environmental advocate is to
make people aware of this, as well as making
them aware of the impact of such an industry
on the environment and the city; he therefore
also actively tries to improve the air and water
quality. He watches over the environmental
laws, in cases that it is not respected; he will
start lawsuits to prevent future infringements.
Furthermore he tries to implement policies
to enhance the environmental quality in the
region. The environmental advocate is a strong
proponent for renewable energy and he wants to
achieve progress in a short time span.
Corresponding interviews

Interviewee 9: Policy Director, Heal Utah
Interviewee 10: Western Resource Advocates
Interviewee 13: Associate Professor City and
Metropolitan Planning, University of Utah
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the scenery of the oquirrh mountains
Why are people not getting into these mountains?
Source - Alex Lawhun, 2016

Persona 4: Spatial Strategist
‘There is a lot of people that are born and
raised in this area and never have been
hiking, … , you literary just need shoes
and yet there are so many people that
just don’t get into these mountains.’

Field of experience
The spatial strategist is engaging the public in
the conversation on urban design and the city
they want to build. He is thinking about green
infrastructure and the importance of ecological,
economic and social aspects of nature and natural
systems in and around cities. An integrated
vision together with different disciplines is the
base of his approach. The spatial strategist
is academically strong but wants to achieve
change so he is using his academic knowledge
and translating it to very physical interventions.
Design is his language to do this.
Perspective towards industry
His perspective towards the industry is rather
with mixed feelings. On the one hand, from a
designer’s point of view, the very geometric
image and the lines working their way down in
the mountain fascinates him. On the other hand,
he experiences feelings of emotional dislike due
to the visual pollution from the valley site and
the impact of the industry on the environment.
This duality is hard for him in forming his opinion.
Furthermore he would love to see the mine to
become a mountain range again.

Goal
The spatial strategist is intrigued with connecting
the city with its adjacent scenery. He sees the
potential of the mine and wonders/dreams about
the function of the mine in the future. Especially
the other privately owned land in the valley by
RioTinto Kennecott prefers his preference for
future developments. He thinks that these areas
are of great importance to fulfill future needs
of the city. He is interested in the human scale
and the connection of people to nature and
thinks that this area has potential to fulfill this
function of reconnecting people. He believes
that the mine can become part of the Oquirrh
Mountains again and considers natural forces
as opportunity for reclamation. Succession and
ecological restoration of the mine in different
incremental periods is a potential reclamation
strategy according to him.
Corresponding interviews

Interviewee 3: Urban designer, Planning Department
Salt Lake City
Interviewee 6: Assistant Professor Ecological Planning,
University of Utah
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bingham canyon mine at carr fork
It is part of our history and culture
Source - Feininger Andreas, 1942

Persona 5: Resource Manager
‘It is a piece of our history,
and we need to see it,
we need to be reminded of it
because that is part of us.’

Field of expertice
The resource manager is a specialist in a
specific type of resource, varying from natural to
cultural and historic resources. Often he works
for governmental organizations. The resource
manager is not always directly involved in the
evolutions of the Bingham Canyon Mine but
his expertise approves to be of great value.
His limited involvement in the industry, and his
specific knowledge lead to different perspectives
and opinions on the topic.
Perspective towards industry
The resource manager understands and accepts
the need to mine minerals for our civilization.
He understands that the minerals have to come
from somewhere. Furthermore, he is fascinated
by the power of humans to alter the landscape.
He experiences the mine as a technological
sublime element with a strong history rooted
in the culture of Salt Lake City and Utah. He
questions what will happen if mining ends and
wonders what economic impact mine closure
will have on Utah.
Goal
The resource manager thinks about what
reclamation can look like and he would love to

see a successful reclamation. For him the identity
of the mining is important seen its long history.
He considers it as a cultural thing that we should
be reminded off. As previously mentioned, the
resource manager understands and accepts the
need to mine minerals for our civilization. Despite
his fascination for the technological sublime, he
acknowledges the environmental problems and
understands that some people may be horrified
by this landscape. In his opinion, the worst parts
of American history needs to be recognized.
Technology need to be shown to explain how
it was done. The resource manager is striving
for more interdisciplinary work with mining
organizations and other federal institutions.
The resource manager is willing to work with
these organizations and in particular the mining
company since he can help them by offering his
expertise but according to the resource manager
they need to come to ask his help. He is also
in favor of opening more areas of the privately
owned land to the public and he is willing to help
the mining company with the management. Last
but not least, he wants to bring the message
to people of free market vs. entire population
dynamics in terms of payment for reclamation.
Corresponding interviews

Interviewee 2: Chief resource management, Capitol Reef N.P.
Interviewee 7: Wasatch Manager, Forestry, fire and state
lands
Interviewee 11: Deputy SHPO, Utah Division of State History
Interviewee 12: Nat. Register, Utah Division of State History
Interviewee 14: Museum Director, Magna Mining Museum
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analysis of personas

The purpose of the interviews and the personas
method was to get insight in the perception of
experts on the reclamation of the Bingham
Canyon Mine. The personas sheets, that give
a summary, achieve this. However it is not
only important to answer the research question
namely; ‘What is the perspective of experts on
the reclamation of the Bingham Canyon Mine?’
Nevertheless, it also important to go one-step
further and learn lessons from these interviews
in terms of design aims. Therefore as a final step,
it is important to analyze the different personas.

the importance of environmental action is
acknowledged by all personas together with
the fact that it will be an enormous challenge.
Attention for natural habitat is essential and the
mine being part of the mountain range again is
desirable. Connected to this ecological part is
also the public access restriction, and therefore
also the restricted access to the nature of the
Oquirrh Mountains due to private ownership.
All these different findings provide input for the
design aims that will be explained more in depth
further in the document

Several big themes were omnipresent in the five
personas. Economy, industry, technology and
ecology were recurring elements.
Economy appears to be very important since the
mine is a major economic driver for the region;
questions arise of what will happen after mine
closure. What will happen to these jobs and
all those people that are indirectly connected
to the mining industry such as the hundreds of
contractors?
Different perspectives are related to the industry
itself, there is this strong division between on
the one-hand feelings of dismay and on the
other hand feelings of admiration. What can be
concluded is that it is an undeniable fact that we
just cannot forget what happened on this site.
Despite of evoking feelings of dismay for certain
people, it will be important to show the site’s
history and not deny its nature, since it is part of
the cultural identity of Salt Lake City and Utah.
Technology related to the mining process seems
to be an intriguing element and the Bingham
Canyon Mine is also often associated with new
technologies such as green energy production.
Most of the experts see technology as a typical
element for the site.
Last, the attention for the environment is present
in every persona. The mine is part of a bigger
system with its specific landscape processes
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02.4 reference study on reclamation

The aim of this reference study is to understand other
reclamation projects that envision more than just the
stabilization of the current situation. Learning form these
examples is essential because they give insight in projects
that show that it is possible to do reclamation in a different
way and that reclamation can be a huge opportunity to kick
start future developments.
These projects were carefully chosen according to a few
criteria, namely they had to deal with reclamation in a
different way than the considered standard, the projects
needed to be international, they needed to be different in
their nature, they needed to have a different new land-use
and they needed to be on different scale levels. The first
project that will be discussed it the influential Eden project
in England. This is a reclamation project for a china-clay
quarry. The second project is the Garraf waste landfill in
Spain. This project features a different context since it is not
dealing with the mining context but with a landfill location,
which has many environmental issues on the same level
as the mining industry has. The last project is within the
American context of mining, namely the Wellington Oro
mining site. This project features different scale levels and
the inclusion of local community in the planning of this site
was essential.
Hence, although being different cases, they all embody
a specific aspect of reclamation, yet each with its own
strategy.

reclaiming the pit
Construction of the greenhouses
Source - Edenproject.com, 1995

Project 01: The Eden Project
Project 02: The Garraf Waste Landfill
Project 03: The Reclamation of the Wellington Oro Mine
project 01: the eden project

Designer: Tim Smit, Jonathan Ball & Nicholas Grimshaw
Location: Bodelva, St Austell, Cornwall, England
Year: 1995 - 2001
Area: 18ha

The Eden project is located in the Cornwall, in the southwest
of England. This region has a long and proud history of
mining; it brought economic growth to the region. The site
where the Eden project is located is on a 160-year-old
exhausted china-clay quarry. The business on this location
was in its last years of operation when Tim Smit and
Jonathan Ball noticed the site. The duo had an ambitious
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before the eden project
China-clay quarry
Source - Tamsyn William, 1994

vision for the site that would become a much
bigger success then they may have imagined. The
ambitious project would have a transformational
effect on the society and economy of Cornwall.
Eden is an educational charity and plant-base
visitor attraction that aims to connect people,
plants and natural resources (Berger, 2008).
This intervention became the new land use for
the quarry and acted as a reclamation strategy.
The Eden project became a fundamentally
unique reclamation project, by taking many
of the principles of conventional mine
rehabilitation and pushing them to the extreme,
Eden has proven that, with some imagination
and determination, people can produce an
enormous positive force for change (Berger,
2008). The project symbolizes what can be
achieved by delivering an ambitious vision born
of the local circumstances of Cornwall’s postindustrial decline (Berger, 2008). Selecting
this old quarry as location for this ambitious
project was no evident choice. The terrain was
unstable, muddy, located 40 meters below the
water table in one of the wettest parts of the UK.
Remarkably, the fathers of Eden saw potential
in the project whereas no one else did. The site
characteristics where ideal for a microclimate for
the plants, furthermore this embedded position

in the landscape conceals the whole Eden
project which would benefit the experience of a
dramatic and spectacular entrance. In addition
the duo was convinced that the success of Eden
could demonstrate what degraded lands could
be transformed to.
The visitor center was the first building to open
for the public in May 2000. In the six months after
the opening, more than five hundred thousand
people visited the site to see the construction of
the spectacular skeletal biomes and to see the
landscape evolve (Berger, 2008).
Eden’s
fifteen-hectare
visitor-accessible
landscape is currently divided into four main
areas. The Humid Tropics Biome, houses
plants from the tropical regions of the world,
focusing on four geographical areas namely;
Amazonia, West Africa, Malaysia, and the
Oceanic Islands (Berger, 2008). The second
area is the Warm Temperate Biome provides an
experience of Mediterranean climates, including
the Mediterranean Basin, California, and South
Africa (Berger, 2008). The third area is the
Outdoor Biome takes advantage of the mild
Cornish winters, which allow for the survival of
some very sensitive plants, including tea, and
hardier Mediterranean plants and succulents,
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as well as bananas (Berger, 2008). The periphery
is grown with semi-natural plantings. Hydro
seeded native vegetation, including gorse, has
now become established and blends the highly
cultivated Eden site with the surrounding Cornish
landscape (Berger, 2008).
In 2005 the educational resource building named
‘The Core’ was finished as the most recent
addition to the site. Rio Tinto provided the copper
roof with metal from the Bingham Canyon mine,
because the site is widely recognized for its high

environmental and social standards (Berger,
2008).
Eden provides an excellent example of the re-use
of a brownfields site for a major transformational
regeneration project (Berger, 2008). A china-clay
pit was chosen to show that people could have a
positive impact on their surroundings. The Eden
Project provides an excellent platform from
which to talk about post-mining regeneration in
a constructive and forward-looking way (Berger,
2008).

drone image of the eden project
Quarry reclamation
Source - Tamsyn William, 2016
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logging history oquirrh’s
Mormon loggers in Utah
Source - F. W. Draper, 1998

project 02: the garraf waste landfill

Designer: Battle I Roig
Location: Garraf Natural Park, Begues, Barcelona, Spain
Year: 2001 - in progress
Area: 70ha

The Garraf landfill was the destination of Metropolitan
Barcelona’s rubbish for over 30 years, filling the valley in
the limestone massif of El Garraf to a depth of over 70
meters of waste (BatlleiRoig arquitectes, 2014). The site
was later incorporated into the Garraf Natural Park, prior to
closure and restoration. The initial commission was about
two scales of reclamation, namely: closing a landfill site,
with all the complex technical problems and creating a new
landscape, which recovers the natural values it had lost.
The reason for these two scales of reclamation is due to
belief of the commissioner that landscape engineering and
landscape architecture cannot be combined in a single
discipline (BatlleiRoig arquitectes, 2014). The project
by Batllei Roig Architects however brings an integrated
approach and their proposed solutions both address the
technical problems and create a new landscape.
mining at bingham canyon mine
Tamping a blasting charge
Source - Feininger Andreas, 1942

They decided to establish a farming system made up of
terraces and plots with a track that connects the different
platforms. Solving the problems in a logical way was
essential for the designers. The farming system they
proposed reduces the slope of the terraces, eliminates
erosion, collects rainwater for irrigation, reduces seepage
to cut back on the need to treat leachate furthermore it
simplifies the capping barriers that harnesses gas to produce
a year’s electricity for over 10.000 people (BatlleiRoig
arquitectes, 2014). The farming system introduced, in itself,
is a landscape. Modifying the topography to form terraces,
collecting rainwater for irrigation, planting shrub vegetation
on the platforms and growing native grasses in the fields all
served to accelerate the recovery (BatlleiRoig arquitectes,
2014).
Although it was not part of the initial commission, the
designers decided to give the project a third dimension,
namely making the place accessible for visitors. An access
road leads to a parking lot with an old building transformed
to an information center and the paths that connect the
platforms lead the visitor to the tracks and vantage points
of the Garraf Natural Park. Vegetated walls at the entrance
where designed made of waste material to recall the
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the reclaimed landfill site
Waste landfill reclamation
Source - Battle I Roig, 2014

complex history of this place that was first nature,
then landfill, and now thanks to farming, is going
back to nature (BatlleiRoig arquitectes, 2014).
The goal of the entire restoration project is for
‘Parc Del Garraf’ to absorb the dump by using
the local forest’s biomass while supporting the
establishment of primary ecosystems (Batlle I
Roig arquitectes, 2014). It is believed that the
ongoing development of these ecosystems
over time will allow them to adapt to the site’s
environment. The re-vegetation process makes
use of hardy local species that require minimal

irrigation. The planned distribution of the
vegetation incorporates various local varieties
of shrubs (such as burdock, herbal plants or
Mediterranean maquis) and trees (BatlleiRoig
arquitectes, 2014).
The Waste Deposit Restoration Project intends
to reinstate the public use of this area. Because
of its proximity to urban areas, access and
parking facilities, this well-linked side has been
converted into a new gateway to ‘Parc Natural del
Garraf’, which also connects to the long-distance
GR footpath (BatlleiRoig arquitectes, 2014).
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remnants of gold mining
French Gulch
Source - Breck heritage.com, 2012

project 03: the reclamation of the wellington
oro mining site

Designer: The French Gulch Remediation Opportunities
Group
Location: French Gulch, Breckenridge, Colorado, USA
Year: 1993 – 2010
Area: 730ha

From the late 1880s to the early 1970s the
Wellington Oro Mine site, located three miles
from the Town of Breckenridge, produced silver,
gold, lead and zinc from an extensive network
of underground tunnels. The Wellington Oro
mine was the largest mine in Summit County,
Colorado, it was closed down in 1972, but left a
legacy of zinc and cadmium contaminated water.
High levels of this contaminated ‘acid mine
drainage’ drained from the miles of abandoned
tunnels into the local river system affecting
aquatic life (Hazmat Management, 2010).
Breckenridge has become a popular ski resort
and outdoor playground, where an appreciation
of the environment runs deeply among the
community’s population (Hazmat Management,
2010). The water from the closed mine site was a
source of concern, and prompted a cooperative
effort. This led to the formation of the French

Gulch Remediation Opportunities Group
(FROG), a stakeholders group formed to develop
plans to address mining-related environmental
impacts within French Gulch (Berger, 2008). At
the time the FROG was formed, B&B Mines, the
owner of the French Gulch mining district, no
longer had active operations and therefore had
a very limited income and no cash reserves to
spend on reclamation. Selling the property was
there for the company’s only choice in order to
finance the reclamation of its historic mining
operations (Hazmat Management, 2010). Thus,
future land use became an important topic of
discussion as the FROG developed a vision for
reclaiming the mine (Berger, 2008).
There are three primary aspects regarding this
vision. First, to clean up the abandoned mines,
that potentially or actually affected human health
or the environment (Berger, 2008). Secondly to
build a livable, affordable housing community for
locals who work in the resort town of Breckenridge
(Berger, 2008). Thirdly to preserve the mining
company’s 730 hectares of land as open space
for recreation and wildlife habitat (Berger, 2008).
The development of this vision did not include
a landscape architectural designs professional,
although a landscape architect could better
expedite the process through better integration
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natural area french gulch
Mine waste removal
Source - M. Mager, 2008

of possible future land uses in the discussion
(Berger, 2008).
The construction of large summer homes was
occurring throughout Summit County (Berger,
2008 and Hazmat Management, 2010).
French Gulch, however, was being used by the
residents and tourists for backcountry outdoor
recreational activities (such as hiking, mountain
biking, off-roading, cross-country skiing, and
hunting), all of which would become endangered
by summer-home development. This common
vision of the FROG addressed the situation
at the French Gulch site. It prevented this
summer home development, provided funding
for mine reclamation projects, and allowed the
purchase of abandoned mines and adjacent
properties for open space, outdoor recreation,
habitat preservation, historical preservation,
and affordable housing (Berger, 2008, Hazmat
Management 2010).
In 2005, the town and Summit County purchased

the 730 hectares site as part of a plan to create
an open space to enhance the region’s public
amenities. At the same time, they worked with
the US EPA and the Colorado Department of
Health and Environment to find a system for
suitable water treatment to remove the dissolved
metals emanating from the abandoned mine
site downstream of French Gulch. The water
would need to meet Colorado Water Quality
Standards, as well as protect the nearby brown
trout fishery (Hazmat Management, 2010).
In 2006, the Town of Breckenridge and Summit
County completed the surface reclamation of the
two abandoned mining sites. The construction
of the water treatment plant at the Wellington
Oro Mine was completed in 2007 as well as a
conceptual plan made by landscape architects
for the further reclamation of the site. This plan
integrates mine reclamation, expansion of aquatic
habitats for threatened species, integration of the
recreational use plan, and preservation of historic
mining artifacts (Hazmat Management, 2010).
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02.5 conclusions

Seen the conclusions of the interviews show that
there are several important themes incorporated
in the reclamation vision and given the fact that
RioTinto Kennecott is not planning to integrate
these essential themes in the reclamation of
the Bingham Canyon Mine, I conclude that the
demands set by society are not satisfied in
the proposed reclamation strategy. Experts do
not symbolize the whole society but they are
the ones with the specific knowledge and with
their knowledge they defend the interests of the
inhabitants of Salt Lake City. The reclamation
interventions as presented by RioTinto in their
‘Bingham Canyon Mine 2003 Reclamation
And Water Management Plan’ are too limited.
Therefore an alternative reclamation strategy
will be developed in this dissertation.
The selection of three reference projects
on reclamation shows the possibilities and
achievements in the field of reclamation. Despite
their similar complex situation of environmental
issues related to these industries, they managed
to achieve maximum result. The hazards were
dismissed, and the area was utilized the fullest.
Even better, the transformation was a motor of
change for the wider region in all three projects.
Landscape engineering is a paramount discipline
that can contribute to the success of the project.
Acknowledging and embracing this will lead to
better reclamation results.

in the reclamation of the Bingham Canyon
Mine. It is about the aesthetic characteristics of
the site and its industrial character. It is about
reaching ecological and environmental aims and
stabilizing the mining site. Economy appears to
be another important category and last but not
least it seams that technology will have a big role
in the future of this landscape.
This dissertation will therefore explore the
following claim; The Bingham Canyon Mine
can be reclaimed by introducing a new kind of
National Park as reclamation method. But why a
specifically a National Park? This will be further
explained in the following chapter. In order
to explore this claim in the design part of this
dissertation, it is essential to understand how the
National Park system in the United States works,
how the National Park experience is shaped
and what elements are forming the repertoire of
these National Parks. This will be research in the
following chapter.

Reclamation is thus more then only stabilizing
the mining environment. Reclamation is also
connected to the culture, the identity and
future needs. Therefore this dissertation
proposes an extended integrated vision for the
Bingham Canyon Mine, based on the technical
reclamation principles developed by RioTinto
Kennecott. Using this technical knowledge in
an holistic approach that aims to minimize the
negative impacts of the site on the environment
and maximizing its aesthetic and ecological
functionality can result in a more durable and
sustainable solution.
In the conclusion of the personas, it is clear
that four themes are important to incorporate
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ansel adams photographing half dome in yosemite
Famous American National Park photographer
Source - Ansel Adams, 1960
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n the conclusion section of the previous chapter,
the idea of a National Park was proposed as
a possible concept for the reclamation of the
Bingham Canyon Mine. Understanding this long
tradition of National Parks in the United States
however is essential in order to explore this concept.
Therefore in this chapter a brief historical overview
of the National Park system is provided, followed by
the ideology behind the National Park idea and its
cultural importance. A third part of this chapter deals
about the role landscape architecture played in the
National Park system as well as how it contributes
to the wilderness experience. Furthermore in this
part is argued what the function of landscape
architecture can be in the future of the National
Parks. The last part of this chapter focuses on a
comparative analysis between different National
Parks, this in order to understand how these
National Parks function in terms of visitation and
structure and what their architectural repertoire is
constituted off.
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theodore roosevelt and john muir
Overlooking the falls in Yosemite National Park
Source - National Park Foundation, 1903

visitors in yellowstone national park
Near Mammoth Hot Springs
Source - National Park Foundation, 1888

03.1 history of the national park system

Congress established Yellowstone National Park as the
nation’s (and the world’s) first National Park on March 1,
1872. Back then, the National Park Service that now is
managing the National Parks was not established yet. On
August 25th in 1916 President Woodrow Wilson signed
the “Organic Act” and established the National Park
Service ( National Park Service, 2015). This act states
that the fundamental purpose of the NPS “is to conserve
the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the
wild life therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the
same in such manner and by such means as will leave
them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations”
( National Park Service, 2015). Important historical figures
helped in the constitution of the National Parks and the
National Parks Service. Horace Marden Albright, John
Muir, Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, Stephen
Mather and Woodrow Wilson can all be seen as founders
for the National Parks in the United States.
The service, which is part of the U.S. Department of the
Interior, is now managing more than 34 million hectares. It
consists of 417 sites with at least 19 different designations.
These include 129 historical parks or sites, 87 national
monuments, 59 National Parks, 25 battlefields or military
parks, 19 preserves, 18 recreation areas, 10 seashores,
four parkways, four lakeshores, and two reserves ( National
Park Service, 2015).
03.2 ideology of the national park system

Preservation and conservation are nowadays the main
drivers for the National Park Service. However when
National Parks were established in the United States is was
of much less importance then it is today. The National Parks
origin is deeply rooted in the American History. For decades,
the nation had suffered from the lack of recognized cultural
achievements. Unlike established European countries,
which traced their origins far back to antiquities, the United
States lacked a long artistic and literary heritage (Runte,
1979). The United States did not have a rich cultural history
with reminders of the human past, such as castles, ruins and
cathedrals. This absence further alienated the American
intellectuals from a cultural identity (Runte, 1979). By 1860,
many Americans embraced the wonderlands of the west as
replacement for the man-made marks of achievement as
they would have in Europe. This monumental scenery was
to become the visible symbol of continuity and stabilization
in the new nation instead of the past accomplishments of
western civilization (Runte, 1979).
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the search for a cultural identity
Yosimite valley
Source - Albert Bierstadt, 1865

It took however a long time for nature to become
the proof of national greatness. These origins
go back immediately following up the signing of
the declaration of independence in 1776. The
United States gained independence from Great
Britain. Due to their independence, Americans
could no longer lay claim on the achievements
of the western civilization merely by recalling its
membership in the British Empire (Runte, 1979).
Doubts by the American intellectuals however
continued to persist, especially when they dared
to consider whether their culture could survive
apart from the British Empire and Europe. The
achievements of their own artists and writers
were negligible; this made nationalists see
nature as the only viable alternative for American
culture (Runte, 1979). American intellectuals
themselves however were far from convinced
of this alternative. They did not thought that
the landscapes of the early United States
deserved special recognition. The Landscape
of the United States was nothing extraordinary
except for a few special features such as the
Niagara Falls (Runte, 1979). This was because

the United States were limited to two third of the
continent before 1848. The American West was
not yet part of the United States and was mainly
unknown ground. European and American
writers back then used words such as ‘common’
and ‘monotonous’ to describe the majority of the
American East (Runte, 1979). The landscape
was not able to compete on a scenic level with
the magnitude of the Swiss Alps, for example
James Fenimore Cooper said;
‘As a whole, it must be admitted that Europe
offers the senses sublime views and certainly
grander, than are to be found within our
own borders, unless we resort to the Rocky
Mountains, and the ranges in California and
New Mexico’ (Runte, 1979).

The expansion of the United States to the
west, would resolve the dilemma of America’s
cultural nationalists. It would provide the United
States the most varied scenery of the continent
(Runte, 1979). The explorations towards what
would become the American West were mainly
driven by the search for material well-being
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also known as the gold rush period. However,
these explorations also revealed the distinct
opportunities for the cultural development of the
nation (Runte, 1979). This force of appeals for
cultural identity through nature discovered due
to the opening of the Far West was extremely
important for the further timing of the National
Parks and the evolution of the idea of National
Parks. One of the big advantages was that it was
possible to experience and appreciate nature in
its pristine and pure form, free from being spoiled
as the Niagara Falls in the East. Furthermore, it
could be preserved in this way as well (Runte,
1979). For the cultural nationalists, the west was
the last chance to prove their sincerity (Runte,
1979).
The modern discovery of Yosemite Valley in
1851 and the Sierra Redwoods in 1852, were
the first evidence for cultural identity. It was a
valid claim for the nationalists that nature was
a viable alternative for American culture. Back
then, writers claimed that trivial from today’s
perspective such as ‘The Sierra Redwoods
began to grow before the Christian era, the
antiquity of the United States with other words,
predated that of Europe’. Nevertheless these
claims filled an important intellectual need (Runte,
1979). By the time of the civil war, Americans
had embraced ‘the wonderlands of the West’
as ‘replacements’ for the man made-marks of
achievement celebrated in European cultures
(Nye, 1994). Furthermore, these authors often
not only described the natural splendor, but in
the same time, they depreciated its counterparts
in Europe and the eastern part of the States. This
shows how pervasive cultural anxiety was in
the states during this period (Runte, 1979). The
search for a unique national identity inevitably
influenced the arts and literature in the United
States (Runte, 1979).
National Parks are considered as wilderness
areas. Nevertheless wilderness is according to
Cronon (1995) a cultural construct consisting
of two important elements, namely the sublime
and the frontier. The sublime aspect is also
what the cultural nationalists where looking for

in landscapes as replacement for European
culture as described earlier. The discovery and
the explorations to the west guided by the gold
rush fitted in the phenomenon of the frontier.
The two converged to remake wilderness in
their own image, freighting it with moral values
and cultural symbols that it carries to this day
(Cronon, 1995).
‘Where were these sublime places? The
eighteenth century catalog of their locations
feels very familiar, for we still see and value
landscapes as it taught us to do. God was on
the mountaintop, in the chasm, in the waterfall,
in the thundercloud, in the rainbow, in the
sunset. One has only to think of the sites that
Americans chose for their first National Parks
-Yellowstone, Yosemite, Grand Canyon,
Rainier, Zion- to realize that virtually all of
them fit one or more of these categories. Less
sublime landscapes simply did not appear
worthy of such protection’ (Cronon, 1995).

The historian Frederick Jackson Turner wrote
in 1893 about the frontier that it had been part
of American cultural traditions for well over a
century, as turner described the phenomenon;
‘Easterners and European immigrants,
moving to the wild unsettled lands of the
frontier, shed the trappings of civilization,
rediscovered their primitive racial energies,
reinvented direct democratic institutions,
and by re-infused themselves with a vigor,
an independence, and a creativity that would
become the source of American democracy
and national character’ (Cronon, 1995).

Seen in this way, wild country became a place
not just of religious redemption but also of
national renewal, the quintessential location for
experiencing what it meant to be an American
(Cronon, 1995). The vanishing frontier therefore
is part of the fundaments of wilderness
preservation in the United States. Given that
the quest for culture had brought the American
intellectuals to nature and wild lands as the only
viable alternative, then they surely must save its
remnants as monuments to the American past
(Cronon, 1995). This wild nature was to become
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an insurance policy to protect its future. Therefore
the origins of the National Parks in the United
States are closely related to this set of events
coming together at this precise time. To protect
wilderness was truly to protect the nation’s most
sacred myth of origin (Cronon, 1995). On the
other hand the removal of Indians to create an
‘uninhabited wilderness’, uninhabited as never
before in the human history of the place, reminds
how invented, how constructed, the American

wilderness really is (Cronon, 1995). Cronon
argues that;
‘There is nothing natural about the concept
of wilderness. It is entirely a creation of the
culture that holds it dear, a product of the very
history it seeks to deny. Indeed, one of the
most striking proofs of the cultural invention of
wilderness is its thoroughgoing erasure of the
history from which it sprang’ (Cronon, 1995).

the frontier life in the american west
Borderlands, settlement and colonial encounters
Source - Adam Matthew, date not known
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viewpoint at grand canyon
Landscape architecture infrastructure
Source - National Park Foundation, 2016

03.3 the role of landscape architecture in the
national park system

Between the end of World War I and the American entry into
World War II, the National Park Service modernized and
developed the system extensively. Landscape architects
and engineers had the task to design the scenic roads,
the viewpoints, the campgrounds, the visitor villages,
buildings and other park infrastructure. During this period,
the National Parks acquired the consistent appearance,
character and level of convenience that most visitors
associate with their experience of park scenery, wildlife and
wilderness (Carr, 1998).
The function of the landscape architects was not to make
new landscapes neither to make new attractions for the
visitors since this would be very contradictory seen the
context of the pristine nature that these places offer. Their
role was to enhance and support the wilderness experience
of the visitor (Carr, 1998). Their design needed to guide
the visitor to certain areas and frame the views of the
spectator. The aim for their designs was to enhance their
appreciation for the vast wilderness beyond. Therefore the
importance of landscape architecture to the history of the
National Parks in other words relates to the public use and
appreciation of the parks (Carr, 1998).

hiking trails in zion national park
Landscape architecture infrastructure
Source - National Park Foundation, 2016

‘For most visitors, even today, the emotional enjoyment
achieved through the appreciation of landscape beauty
is not an inevitable, accidental, or haphazard affair.
The designed landscapes within the park choreograph
visitors’ movement and define the pace and sequence
of much of their experience. The designed landscapes
mediate between the individual and the vast terrain of the
backcountry. Wilderness and designed landscape together
generate the aesthetic appreciation of landscapes and
emotional communion with the natural world, which, at
least historically, the word ‘park’ implied’ (Carr, 1998).

By the 1920’s the National Park Service landscape
architects such as Daniel R. Hull and Thomas C. Vint had
initiated a characteristic and original style of National Park
development and branding that responded to the practical
necessity for modernizing park facilities, while remaining
firmly rooted in the theory and practice of American
landscape park design. The subsequent construction of
park roads, bridges, trails, buildings, and entire park villages
retained the ‘rustic’ inspiration considered appropriate for a
wilderness park setting (Carr, 1998). Zoning was another
important aspect except for this distinctive National Park
style, which we still associate to the National Parks till
today. Based on the zoning of Frederick Law Olmsted, who
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was also closely involved in developing the
early National Parks, they distinguished the
‘developed areas’ with basic services for
thousands of visitors a day and remote ‘research
areas’ that maintained wilderness conditions
and restricted all public access (Carr, 1998).
Off course there was an intermediate combined
zone as transition area.
Today the role of landscape architecture in the
National Park System is again more important
than ever. The National Park management and
the park development are experiencing total

different properties then 60 years ago. Many
parks have been completed in the sense that
the planned extent of roads, villages and other
facilities has been reached but since World War
II, recreational opportunities in the system have
not expanded at the exponential rate of demand
(Carr, 1998). The impact of this exponential rising
visitation number is a big problem for the system
and its future. A shift in attitude towards the park
development is therefore required and landscape
architecture can help the National Parks by
fulfilling this challenge since their job is about
‘the public use and appreciation of the parks’.

visitor center of capitol reef national park
Modernized park facilities yet still ‘rustic’
Source - National Park Foundation, 2008
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03.4 the future of the national park system

As
earlier
mentioned,
the
American
demographics changed radically and the
American populations looks different today than
it did at the National Park system outset in 1916.
The American population doubled since 1950
and nowadays most American residents reside
in urban centers compared to the majority living
in a more rural or semi-rural setting before the
1950’ (Keitler, 2013). Wild nature is no longer
an integral part of their daily lives (Keitler, 2013)
leading to the problematic rise of visitation to
the National Parks (Carr, 1998, Keitler, 2013).
Furthermore, the diversity of the population has
changed significantly. Non-white minority group
members currently account for a third of the
total population and civil rights and social justice
concerns are now primary issues in the political
culture (Keitler, 2013). Minority citizens however
are not frequent park visitors and many children
are no longer exposed to nature on a regular
basis. Engaging these constituencies presents
a paramount challenge if the National Park
system is to remain relevant in our changing
world and maintain broad-based political
support (Keitler, 2013). The American National
Park System hardly evaluated despite this
changed demographic evolution of the American
population. The system is hardly a monument to
visionary planning (Keitler, 2013).
‘Linking the designation of new parks and
the expansion of existing ones to ecosystem
preservation is a vital step toward re-envisioning
the National Park system and its role in nature
conservation’ (Keitler, 2013).

Establishing new National Parks and expanding
the current National Parks seems to be the
two valid options to keep the National Parks
service up to date and relevant. But what are the
requirements for an area to become a National
Park? And what type of areas can be a National
Park in the future? According to Keitler, the future
of the National Park Service should be found in
areas close to an urban center since these areas
have the power of introducing children back
to the natural world and revitalizing the spirit
of conservation in mainstream American life.
Furthermore the National Park Service with their

extensive knowledge on educational programs
is in the unique position to educate the urban
residents about natural history and environmental
issues (Keitler, 2013). Another proposed
possible type of area to become a National Park
in the future is a so-called national restoration
area. The concept of a national restoration area
could be used to restore damaged landscapes
to eventually become National Park sites that
could fulfill educational functions as well as local
employment (Keitler, 2013). To ensure success in
either of the two proposed cases, support within
nearby communities is essential. Therefore
a park proposal should include community
development opportunities and provide local
employment opportunities in ecotourism or other
park-related jobs.
But it is not only these two criteria that an area
should fulfill to become a National Park. The
two above mentioned propositions are just
an indication on what a well thought possible
National Park areas could be. Before an area
can become a National Park, it needs to fulfill
the requirements set by American Congress.
These requirements were updated in 1998.
The area needs to meet the following criteria;
not only must it ‘meet the established criteria of
national significance, suitability, and feasibility,’
but it should also contain ‘themes, sites, and
resources not already adequately represented
in the National Park System’ (Congress, 1998).
‘Linking the designation of new parks and
the expansion of existing ones to ecosystem
preservation is a vital step toward re-envisioning
the National Park system and its role in nature
conservation’ (Keitler, 2013).

All these themes and requirements can be found
in the National Park this dissertation proposes.
The national significance can be found in the
fact that the Bingham Canyon mine powered the
digitalization of the world with its vast amounts
of copper used throughout the world. This even
points out that there is even an international
dimension to this side. Furthermore this area
is highly suitable, it is in close proximity to a
major city and the wider context of the Oquirrh
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people lining up to see old faithful
Yellowstone National Park
Source - National Park Foundation, 2016

mountains in private hands can play an important
role in the future of this National Park seen its
opportunities and possibilities. Then there is still
the aspect of feasibility. The fact that reclamation
needs to happen anyhow makes it feasible for
this area to be developed in a National Park. The
theme of mining in its variety of forms that can
be found in the Oquirrh mountain range can be a
new kind of wilderness experience. Since there
are no other existing National Parks with similar
characteristics and resources, make this area
stand out in the system and thus not already
adequately represented in the system. The
Bingham Canyon mine is thus an outstanding
example of copper mining, it was the first open
pit in the world and it is the biggest one in the
world. Due to its long history, it has an extensive
cultural meaning and it is a piece of heritage for

the future. It offers the visitors a technological
sublime experience and tourism related to the
mining activities was an omnipresent aspect
throughout the history of the mine. The American
West has over 200.000 mining sites to reclaim in
the near future of which the Bingham Canyon
Mine is the biggest. This means that it can be an
extremely important location to learn and collect
data on doing reclamation and post-mining land
use.
In order to make the National Park System
relevant in the future, expansion of the system
seems to be an essential aspect to be explored
but without creative thinking and courageous
initiatives, we risk diminishing the National Park
idea and the extraordinary conservation legacy
it represents. (Keitler, 2013).
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03.5 comparative analysis

the purpose

One of the research questions presented earlier in
this dissertation was aiming to better understand
the current National Parks in the United States.
A comparative analysis based on information
gained out of interviews, on site - observations
and literature review form the best starting point
for this analysis. The aim of this analysis is to
understand what the National Parks offer to
the visitors in term of wilderness experience,
what visitor-infrastructure is connected to the
wilderness experience and what wildernessexperience related problems form a threat to the
National Parks? This comparison analysis aims
to explore the new challenges for the National
Parks and the possible future repertoire.
selecting national parks

The United States has 59 areas protected known
as National Parks, Utah is home to five National
Parks, and a set of National Monuments,
Wilderness Areas, National Historic Landmarks,
etc. The five existing National Parks in Utah are
situated in the southern part of the state. From
east to west; Arches National Park, Canyonlands
National Park, Capitol Reef National Park, Bryce
Canyon National Park and Zion National Park.
The reason why this comparative analysis
is focusing on the National Parks of Utah is
because; the selected National Parks are the
closest National Parks to the area of study for
this dissertation. Furthermore, these National
Parks originate from different periods and are
different in size however similar in their nature.
Zion National Park was the first area in Utah to
be designated as a National Park in 1919. It was
the 16th National Park in the United States. The
most recent National Park establishment in Utah
was Capitol Reef in December 1971. It is the
47th National Park in the list. The National Parks
in Utah are all within a four-hour drive from the
state’s capital Salt Lake City. Utah’s National
Parks are all consisting of petrified Jurassic
sediments sculpted by wind, water and time but

all exhibited in a different way. As previously
explained, it was essential to first draw the
context of National Parks in the United States
and introducing the different National Parks in
the State of Utah. In order to learn from these
National Parks, a comparative analysis was
performed.
criteria for comparison

A comparison analysis needs a clear frame of
reference (Walk, 1998). The frame of reference
for this comparative analysis is the build up of
National Parks in Utah. For the comparative
analysis, the National Parks of Utah where
compared on different criteria.
The criteria for comparison are very important.
The first part is a comparison of the hard facts;
this includes the size, the year of establishment,
the reason for establishment, the location
from Salt Lake City and the organizational
structure of the National Park. The second part
of the comparison deals about visitation, it first
analyses the visitors experience followed by the
number of visitors and the economic impact, it is
also briefly described what nearby attractors are
present and what the presence of the National
Park is on Social Media. The third part deals
about the visitor infrastructure. An analysis of the
trails, roads, bridges, scenic drives, viewpoints,
campground and visitor center is given in
this last part of the comparative analysis. The
data for the comparative analysis is partly
gathered on official websites of the National
Park Service; other data was collected during
fieldtrips including interviews and observations
performed by the researcher. The base of the
comparative analysis was inspired on a Tourismbased comparative analysis of UNESCO World
Heritage Sites in Canada, the United States
and Australia due to the similar approach
(Government of Canada, 2016).
comparison

The comparative analysis was performed and
displayed in a series of charts with a set of
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the situation of the five existing national parks in utah
Map shows the whole state of Utah
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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different aspects compared for each National
Park. This part filters the main conclusions out
of this extensive information stream, which are
presented hereafter. The charts with all the
information are available on demand due to
large textual volume. A few sub-questions were
formulated to guide the comparative analysis.
The first question aims to answer by this
comparative analysis was; what do the National
Parks in Utah offer the visitor? The answer to this
question can be generalized for the five National
Parks in Utah, namely that the wilderness
experience of these National Parks can be found
in visitors discovering the spectacular geological
formations. Zion National Park is a labyrinth of
deep and colorful Navajo sandstone canyons,
formed by erosion processes at the margin of
the Colorado Plateau. The wilderness character
of the park can be found in the wild and scenic
river values, some evidence of human history,
and scientific research and public enjoyment
location. Bryce Canyon has unusual scenic
features of scientific interest and importance.
The rocks are among the most colorful of any
forming the earth’s crust. The main features
that form the wilderness character of the park
are the areas where erosion have cut back
in the plateau forming Bryce Canyon’s well
know amphitheaters filled with pinnacles and
grotesque forms called ‘Hoodoos’. Capitol Reef
is well known for its cliffs, canyons, domes and
bridges in the Water Pocket Fold, a geological
monocline extending almost 160 kilometers.
Another aspect of the wilderness character
is the experience of the night sky since the
International Dark-Sky Association designates
the park as an “International Dark Sky Park”.
Canyonlands National Park is also recognized
as an ‘International Dark Sky Park’. Therefore
this night sky experience is also essential in
the wilderness character of the National Park.
Furthermore Canyonlands offers great scenic
qualities due to the dramatic landscape created
by erosion. It is a colorful landscape eroded
into countless canyons, mesas, and buttes by
the Colorado River, the Green River, and their
respective tributaries. Arches National Park is as
the name suggest well known for its extraordinary

examples of wind erosion in the shape of
gigantic arches, natural bridges, “windows”,
spires, balanced rocks, and other unique windworn sandstone formations. The wilderness
character is thus formed by the world’s largest
concentration of natural sandstone arches and
the rich cultural history, as well as the dark skies.
All National Parks offer more or less the
same activities such as; auto-touring and
4WD, backcountry hiking (multiple day hike in
remote park areas), biking, boating, camping,
commercial tours, junior ranger programs,
hiking, horseback riding, photography, rangerled programs, rock climbing, stargazing, etc.
The second question this comparative analysis
aims to answer was; what visitor-infrastructure is
connected to the National Park experience? Out
of the comparative analysis appeared that the
entire visitor infrastructure in all the compared
National Parks is very similar. Same elements
are prevalent, every time with respect for the
local character and context but with the same
design principles and aesthetics. This is part
of the ‘branding’ where National Parks are so
famous for as also previously described earlier
in this chapter;
‘The subsequent construction of park roads,
bridges, trails, buildings, and entire park villages
retained the ‘rustic’ inspiration considered
appropriate for a wilderness park setting.’ (Carr,
1998)

This branding goes far, the graphic design of
the maps, brochures, etc. is the same for all
the National Parks. The most important icon of
the National Park forms the signature for the
specific National Park. This icon is displayed
by this typical 1920’ to 1940’ graphic poster
style. Moreover they all have a similar build
up. They remind the careful observer of the
famous painting by Caspar David Friedrich,
‘Der Wanderer über dem Nebelmeer.’ In many
of the posters there is a human figure standing
in solitude, observing the sublime landscape
that forms the background of the poster. The
color palette is carefully chosen to match with
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the prominent colors in the specific landscape.
Except for this graphic branding aspect, there is
also a uniform style in signage, all road signs,
trail signs, etc. is all made of wood with white
icons and white text engraved in the wooden
signs. This uniformity is also extended into visitor
infrastructure as previously mentioned. The
visitor centers, for example, is constructed of local
rock material and the modernistic architecture
seems to be based on the architecture of
Frank Lloyd Wright. The architecture is low
profile, its horizontal lines and local material
make it blend with the landscape. The local
rock material is used for the path structure as
well. The developed park areas, for example
popular viewpoints, are built of concrete with
local granulate so that its color is again matching
the surrounding landscape. The balustrade
is made of masonry columns with local rocks.
Wooden beams form the handrail. In more
extensive park areas, the pavement changes
from concrete to granulated rock material. Often
dry stacked walls are combined with the paths
to overcome height differences such as gullies
or a slope. Pedestrian bridges are often made
of a steel construction with a wooden platform.
The information signs are constructed of the
same steel of the bridge; they are very basic in
their appearance and seamlessly blend in the
landscape. The entire visitor infrastructure is low
profile and the focus is rather on the landscape
then it is on the architecture.
A second aspect that can be concluded out
of the comparative analysis that answers this
question is that there is no straight proportional
relation within the compared National Parks
between the size of the National Park and the
amount of visitors. Furthermore the comparative
analysis showed that the number of backcountry
visitors is not growing as exponentially as the
park visitation and that even in some parks a
demising trend can be observed. The reason for
this unpopularity in backcountry use is imputable
to the extensiveness of the trail network, form
and accessibility of the National Park.
What visitor related problems form a threat to

the National Parks? This last question aimed
to be answered by this National Park analysis.
The most important aspect in the answer to this
question is with no doubt the exponential rise of
visitation to the National Parks. This exponential
rise of visitors leads to severe problems since
the National Parks are extremely car oriented.
This leads to huge peaks of traffic, resulting in
traffic congestion, annoyance and even closure
of National Parks during these peak moments.
Only few National Parks explore the possibilities
to use a shuttle system as viable alternative to
the car despite its many advantages. Less cars
in the National Park result in a more pleasant
wilderness experience since visitors do not
experience the bustle and do not get annoyed.
Furthermore it increases the feeling of solitude.
Another problem that National Parks are dealing
with is that visitors spend only very little time
in the National Park and therefore the visitor is
not exploring and dispersing towards the more
primitive zones of the park. Due to the car’s
central position in the wilderness experience
and this limited visitation duration results in the
fact that visitors only explore the developed,
read ‘car accessible’, zones of the park. The
average visitation duration for the compared
National Parks is just under five hours for
each park. There appears to be a connection
between visitation duration and the structure of
the park, the amount of hiking/backcountry trails
and the accessibility of the park. A last problem
that the National Parks are facing is that the
financial support, the amount of rangers, the
trail network, the infrastructure and the size
of the campgrounds has not evolved with the
exponential visitation rise. Resulting in the fact
that the system is not able to cope with these vast
amounts of visitors that it is receiving nowadays.
The maps that accompany this text show the
different National Parks and compare a few
different themes. Furthermore, pictures are
sorted according to the type of visitor infrastructure
to give an impression on how it looks. These
pictures are all taken in one of these five
National Parks. Furthermore, they show how the
style is uniform throughout these National Parks.
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size, topography and water comparison
Map comparison of existing national parks in Utah
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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visitor dispersion throughout the national parks
Map comparison of existing national parks in Utah
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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hiking trails and roads
Map comparison of existing national parks in Utah
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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campgrounds, viewpoints and points of interest
Map comparison of existing national parks in Utah
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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visitor centers
Landscape architecture infrastructure
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017

viewpoints, signs and trailheads
Landscape architecture infrastructure
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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campgrounds and backcountry campgrounds
Landscape architecture infrastructure
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017

hierarchy of trails and roads
Landscape architecture infrastructure
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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exponential annual visitation
Based on official National Park satistical data
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017

zion np
arches np
bryce canyon np
capitol reef np
canyonlands np

stagnation/decline of backcountry use
Based on official National Park satistical data
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017

zion np
arches np
bryce canyon np
capitol reef np
canyonlands np

03.5 conclusions

Understanding the National Parks is an essential aspect
since, in this dissertation; a National Park will be used as
strategy for the reclamation of the Bingham Canyon mine.
But why specifically a National Park for the as reclamation
method? This is because the Bingham Canyon Mine is
meeting all the requirements for future National Park
expansion. It is situated close to a major urban area, it
therefore is within reach for minority groups, it is a damaged
landscape that needs restoration, and furthermore it meets
all requirements set by congress for an area to become a
National Park. Using therefore a National Park as strategy
for reclamation can be very promising seen the fact that
it is possible to coop with all the problems on different
scale. It reconnects the Oquirrh Mountains back to the city
and its residents. It uses the opportunities this mountain
range has to offer, it can connect the local residents in the
story and local communities can benefit from the National
Park. Furthermore, it allows to introduce the four returns
of Commonland as explained in the theoretical framework.
These existing parks can teach us a lot on what problems
they are facing. Learning from this can prevent the same
problems from occurring in the new Bingham Canyon
National Park. The challenges for the new National Park
is that it is developed to welcome large crowds, safety is
an important theme especially due to the risks connected
to the Bingham canyon mine. The repertoire that is an
essential part of the National Park experience are part
of the cultural heritage and connected to the idea of
wilderness and adventure for a lot of people. Although
some elements of this style are outdated, it is still a relevant
and good style. Proposing a new style would therefore
be harassment on the National Park culture. Proposing
new additional elements that update certain outdated
elements but fit the characteristics of this branding are a
well-considered decision. The landscape should remain its
main role and the infrastructure has a supportive role to
enhance the scenic experience. It supports and focuses
on the landscape experience and not on the architecture
although it is elegant.
Additionally the idea of a National Park may not be
underestimated since its long tradition in the United States
and its cultural importance. It is important to keep in mind
that a National Park is representing the entire nation.
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observing the landscape through the lens
Wildenerness experience?
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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the proposed national park
Outcrop of map
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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n the beginning of this dissertation, the site
context of the Bingham Canyon mine and its wider
context were elucidated. During the two following
chapters, profound reasoning resulted in the idea to
use a National Park as a specific method to reclaim
the Bingham Canyon mine. This chapter will explore
this claim in terms of design. For this chapter, the
design question stands central, namely; what design
interventions are needed to reclaim the Bingham
Canyon mine into a new generation of National
Parks? This chapter is divided in two parts, the
first part is the synthesis part, here the design aims
are defined following from research and solutions
are proposed for the defined problems. Seen the
risks, what are the essential interventions to make
the Bingham Canyon Mine accessible? This is the
central question during the first part.
The second part of this chapter is a short story. Since
the design presented in this dissertation, is really
about the experience, it was chosen to bring the
design explanation in the form of a fictive narrative.
The design is explained through the eyes of future
National Park visitors. The narrative describes how
the design interventions look, how the experience
is shaped, how problems are overcome and how
all the design interventions are connected and
interrelated.
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04.1 synthesis

national park
tourism at bingham canyon mine
The visitor center before landslide in 2013
Source - Tripadvisor, 2011

safety is of paramount importance
Signs to remind mining staff of safety at work
Source - RioTinto Kennecott, 2014

As explained in the previous chapters, the Bingham Canyon
mine has a lot of issues, ranging from environmental
issues to ownership issues. Also on the lager context
of the Bingham Canyon mine in relation to the Oquirrh
Mountains and Salt Lake City, there are some issues that
need attention in the future. Learning and defining these
issues is one thing. This was performed in the research
part of the dissertation. But now taking these issues and
bringing them to the next level is the final step in this
dissertation. All these issues have all one similarity; they
are all connected to a central question namely; what are the
essential interventions to make the Bingham Canyon Mine
accessible? This question will guide the design question. It
is all about reaching a stable situation that allows visitors
to visit this place in the future. Opening this site for visitors
is an essential part in the reclamation. Why? As argued
before, this site is an important part of the cultural historical
and industrial heritage. It can teach us how to deal with
such a damaged landscape and showing people the
transformation that this site will go trough is an undeniable
part of involving people and raising awareness for land
restoration. Especially seen the fact that mine reclamation
will be the biggest landscape challenge for the United
States in the future (Berger, 2008). This again points out
the importance and relevance of this topic. Reclaiming the
Bingham Canyon mine by turning it into a National Park
therefore entails that from the first day onwards, visitors
form an essential part. The changing nature of the mine and
the evolution it will go through are key visitor experiences
but is also one of the main arguments why the Bingham
Canyon mine can become the first one in a new generation
of National Parks. Visitors can see the Bingham Canyon
mine changing and transforming over time.
As detailed described during the research part, the mine
had its issues and dangers. Therefore one could ask
whether or not it is a good idea to allow visitors in the future
to the mining site. Since visitors form an essential element
in the reclamation, visitation to the mining site therefor is
essential. Acknowledging the problems is of paramount
importance. Dealing with the environmental issues that
form a threat to future visitors, is essential. Why not turning
some of these landscape processes, now conceived as
negative and problematic, into an opportunity. Maybe
these landscape processes can be an element where
reclamation can benefit from. As an example, the Bingham
Canyon mine being a hydrological sink with the constant
inflow of water in the open pit and high water pressure on
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the pit walls leading to slope failure is currently
seen as a problem. But, this can become part
of a system. Seen Utah’s dry climate and
harsh conditions for vegetation to establish it
seems as a gift to have abundance of water is
such a close proximity that can potentially be
used for irrigation. Furthermore extraction of
water decreases the pressure on the high walls
leading to better mine stability. Making use of
similar existing processes can therefore be of
invaluable value.
But it is not all about the environmental issues
of the open pit. It is also about the wider context
and the question of how to unlock the area to
its surroundings, namely Salt Lake City and the
Oquirrh Mountains where the mine is integral
part off. The mine is on the one hand located
very close to the metropolitan area but still for
minority groups far away and maybe hard to
reach. Furthermore visitation brings car traffic.
This is problematic especially seen the existing
risks. Therefore car traffic is not desired since
it increases the risks and possibly harms
the visitor safety. It furthermore results in a
diminished National Park experience, stress
and frustration due to congestion as observed
in the other National Parks in Utah. Therefore
exploring alternative options to make the
Bingham Canyon mine accessible, connecting
it to the metropolitan area and re-opening the
unloved and unknown Oquirrh mountain range
after being privatized are essential aims for the
design to achieve.

Providing an extensive, and well developed
hiking trail network can be one solution but
maybe a National Park transportation system
can be another solution especially seen the
accessibility issue described above.
Stimulating backcountry camping and increasing
the average visitation duration can be benefits
from these two solutions. Furthermore a more
durable and scattered visitor dispersion can be
obtained resulting in better crowd management
due to better spread of tourists.
Understanding these National Parks offered a lot
of knowledge that needs to be implemented into
the Bingham Canyon National Park. Knowing the
building blocks and the visitor infrastructure with
it’s cultural identity and understanding that it is so
closely related to the National Park experience
in American culture is very important. Therefore
this dissertation is embracing the existing ‘rustic’
National Park style but additions and up-dates
with respect for this style are proposed. One of
the main characteristics of this repertoire is to
support and enhance the landscape experience.
This is one of the most important base points.

As mentioned earlier the National Parks in Utah
can teach us a lot, knowing how they work is
key. Therefore the comparative analysis was
performed. Insights on the issues in terms of
visitation in National Parks were obtained. These
issues need to be taken into consideration for
the design; they form a set of design aims on
their own. Taking into account the extreme
popularity of National Parks in the United States,
the design needs to be tuned for high numbers
of visitation. Another aim for the design is to get
people back to the wilderness areas, so that they
not only visit the developed areas of the park.
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04.2 short story

The synthesis thus focuses on the design aims.
But what are then the concrete ingredients
proposed to do reclamation by transforming
it into a National Park and meeting the design
aims defined by research? This will be explained
in detail the next part of this chapter. The spirit
of the National Parks is central and since this
is all about getting in nature and experiencing
the outdoors, it was also chosen to build up the
following part in this way. I chose to present
this part therefore in the form of a short story,
a small novel of how the future National Park
experience can be. This allows me to show
how the National Park experience is central and
how all the design interventions on all different
scales are interrelated and connected. The
different characters in the story were carefully
chosen to have different personalities, each
with their own capabilities and preferences.
Due to these characters I am able to show how
different parallel National Park experiences are

possible in the Bingham Canyon National Park.
To provide more detailed information on the
design interventions, intermezzos are provided
with specific information. The perceptive main
character in the story, Bryan, is also describing
the design interventions in detail. Maps and
visuals are added to support the story in a visual
way furthermore the visuals of the design will be
presented as pictures of the characters in the
story.
Please let me introduce you the adventures
and experiences of the Miller family in Bingham
Canyon National Park. A National Park map can
be found at the back of the booklet, that can be
used to follow the Miller family on their trip.

the miller family ready to explore bingham canyon national park
Pickup of Pedro at SLC International Airport
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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It was July, the second and the academic year was over for Bryan. He studies at the University
of Utah in Salt Lake City at the department of Architecture. It has been a dream ever since
childhood for Bryan to become an architect. After successfully finishing is bachelor’s degree
he started his master. His professors say he is a talented student because Bryan has a good
analytical view and he is extremely gifted with great hand drawing skills. Due to his motivation
and commitment, he managed to obtain a study financing to study abroad in Madrid, Spain.
Although that was now two years ago, he still stayed in touch with a lot of international friends
that he met there. Today Bryan couldn’t stop thinking about Pedro, one of his best Spanish
friends, who was probably hanging above Denver now, since he was coming to Salt Lake City
to visit Bryan. Together they would go on a road trip to the south of Utah to explore some of the
National Parks there. He was very excited to show Pedro the geological wonders of Utah and
‘the Mighty Six’ as many people nowadays call the six National Parks of Utah. Within only a
few hours he would pick up Pedro from the airport. Bryan and his family would show Bingham
Canyon National Park as the first one of the mighty six. Bryan is the oldest son of Jane and
Ethan Miller. His mother Jane is 52 years old and teaches in the local high school. His father
turned 55 last weekend and served as a soldier for the US army. Two years ago in summer
he was renovating the roof of their house when he fell off the ladder. The result was 1 week of
hospital, surgery and a long revalidation. Even after two years he still is suffering of his accident.
He is still working for the US army but from behind a desk now, since he was physically not able
anymore to perform his duty. Also hiking and exploring wilderness, what he loved to do with his
sons, became difficult. Bryan’s brother Tony is 16 years, he is still in high school, Bryan often
helps his brother with doing math and Tony helps his older brother every now and then with the
making of the countless architectural models he has to make. Tony enjoys spending time with
his older brother and they get along very well.
Meanwhile, it was 09:17 AM and the train could arrive every moment now. Bryan was standing
on the platform of the station of the ‘Forerunner’, the commuter train that connects Provo in
the south of the Salt Lake Valley with downtown Salt Lake City and even further up to Ogden.
He stared to the Oquirrh mountain range, in front of him : a majestic background and horizon
for the city. He was already imagining how they would camp there tonight, sit and talk at a
small campfire and watch the stars. The morning sun burned on his face and he realized that
today would be a typical warm summer day as they are used to in Utah. He checked his phone
again, 09:19 AM the train would arrive any moment now. Somehow he felt nervous, he always
felt nervous when waiting at the station for Sophie to arrive, since this reminded him of their
first date almost 4 years ago, when they went to Rose Butte gardens where the two of them
would walk and talk about silly things and every now and then Sophie would interrupt him to
tell some amazing facts about a plant they just passed. He was always so amazed by her
plant knowledge and he wished he knew more about it. Unfortunately he would never be able
to compete with her on that level since she was studying plant science at the University of
Utah. Her specialization was native Utah plants. She adopted this fascination from her mother,
who works in a pharmacy, but spends her free time in the landscape, collecting all kinds of
plants for homeopathic purposes. As a child, Sophie always joined her on these trips. Suddenly
Bryan hears the sound of the railroad crossing. He moved his hand through his brown hair to
make sure he looks good. One minute later the train had stopped completely and the sound of
pressurized air escaping indicated the moment that the doors will open. Soon he saw Sophie
getting of the train and walking towards him, she smiled and looked gorgeous as always. Bryan
walked towards her, kissed her and firmly hugged her. Then he realized she was heavily packed
and he took over the bag.
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“Hey handsome, how are you?’ she asked. Bryan answered excited, ‘I was doing fine
but after seeing the most beautiful girl in the world, I am doing even better!’ She giggled and
hand in hand they walked towards the end of the platform. Bryan was standing in the hallway,
with his hiking shoes on. He was dressed in short lightweight hiking pants and a t-shirt. His
backpack leaned against his leg.
He checked his watch, 10:27 AM, and gently whispered ‘we are going to be late’. Sophie
giggled and softly answered ‘Stop being so nervous Bryan, we will be in time!’.
Then he heard stumbling his brother of the stairs, followed by his mother, both carrying their
bag packs. Seconds later the door of the living room went open and his father walked out. He
closed the door gently and enthusiastically announced that the family Miller is ready to go on
adventure. For a second Bryan imagined himself back in his boy-scouting period, standing
there ready to go and explore the outdoors. A few minutes later the whole family was walking
towards the nearby Trax station. The light rail would take them to downtown Salt Lake City
where they needed to switch and step from the blue to the green line, with destination Salt
Lake City International Airport, to meet Pedro. Bryan was getting more and more excited to
see his good friend after two years. Their road trip would be an adventure of a lifetime full of
unforgettable moments. Bryan was cradling gently on the rhythm of the train, holding on one of
these handles. He was standing up so that his father could sit and let his leg rest. A monotonous
voice announced the next station. Bryan stared at a relative young guy, no older than 30, he
thinks. The man was wearing sportive and comfortable clothes, and the colors match with the
mountain bike he was holding. Bryan observed the bike carefully and noticed that it was a full
suspension downhill mountain bike, pretty similar to the one he drove on his trip in Whistler,
British Colombia, Canada. Would this guy also go to the Bingham Canyon National Park? He
stopped staring when he felt Sophie’s hand on his shoulder.
‘At the next stop we need to transfer, right?’ Bryan answered: ‘Euh, yes I think you are
right’. He smiled and gave her a kiss on her cheek.
Ten minutes later, they arrived at the airport and Bryan received a text message of Pedro,
informing him that he landed and that he was heading towards the baggage carousel. Pedro
didn’t have to pass the customs again since he had been checked profoundly by the customs
in Dallas, where he had to change flights. His trip had so far been without problems and he
managed to catch up some sleep during the flight. He was surprised how fit he was despite
having traveled for several hours, Pedro thought that it was mainly due to excitement to see
his friend again that he was feeling so energetic. A few moments later he walked through the
airport’s exit and stumbles straight away on family Miller, welcoming Pedro with a banner with
the words; ‘Welcome to Utah, Pedro!’. On the left side of the banner, Bryan painted the American
intermezzo
the oquirrh mountains as base for the bingham canyon national park
summary

-

The Oquirrh Mountains suffer from a negative imago and stay, undervalued and only loved by a selected few.
The Bingham Canyon National Park will have the power to return natural capital back to the people
This mine with its sheer magnitude can, just as the other mining districts in the range, work as a catalyzer
These mining districts have their own character and identity and can form the centers for the National Park
Considering the Oquirrh Mountain range as a National Park can not only be beneficial for the reclamation of
the Bingham Canyon Mine, it can also solve the defined problems on the larger scale
- Better visitor dispersion resulting in a less crowded wilderness experience
- No more traffic congestions, better trail network and backcountry infrastructure that will allow you to compose
your custom made multiple day wilderness experience
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flag while Sophie took care of the Spanish flag on the right side. Sophie was also happy to meet
Pedro again, despite having seen him only once, when she was over in Spain to visit Bryan.
After a warm welcome and a series of hugs and kisses, the family Miller and Pedro left the
airport building and made their way to the station of the scenic train that would take them deep
into the Oquirrh Mountains, the first National Park they are going to visit on this trip.
As they arrive at the station from where the scenic train would depart, Bryan explained to Pedro
that this is the most recent National Park in the United States and that this park is different than
the others.
‘Why ?’, Pedro asks. ‘Wait and see, Pedro … wait and see !’
Arriving at the train station, they were allowed to pay the National Park entrance. Bryan noticed
how Pedro was wondering about that, he laid his arm on his friend’s shoulder and said: ‘That’s
right my friend, the experience starts right here.’ They passed the ticket office, paid the entrance
fee for the National Park and moved towards the platform where they would board the train.
Bryan had visited the National Park several times since its opening 3 years ago. Every time he
was surprised and inspired by the train ride. They turned around the corner in the train station
where he saw the modern train waiting to take the family Miller through the National Park. The
large windows of the train reflected the elegant architecture of the train station. Bryan explained
to Pedro what was also shown on information signs in the station, namely that each wagon of
the train had a different theme, the first wagon of the train focuses on the scientific aspect of the
National Park, the second on the historical aspect, the third is focusing on the narrative aspect
and the fourth wagon focuses on the landscape aspect.
‘Which do you prefer, Pedro? You can chose.’ Pedro recorded the environment,
looked at Bryan and decided that he would chose for wagon four. ‘Excellent choice’ said Bryan
enthusiastically. ‘Come on Millers’ he said and he took the lead towards the fourth wagon.
Pedro observed the beautiful train that looked more like a shuttle to him, four wagons
with panoramic windows. He followed Bryan and boarded the train, which was surprisingly
spacious inside, elegant comfortable seats, some of them oriented parallel to the panoramic
window. The windows run up higher than those of a normal train, which would allow the visitor
to see and experience the sky. Just after entering the wagon there was enough space to store
the luggage, special places were designated to place a bike or skis. The Family Miller took place
and Bryan and Pedro were sitting beside each other. Sophie sat next to Tony and Jane and
Ethan were sitting on the other side of the path.
‘We are lucky’ said Bryan, ‘I expected it to be more crowded since it is almost the 4th of
intermezzo
scenic train as alternative for the car
summary

- Bingham Canyon National Park is designed with a clear principle in mind, no cars are allowed in the park.
- The scenic train is strategically connected to the existing network of the ‘Trax lines’ in Salt Lake City and the
‘Frontrunner commuter train’ in the valley.
- The scenic train is accessible for everybody also minority groups.
- The scenic train takes visitors to mining districs and the most remote places of the park
- Hop-on-hop-off shuttle principle
- Maximizing the visual drama and scenic experience is achieved by a strategically designed trajectory of the
train.
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July, you know. Many people have time off that they spend here in Bingham Canyon National
Park since it is so close to the city.’
Pedro replied that he indeed read about the fact that the National Park is so close to
the city and that it features an old mining site. He asked; ‘Are we going to see the mining site of
Bingham Canyon?’
Bryan answered; ‘Not too fast Pedro there is much to see and do here, I hope you are
not too tired of your flight?’
‘No that’s fine, I slept for some hours, and my excitement for our adventures gives me
energy.’
‘Good’ Bryan said. ‘Because we will do some hiking in the afternoon.’
‘Nice, that will be good, some movement after all these hours of sitting.’ Their conversation
was disrupted by a pleasant voice announcing that the train would leave in one minute. Pedro
was looking through the window and he suddenly noticed that information was projected in the
window screens, in a blue color. As a graphic designer, Pedro could immediately tell that great
care was put into the graphics, they were elegant and subtle but well thought off and clear. He
He noticed that basic information on the current weather was given, as well a small map with
their position and the stations they would pass. At the top left of the screen he saw gradually
increasing the speed of the train, after seeing this he realized they were already moving. He
turned to Bryan next to him and asked, ‘How can the train be so quiet? Bryan answered that the
train is actually a Maglev train, running on a magnetic field, this makes it very smooth and quiet.
He explained Pedro that normally these trains travel at high speeds but this one was different.
‘The speed is not so high so that you have time enough to look outside, overall it is about this
scenic experience’ he said. ‘But the system allows the train to take steeper slopes within the
intermezzo
the scenic train experience
summary

-

Maglev system doesn’t need overhead wires, reducing the visual impact
Maglev systems are able to conquer steeper height differences
Panoramic build up allows maximum wilderness experience by train
Head up display projection on windows brings the visitor all the required information
Informative projection can change according to specific groups, interests and seasons
Speed is an important element for the experience but needs to be tested on site
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mountain range and furthermore you don’t have those ugly wires hanging above the train.’
Pedro nodded comprehensively and his view was pulled back to the large train windows. Bryan
was also observing the landscape, he could see the shores of the Great Salt Lake in a distance
and also the information projected on the windows confirmed the observations of Bryan. He look
to the other side of the train to see the landscape on the other side and noticed that Sophie was
looking at him. They looked into each other’s eyes, observed each other for a few seconds and
then both laughed. For the next five minutes everybody was busy observing the train, its projection
and the landscape. Pedro was watching the mountains in the background coming closer and
closer, and then suddenly the landscape started to change, a set of dikes was the prelude to a
new landscape and the projection on the window was showing that they were entering the first
mining district. The area that they were crossing now by train was vast, with only little vegetation,
it seemed to be a wet area but even in texture and color. Although all the information was on the
screen, Bryan explained that these were the tailings where the sludge waste of the mine was
being disposed and that they are now using the material to make new building materials called
ACC. And that some re-vegetation projects are happening. He said to Pedro that they would
soon arrive at the first stop of the mining district. They continued talking and the topic gradually
changed to other things as they had so much to discuss after not seeing each other for two years.
Ethan and Jane were both clearly talking about the landscape since Ethan was pointing things
out and Jane was reading the information on the screen. Tony was listening music and staring
through the window, while Sophie was leaning on the seat of Bryan and joined the conversation
of Bryan and Pedro. The old industrial buildings with the old smelter came closer, the train started
slowing down and other travelers started moving and gathering their belongings. Two minutes
later they arrived at North Oquirrh Mining District. While stepping off the train, Sophie was
walking next to Pedro and started explaining him about the buildup of the Bingham Canyon Mine.
She said: ‘Basically this mountain range had four historic mining districts, each very
different but all with this long tradition of mining and processing ore to precious metals. After the
Bingham Canyon Mine was closed in 2036, they decided to turn this whole mountain range into
a new National Park.’
Pedro asked: ‘What happened to these mining districts?’
she replied: ‘These mining districts are now the centers of the National Park, every
mining district has a visitor center, a campground and other activities. They are like the gates
to explore the whole mountain range.’ ‘The interesting thing,’ she continued, ‘is that cars are
not allowed in the National Park, the only way of moving through the National Park is by this
awesome train or by foot or mountain bike.’
Bryan complemented; ‘the cool thing is that this train is going through this whole
mountain range and off course there is a station in these mining districts but you can also get
off on more primitive stations that give you the opportunity to explore the wonderful backcountry
this mountain range has to offer’
‘Backcountry?’ Pedro looked confused
‘Oh yes, Pedro, I forgot you might not be familiar with this word, backcountry is basically
when you go on a multiple day hike in the mountains and you camp on primitive locations, you
take all your belongings with you, also food.’
Pedro’s eyes where sparkling, This was something he really wanted to do, since he loved
going on adventures, and especially hiking in a beautiful landscape. If he had to describe his
passion for this kind of adventures, he would say that he was addicted to sketching all kinds of
things, especially landscapes, therefore he went from the Spanish countryside where he used
to live with his parents, to Madrid to study graphic design. There he was following a studio with
different disciplines of students together, the teams were consisting of architects, artists,
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landscape architects and graphic designers. Bryan was one of his team members and Pedro
felt that he and Bryan shared a lot of interests. The two started meeting more often for doing
sports and became good friends.
‘Are we going to stay on such a Backcountry, Bryan?’
‘Yes Pedro, at least if you want to?’
Pedro didn’t doubt for a second, he instantly replied: ‘Of course, I would love to!’
‘Good, then Sophie and me prepared everything for our adventure, we just need to buy
a backcountry permit in the visitor center here.’
‘Why do we need to buy a permit?’
‘Well they will first brief us on some of the possible dangers that are connected to
backcountry camping and they will introduce rules such as where you can pitch your tent and
what you need to do with your garbage. Furthermore they use these permits to monitor where
everybody is, going to make sure we have a camp spot since they are limited in number not to
stress the natural environment too much.’
‘Ok, I get it, do you have maps as well, Bryan?’
‘Yes, I will show you right away where we are going, but first lets buy these permits’
They all entered the visitor center, Ethan and Jane were asking a ranger for some information.
The visitor center was located in one of these old industrial buildings where they used to process
the ore to precious metal. The industrial character was still very much present. The building was
pleasant and spacious and Bryan saw other tourists standing at information panels next to
the big window. The glass of the window was not transparent but white, due to its translucent
character you could see an abstract image of the buildings and industrial structures behind
the window. The reception desk was the central object in the space, two rangers were helping
people. One of the couples that was helped, were the parents of Bryan. Some other rangers
were filling the drawers with new brochures and maps. The wall on his right side was painted
black and 3 big old pictures were hanging on this wall, nicely provided with light. The spots
where hidden in the steal construction beam that was part of the skeleton of the industrial
building. The old pictures showed the same industrial building where they were standing in but
in full operation. Strange tools and machines filled the space of what now is the visitor center. It
was hard to imagine all these machines, the noise, the force, the heat and the smell but if you
looked carefully, a lot of the elements in the picture where conserved. Sophie was talking to a
ranger and it took Bryan a minute to realize that it was Sophie’s uncle George. He used to work
for RioTinto, the mining company that almost completely owned the Oquirrh mountain range.
After mine closure, he followed a training to become ranger in the Bingham Canyon National
Park. Bryan walked over to Sophie.
‘Hey Bryan, how are you?’
Bryan smiled; ‘I am doing great, thanks, how are you?’
‘I am doing well, I just hear from Sophie that you go into the wild’, he winked.
‘Yes then she didn’t lie to you, George.’ Bryan saw how Pedro was still observing the old
pictures, full of fascination.
‘Well here are your backcountry permits for tonight.’
‘Thanks George!’
‘Well take care out there and let me know if you need anything else.’
Bryan thanked George, Sophie hugged him and then grabbed the permits that were lying on the
desk. She grabbed Bryan’s hand and they walked up to Pedro. Sophie was weaving towards
Pedro with the permits. A big smile appeared on his face. Sophie went to Tony, who was watching
a documentary, and told him they all were ready to leave.
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Ethan used to love backcountry hikes, they always took Bryan and Tony to Canyonlands
National Park or Capitol Reef National Park to go on a backcountry hike. But since his accident
he was not able anymore to do long hikes with a heavy backpack. Therefore he and Jane would
first further explore the North Oquirrh mining district. In the evening they would take the train
further through the Oquirrh Mountains towards the Bingham Canyon mining district to sleep in
the hostel there. Ethan was already looking forward to the train ride, the sun would be going
down slowly and the light would become very rich in color, every moment even more strong
until vanishing behind the horizon. The train ride would take them along the eastern side of
the mountain range so large parts of this area would be covered in shadows already but the
beautiful Wasatch Mountains at the other side of the valley would be wrapped in the light of the
evening sun. Sunsets were so beautiful in Utah, maybe it is because it’s home or maybe it is
because of something else but he had never seen a place that had more beautiful sunsets then
Utah. Jane and Ethan walked towards the old chimney of the smelter and the others walked
back to the train station to take the train to the second backcountry station where they would get
off and hike towards Farnsworth peak. There they would meet Scott and Mary, friends of Bryan
and Sophie that would join the trip. The next train would be there in 15 minutes so they decide
to take off their backpacks and fill their drinking bottles with fresh water. The four youngsters sit
in a circle and talk about the crazy things Pedro and Bryan did together in Spain. Tony looks full
of admiration to his brother and decided that he wants to study abroad when he is older, just like
his brother. Pedro is teaching Sophie and Tony some Spanish words and they are laughing due
to the funny Spanish pronunciation of Sophie. A few minutes later they are sitting back on the
train. Pedro decided to sit in the fourth wagon again, with the highlights on the landscape aspect.
They picked a seat parallel to the window, so that they could all sit together. They were lucky to
find these seats available because the train was more crowded then the previous one. The train
left and immediately after leaving the mining districts with its complex buildings and structures,
they find their selves at the foot of the mountain range in a very open landscape. Bryan notices
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that except for shrubs and typical grasses nothing is growing there. He recognizes this type
of vegetation from his previous trips to Antelope Island, an island in the Great Salt Lake,
only a few miles up north from where they are now. He wonders whether the microclimate of
the Salt Lake is responsible for this type of vegetation. Just as he wants to turn to Sophie to
ask for confirmation, the pleasant voice that he still remembers from the previous train ride
welcomes the visitors in the train. Bryan forgot since his last trip how desolate this landscape
was, but he still remembers the high contrast in the landscape after passing the first tunnel
near Kessler peak. It remembered him of passing through different worlds and the tunnel was
some kind of portal. From this desolate landscape they would go through darkness and after
the tunnel they would find themselves suddenly in a dense forest. Initially Bryan and Sophie
wanted to get off the train at Kessler backcountry stop, this would be the first stop of the train
after the North Oquirrh mining district. But yesterday he and Sophie decided that it would be
better to get off at the second backcountry stop. This station called ‘soldiers flat backcountry
station’ and was situated in the dense aspen conifer forest. This would provide more shadow
not an unnecessary luxury for the group since the weather was hot and a few thousand feet
of elevation gain were on the menu at the warmest moment of the day. There would be less
scenic overviews then the hike from the other station but they decided that Farnsworth peak
would make up for this. The train had now left the plains and was now climbing up in a canyon.
The train was positioned high in the landscape, which accentuated the exposed feeling
according to Bryan. He remembered that the first station was not far now and soon the wagon
was filled with the pleasant voice again to inform the visitors that they would arrive at Kessler
peak Backcountry station in four minutes. The Kessler backcountry station was situated and
positioned marvelously in the landscape, at the top of the ridge. A minimalistic platform slightly
elevated above the ground made it look as if the platform was hovering 13 inches above the
ground. Bryan wondered how they would have built it, you couldn’t see the supports of the
concrete platform. The concrete of the platform was clearly created with local rock material,
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since it blended splendidly with the colors of the mountain. An elegant sign carried the name of
the station. The platform was inserted in a space formed by two big natural rocks. A bench was,
except for the elegant sign, the only element present on the platform. Two persons that were
waiting for the train on the bench were now lifting their backpack and moving closer to board the
train. The doors of the wagon opened, a group of five people and a dog got off the train and the
two persons on the platform entered the wagon. They passed Bryan and friendly greeted him.
He recognized an accent and decided that they were not American. Their equipment betrayed
them of being regular hikers. Bryan realized he was staring and just as he wanted to turn
his head back to the window, the men of the friendly looking duo started talking to Bryan.
‘Are you going in the Backcountry as well?’
‘Yes, we are, we will get off at the following station and will hike till Farnsworth peak
today. There we will camp.’
‘Great, Farnsworth peak is beautiful’ the lady answered; ‘the view on the city, the
Wasatch and the Great Salt lake is fabulous’
‘I believe so, where did you camped? Also at Farnsworth peak?’
‘Yes, we stayed there tonight, and the day before we camped at Nelson Peak.’
‘Nice! Where do you come from if I may ask?’
‘We are from the Netherlands, where are you guys from?’
‘Well we are all coming from Utah actually, except for Pedro here, he is a good friend of
mine whom I have met on exchange in Madrid, Spain.’
‘Nice so you have a reunion?’
‘Yes that’s right! Where are you going to now?
‘Well we will go back to the Bingham Canyon mining district, we will stay there for one
more day and then we will go back to explore Salt Lake City.’
‘Oh great, well enjoy the rest of your trip!’
‘Thank you, enjoy the backcountry guys, it is wonderful but you know that probably
better than we do, since you live here.’
Bryan smiled and turned back to his friend Pedro. The train was meanwhile moving again and
Bryan had only barely noticed it. Pedro was staring out of the window, he seemed in trance with
the landscape. A slight curve revealed the entrance of the tunnel, the entrance was monumental
and architectural and Bryan was convinced that the intention of this accentuation was to make
the visitor aware of the transition point that would follow. A few moments later everything in the
train became dark and soon they would be in a different world or episode.
Pedro was bewildered when he realized the desolate landscape made place for a dense forest.
He was tickled by the beautiful colors of the Aspen-Conifer forest. The Aspens where still fresh
green and sunbeams made their way through the canopy making an interesting combination of
light and shadow at the forest floor. The shadows were dancing due to a slight breeze that made
the leaves and branches move. The group was talking about lunch and they were discussing
when they would eat. Finally they decided that they would eat at Soldiers Flat Backcountry stop
just before starting their way up to Farnsworth peak. Bryan noticed that the train was now at the
bottom of the canyon next to the small creek instead of high up on the canyon walls. After a few
minutes of descending and following the valley, they pleasant voice was again announcing that
they would soon arrive at the following station.
Sophie said;‘All right guys, we need to get off at the next station.’
Tony grabbed his backpack and Pedro followed his example. Also Bryan wanted to take his
backpack but noticed that one strap, who holds the tent to the side of his pack, came loose. He
first tightened the strap and then lifted the backpack on his shoulder. A few moments later, the
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train had stopped completely and the doors opened. They found themselves on a similar subtle
plateau as the previous backcountry stop. This plateau however, was built around some beautiful
Aspen and conifer trees. They were integral part of the station and the canopy provided shade.
‘Pfff it’s warm,’ said Sophie ‘especially after being in the air-conditioned train.’
Pedro smiled ‘It is not so hot, I am used to warmer temperatures in Spain.’
After their lunch they packed their gear and walked to the trailhead, following the arrow with
Farnsworth peak, and started hiking. The first part of the trail followed a streambed, but only
little water was seeping through.’ In spring there must be more water,’ thought Pedro. The path
crooked along the edge of the mountain. The width of the path varied, but was generally 1,5 feet
wide. The underground was composed of rocks and tree roots. The group stopped every now
and then to take a picture. After two hours of hiking, they paused at a lookout. The path turned
at a slightly overarching rock. The opening in the vegetation offered a great overview for Bryan
and his friends. They decided to grab some stones and make a small construction to put the
camera on so that they could make a group picture with the magnificent Wasatch Mountains on
the background.
‘Who wants a piece of watermelon?’ asked Sophie.
‘Did you brought a piece of watermelon in your backpack?’ asked Pedro with astonishment
in his voice.
‘Yes’
‘Well, I think we definitely should eat it, it is not responsible that you are carrying so
intermezzo
the scenic train design principles
summary

- The numerous canyons and peaks are characterized by a diversity of vegetation, strong contrasting in color
due to multiple uses and textures, forming different landscape types
- The scenic qualities consist of strongly contrasting vegetation and atmospheres related to the topography,
alternated with wide panoramic overviews to the adjacent scenery.
- The scenic train is all about experiencing these differences and travelling through these different atmospheres.
- Due to the high contrast in these landscape typologies, it seems to be a composition of different ‘worlds’ or
‘episodes’. The train takes the visitor through these different episodes.
- Putting emphasis on this transition moment by introducing a tunnel can only make the experience more
profound, furthermore the topography is requiring tunnels to overcome technical limitations of the train.
- Tunnels are dark, neutral and filled with emptiness and the passage moment.
- The positioning of the train in each episode is crucial to enforce the aimed atmosphere, image and experience
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much weight’ he smiled.
Sophie grabbed the watermelon, divided it in four pieces and gave everyone a piece. Bryan and
Pedro were sharing a rock to sit on, Tony was enjoying his watermelon and got offered an extra
piece of Sophie. Pedro told the others how he used to go hiking in the Pyrenees with his parents
and sisters when he was little. He even had some old digitalized pictures on his smartphone.
He showed the others the pictures and Sophie was surprised by the beauty of the Pyrenees.
She didn’t travel much in her life, she had been in some other states and only crossed the great
ocean once to visit Bryan when he was on exchange in Spain. She was convinced that she
would travel a lot with Bryan since he had the desire to constantly expand his borders and to
discover the world.
After a while, it was time to start hiking again because they had after all an appointment at
around 05:00PM to meet with Scott and Mary at Farnsworth peak. So that meant that they still
had 1 hour to reach the top. Bryan was convinced that they would make it, if they could keep
this tempo. The vegetation changed as they made their way up, the dense Aspen Conifer forest
changed into vegetation dominated by Gamble oak. At 05:23PM they reached the summit of
Farnsworth peak. 		
‘9.060 feet, my friend !’ said Bryan.
Pedro answered ‘And how high is that in meters, amigo, because I still don’t get the
system?’
‘Oh yeah, bloody units, mmm… lets see that must be about 2.750 meter above sea
level, I believe.’
‘Yes, 2.761 meters to be exact!’ said his little brother
‘Since when are you so good at math?’ said Bryan and he laughed.
They hiked towards the backcountry camping situated approximately 500 feet from the
observation point. Once arrived at the campground they met Scott and Mary, good friends of
Bryan and Sophie. Bryan and Scott met each other at the university of Utah. Bryan also gets
to know Scott’s girlfriend Mary and at a party, Bryan couldn’t keep his eyes of one of Mary’s
friends. The girl’s name was Sophie, and it was Mary who introduced them. Scott has been in
Spain as well to visit Bryan on his exchange, so Pedro and Scott also met each other. It was a
nice reunion, especially since the stress of the examination period was replaced by this great
holiday feeling. While Pedro, Scott, Tony and Bryan pitched the tents, the girls went to the
observation point. The backcountry camping consisted a few spots where you could pitch a tent.
A fire ring was provided to have a small campfire. Bryan and Pedro were putting up Bryan’s tent.
Scott and Tony were helping each other with their tents. Bryan had a nice lightweight tent for
two persons and enough space to put your backpack. The tent was despite being so small still
spacious and comfortable. As soon as they were ready, Pedro suggested that they could maybe
start preparing dinner.
‘Excellent idea !’,Bryan agreed. ‘When we are finished with eating, we can admire the
sunset above the Wasatch Mountains from the observation point.’
They prepared rice with chicken and pineapple. This food reminded Bryan of the trips he used
to make with his father and brother to the Needles in Canyonlands National Park. Soon the girls
came back from the observation point and helped the guys out with the last preparations for
dinner.
After the meal, they cleaned their lightweight kitchen gear and stored everything in one of the
wildlife proof canisters. These canisters would prevent wildlife from eating the food. It was not
allowed to keep the food in the tent since animals may come search for it. Normally this system
is only used in bear habitat and although there was no bear population in the Oquirrh Mountains,
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there do is a population of mountain lion. Just before going to the observation point they made
all the preparations for the small campfire. So they would only have to light a match for their
bonfire. The sunset at Farnsworth peak was amazing just as described earlier that day by the
Dutch tourists. You had a grand view over the whole city, the rest of the Oquirrh Mountains,
the Great Salt Lake and the Wasatch mountains on the other side of the valley. Farnsworth
peak was equipped with a radio transmitter facility to provide many thousands of people with
radio and TV. This gave a special atmosphere to the place : a very technologic object in the
wilderness. Bryan’s thoughts wandered off to ‘West World’, a TV program he used to watch. The
series takes place in the fictional West world, a technologically advanced Wild West-themed
amusement park populated by android hosts. Off course there were no hosts here in Bingham
Canyon National Park but standing here at Farnsworth peak with this technological antenna
reminded him somehow of the series especially since they also arrived by train just as in the
series. And now, Bryan was standing at the facility where his TV signal came from that allowed
him to watch West World. Gradually more and more lights appearing in the city as the sun was
setting further and further. The strict Salt Lake City road grid was appearing and looked majestic
seen from this high peak in the Oquirrh’s. When the sun had completely disappeared behind
the horizon in the west and just the last shades of orange were vanishing, they immediately felt
the change in temperature. At first it was nice, since it had been tremendously hot that day, but
soon they were getting colder and decided to ignite their campfire at the backcountry camping.
The stars where amazing, millions of bright dots and beautiful colors of the milky way could
be observed from their backcountry spot. In the valley this would never be possible due to the
high light pollution. But here higher up in the mountains, the sky was unspoiled and could be
observed in all its beauty, especially on such a clear night as today. The campfire was crackling
gently and sparks where transported by the hot air of the fire into the night sky. The wood
was slowly burning with nice bright red, orange and yellow shades. So weird that flames have
this relaxing effect on people especially seen the fact that the flames are constantly dancing
nervously around. Everybody was sitting next to the fire talking about everything and nothing.
They were all satisfied due to the first nice day together in Bingham Canyon National Park with
all the magnificent views and things they saw. Tony was the first one to go to bed since the day
after they would have a heavy program, but soon the others followed.
The next morning before dawn, Bryan was folding up his tent, Pedro was preparing breakfast,
helped by the girls and Scott and Tony were once again helping each other with the tents. After
having packed everything, they had a primitive breakfast. Bryan grabbed the hiking map, and
spread the map out in the circle. While eating he explained what their program for today would
be.
‘Ok, guys, sorry for waking up so early, I know we are on vacation but the weather
forecast is announcing possible lightning and thunder in the late afternoon, therefore we would
like to leave early so that we make it to the Bingham Canyon Mining District before the bad
weather comes.’
‘Ok that is no problem’, said Scott.
‘So we will leave here and walk a small part of the trans Oquirrh trail in southern direction.
We go towards Nelson peak and afterwards we will descend towards the Bingham Canyon
Mining District, passing Barney’s Canyon mine. There we can chose : taking the train further
towards Bingham Canyon or we walking the last end.’
‘Maybe we can take the train, Bryan’ said Tony, ‘ I already have a blister on my foot.’
‘Wait, I have some band aid, I can fix something, show me your foot’ told Mary.
She grabbed a small red pouch and took care of Tony’s blister. Fifteen minutes later they started
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walking, they followed the markings of the Trans Oquirrh mountain trail. This trail was around
45 miles in length and crosses the whole mountain range. Once a year in October there is an
event, organized by some local sports clubs. It is called the Trans Oquirrh Challenge, a running
competition to cross the Oquirrh mountains as fast as possible, trail runners from all over the
planet come to enjoy the Oquirrh mountains, its wonderful scenery and the magnificent bright
autumn colors. Bryan was considering to take part in the competition once, but therefore a lot
of training would be necessary. He decided that after graduating at the university, he would take
some time and prepare himself to participate. His buddies would definitely come to cheer him
up at certain points along the spectacular route. The part of the route they were walking now,
was located at the eastern part of the central mountain ridge. In this zone a lot of re-vegetation
was done to make the existing aspen-conifer forest denser again.
Bryan asked; ‘why are they actually doing these forest re-vegetation programs here,
Sophie?’
‘Well basically they are working on habitat restoration. The idea is to return some parts
of the Oquirrh Mountains to its initial phase of dense forest. Because after years of exploiting
this mountain range for its resources, first wood for construction and later mining for minerals, it
was time to do something back to this mountain range.’
‘Interesting’ said Pedro ‘what does it mean actually, Oquirrh?’
‘Hahaha, well actually you pronounce it as [OH-K-ER] but that is a good question,
Pedro!’ 		
Sophie answered, ‘this is basically a name given by the western Shoshone
Native Americans, they attached several meanings to this mountain range.’ she continued.
‘One of the meanings is ‘Cave Mountain’. This refers to the caves on the southern end of the
mountain range. The Goshutes believed that this caves were haunted by the shades of those
who met death. Another meaning is ‘Shining Mountain’, and a third meaning for the Oquirrh’s by
the Goshutes is ‘Wooded Mountain’.
‘Great thanks Sophie. Where are we on the map Bryan?’
‘Well we are now here near these switchbacks, so we still have a long way to go.’
‘Ok great, let’s move on then.’
Meanwhile the sun was rising just above the Wasatch Mountains after giving it a golden orange
shining aureole. The temperature was nice at the moment but Bryan knew that it would rise
quickly. A bit further down on the track they stumbled upon a herd of deer. They moved quickly
from the open grassy hills to the tree line where they would vanish in seconds in the dense
gamble oak. At around 10:00 AM they arrived at Nelson peak, they stopped there to have a
short break.
‘How are you doing ,Tony?’ asked Mary
‘I’m doing fine, thanks, it doesn’t hurt that much anymore’
‘Good to hear, that means that the adhesive plaster is taking away the pressure’
‘Sorry for interrupting, guys’ Bryan said, ‘do you want coffee or tea?’
‘Tea, please.’ ‘I would love to !’,Mary smiled.
Bryan quickly mounted the camping stove and started heating some water. A couple was
packing their stuff at the backcountry camping a bit further. When they spotted Bryan heating
up some water, they came towards him
‘Hey Sir, how are you today?’
Bryan answered; ‘Well good morning there, I am doing fine how are you, guys?’
‘We are doing fine as well, we wonder if we could borrow your lighter or some matches,
since we ran out of them.’
‘Yes sure, here you go’ Bryan handed the matches to the couple, and directly continued,
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‘Or do you want to join us for coffee or tea? My name is Bryan, by the way.’
‘Oh what nice of you, Bryan, well euh …. Sure! Why not! My name is Gustavo, and
this is my wife, Mariana.’ Gustavo stepped towards Bryan, shook his hand and pulled Bryan’s
shoulder against his shoulder, almost hugging him. ‘We are on our honeymoon trip, visiting
some National Parks in the Western United States’
‘Oh congratulations with you marriage! Nice to meet you Gustavo and Mariana, where
are you from, if I may ask?’
‘We are from Brazil, Sao Paulo, to be exact.’
‘Nice, let me introduce to you, Pedro, he is a friend of mine from Spain, Mary and Scott,
some very good friends, Tony my younger brother and Sophie my girlfriend, we are all from
Utah.’
The Brazilian couple joined the group for coffee and tea and after a short but pleasant talk, they
packed everything and decided to go. The weather was as nice as the day before and only
some clouds above the Great Salt Lake betrayed that other weather was coming. They warned
the Brazilian couple for the weather that would come and then said goodbye. For the next two
hours they hike on the spectacular Trans Oquirrh trail. It kept Bryan and the others surprising.
After each corner there were new vistas and the narrow path was very adventurous. Pedro
was hopping from stone to stone, playing the game, ‘the floor is lava’, Bryan was impressed by
how muscled his lower legs were and how well he managed to keep his balance on the edgy
rocks, especially with his heavily loaded backpack. The wildflowers in the grassy vegetation
were magnificent. During a technical descend; they could see one of the monumental and
architectural tunnel entrances of the train. The rails were hard to see from a distance especially
since they were very minimal due to the train being a Maglev train and there were no overhead
wires that could possibly indicate the presence of the train. The tunnel entrance however acted
as a landmark, which allowed Bryan to determine their exact location on the map. They were
now close to the border of the Bingham Canyon Mining district. In a distance they could see
the beginning of the open pit of the Barney gold mine. The train track was crossing their path.
A slope went under the railroad to provide a safe crossing for hikers and mountain bikes. They
were now hiking on what used to be land disturbed by mining, re-vegetation reclaimed the once
bare soil. In a distance they could see the station of Barney Canyon, but before reaching the
station, they passed the open pit of Barney Canyon. Pedro was fascinated by its appearance
and Bryan explained him that is just a small one. A part of the pit was filled with water resulting
in a pit lake. The terraces were clearly recognizable and the rough character as well. On the
pit benches however some vegetation started to occur. Sophie warned the others to step aside
because a group of people by horse where getting up the way they came from. After having
observed the old open pit with fascination, they continued their way to the station. While they
were waiting, a train arrived in the other direction. Bryan wondered how the system would work.
There was only one track at the place where they crossed the train tracks. So there must be
some locations with a double track were two trains can pass. Ten minutes later, a train arrived
in their direction. All the wagons were full except for the first. They placed their backpacks in the
designated compartments and divided themselves over the free seats. It was only till the next
station in the train. Bryan was thinking why it was so busy on the train; he had never seen that
before. So he asked Sophie;
‘Hey darling, do you have any idea why there are so many people on the train today? Is
there some kind of event going on that we don’t know about?’
‘Bryan, you have to be kidding me!’
‘Hunk? No why?’
‘It’s the fourth of July tomorrow, Bryan’
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‘Off course yah! How could I be so oblivious!’
A lot of people would have holidays and since there are spectacular fireworks at the Bingham
Canyon Mine on the fourth of July, it is always very busy. The train left Barney Canyon and
headed in direction of the Bingham Canyon Mine. It was clear that the terrain was altered
here since the topography is very geometrical and mathematical; nevertheless the area is
densely vegetated with small shrubs, perennials, and grasses. Bryan could see the fascination
in Sophie’s eyes.
‘You know, Bryan, it is super fascinating, this where all former locations where waste
material of the mine was dumped. We learned about it at the university and we also did this
intermezzo
design principles of the scenic train
summary

- Sets of design principles were developed to embed the train in the landscape.
- The position of the train is stressing and supplementing the specific character of the episode.
- Three landscape typologies are marked; the desolate landscape, the forested landscape and the mining
landscape.
- For the desolate landscape, feeling exposed is essential to stress the character of this episode.
- For the forested landscape, being enclosed is the feeling that is stressed in this landscape typology.
- Design principles on the next page
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fieldtrip to count and map all the different species in this area. Now it is all still pioneer vegetation,
but you can see some birches and even some small groups of aspen in the vegetation.’
‘Yes I see, and what is that there?’
‘That are some young spruces and firs, the climax vegetation for this area is aspenconifer forest, and off course it has a long way to go, but I think it is so fascinating to see this
whole succession taking place. And by the way, there are a whole lot of benefits connected to
this re-vegetation project.’
‘Mmmh interesting, about what benefits are you talking then?’
‘Well, first at all, vegetation limits erosion caused by water, and it limits fugitive dust be
blown into the valley.’
‘Yeah, I heard there were some issues in the past with this dust blowing into the valley,
I even heard that some of the heavy metals were transported with this dust towards the valley.’
‘Yes, that is true, more or less, and you know, another benefit is that it reduces the visual
impact of the mining activities, it will look like a mountain range again.’
‘Yes, that is a good thing, I agree, and I like that still there is this mathematical structure
intermezzo
the stations of the scenic train
summary

-

The mining districts will each have a main station since they act as centers of the National Park
The train connects these mining districts by taking the people through the most remote areas of the park.
Backcountry stations allow visitors to get off the train and explore wilderness by a different mode of transportation
Backcountry stations are closely related to the design principles for each episode
The backcountry station offers the visitor several basic functions
The main stations offer access to the mining districts and are designed with industrial materials re-used from
the former industrial buildings on site with a minimalistic architecture that serves to enhance the experience
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in it, this is really the identity of the mining that still can be read, so I like that we are reminded
about this. After all, we have to acknowledge what happened here at this site, we can’t just
ignore it, right? Do you agree?’
‘Well yes, from an ecological point of view it is really good that this is happening and it
is nice that there is attention for the cultural/ industrial heritage aspect.’
The train was now approaching the center of Bingham Canyon. The wagon was again filled
with this pleasant voice to announce that we would arrive at Bingham Canyon in a few minutes.
Bryan stared out of the window. The information on the screens showed old pictures of the exact
location where they were now. The evolution in the pictures was amazing, the location was
barely recognizable and hard to imagine what changes this landscape had gone through. The
group would meet the parents of Bryan and Tony again in the hostel in Bingham Canyon. Also
Delilah, a good friend of Sophie would come to the hostel in Bingham Canyon to join them. Due
to her exams she couldn’t join earlier. She texted Sophie that she will take the red Trax line from
the university campus in Salt Lake City to Bingham Canyon. In the past the Trax line used to go
only till Daybreak, the neighborhood that they have built on reclaimed land, but now the Trax line
was extended till Bingham Canyon. A few moments later they arrived at Bingham Canyon central
station. Bryan loved this station since he came here by train for the first time. The architecture
was again very minimalistic and modest but fitted the context very well. Basically the station
was constructed by using the old industrial metal structures of the old factory halls and industrial
buildings on site. This typical structure formed the supporting frame and gave a rough touch
to the building. The walls of the building are very specific. They consist out of a framework
draped with a translucent canvas. These frames are attached to this metal structure but evoke
the feeling of floating. The whole structure is extremely light and bright. When standing in the
station, an abstracted version of reality can be observed due to the translucent character of
the walls. The station consists of two platforms where people can board the trains. The visitors
come in the station at the first floor, here are the secondary functions of the station situated.
Also the first floor is very open and the station can be observed from this platform. The use of
these old industrial frames adds to the identity of the place. Bryan concluded that the station
is beautiful in its simplicity and therefore it is so successful according to him. A night times, the
station is lit form the interior. When you see the station at the outside, this results in a fantastic
image, the shadows of the structure are basically projected on the translucent canvas walls and
the soft warm light gives a pleasant atmosphere. The station with its elegant proportions and
dimensions was only adding to the ethos that this building was effusing.
‘Bryan?’ ‘Bryan!’ Sophie tapped on Bryan’s shoulder ‘We arrived handsome, stop
intermezzo
bingham canyon research center and trax line extension
summary

-

Bingham Canyon used to have several villages in the past, before open pit mining began in 1906.
Many of these villages disappeared since the scale of exploitation became bigger and bigger
The Bingham Canyon Mining district needs a center where the functions of district are located
Introducing these functions and the center on the location where the old village used to be, symbolizes this
old narrative
Trax is the name for the light rail system in the Salt Lake Valley
The red line connects the University of Utah with the Daybreak community in South Jordan
The Daybreak community is situated nearby Bingham Canyon, and the city is expanding towards the mine
Extending the red Trax line for a few miles allows to connect the Bingham Canyon mining district directly with
the city, the university and daybreak
The scenic train and The trax extension are another supplementary way of providing an alternative to the car
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dreaming, we need to get off the train’
Bryan smiled ‘Sorry I was just dreaming about the station.’
‘You really like the architecture of it ,don’t you?’
‘Yes, I love it! It is amazing.’
Bryan and Sophie grabbed their backpacks and got off the train, the others were already
waiting on the platform. Bryan started explaining to Pedro about his fascination for the station,
meanwhile they were getting to the first floor, where they had a wonderful overview of the station
with the train before leaving the station and going towards Bingham Canyon Village.
‘Well it is not really a village’ said Bryan to Pedro, ‘it is actually a centrum with a lot of
facilities, so there is the hostel were we will go to now, but there is also a university research lab
for mine reclamation, a visitor center, a grocery store where hikers and backpackers could buy
some food, and many more things. It was constructed on the location where the old mining town
used to be in the past.’
‘What happened to the mining town?’
‘Well actually there were several small mining towns in the past, but due to expanding
mining activities, it was no longer possible to live in the towns, some of them are even in thin air,
they are where now the open pit is located.’
‘Wow interesting, many of these mining towns where often very international. Was that
here as well?’
‘Yes, I believe there were a lot of Greek people, but also Chinese, Japanese, and a lot
of other different nationalities such as Spaniards.’
Pedro laughed. Meanwhile they reached the hostel, they found Ethan and Jane immediately
since they were sitting in the lobby of the building. They checked in and went to their room to
drop off their heavy backpack and to refresh. When they came back in the lobby 45 minutes
later, the weather had changed completely. The sky was now dark and heavily clouded. The
sound of thunder could be heard in the background. Bryan and Sophie were standing at the
information panel, checking out some of the brochures, the others just ordered something to
drink and were waiting for their beverages to come. The information panel was standing next to
the glass entrance door. The door opened and a girl entered the hostel, Pedro was observing
the girl from where he was sitting. Pedro realized that Sophie knew the girl, since they start
hugging each other and talking very enthusiastically with a lot of gestures. Also Bryan seems to
know her, because he welcomes the girl and gives her a kiss on the cheek. Pedro is touched by
the beautiful smile of the girl and her pretty and cute face. They walked over to the rest of the
group and introduced the girl.
‘So Pedro, I would like to introduce Delilah to you, she is a good friend of Sophie and
actually of everybody here at the table.’ Bryan turned towards Delilah ‘So Delilah, this is Pedro,
he is a good friend of mine, who I have met on my study abroad in Spain.’
The waiter came with the drinks and everybody took place in the lounge. Now the group was
complete. Tomorrow on the fourth of July, they would visit the Bingham Canyon Mining district
and they would watch the spectacular fireworks. It was now 04:30PM and they decided to stay
in the hostel due to the bad weather outside. Later that evening they spoke to the waiter and he
told them that tomorrow the weather would be great again and that the storm of today caused
some damage. Lighting struck on a tree in the same area where they used to be a few hours
ago, resulting in a forest fire. Luckily the local authorities responded quickly and the damage
was rather limited only a few acres were destroyed by fire. Sophie explained that it also had
its benefits for the ecological succession if the fire was not too intense. After dinner the group
played some card games in the lobby while drinking some coffee and tea. At around 11:00PM
everybody went to his or her rooms to catch up some sleep, since tomorrow would be another
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active day full of walking. They agreed upon having breakfast tomorrow morning at 07:00 AM.
The idea was that the whole group would visit the visitor center first in the morning, and then
they would check out the open pit and have lunch together. After lunch the youngsters would
hike towards observatory point to camp there for the night. The next day they would come back
to Bingham Canyon and rent some mountain bikes so that in the afternoon they could take the
bikes towards Ophir Mining District. The parents of Bryan would stay in the hostel one more
night and would also leave towards the Ophir Mining District by train, so there they would meet
again.
The next morning after having breakfast and having packed all their backpack, they left the
hostel. The first thing they would do today was visiting the visitor center. Bryan explained to
Pedro that there is this tradition in National Parks of how the branding is happening.
‘The other National Parks that you will see on our trip, Pedro, will be a bit different then
this National Park. Normally the overall style of buildings, trail signs, brochures and maps is all
very rustic. In all the National Parks, a similar style is handled with local materials. But this style
feels a bit old fashioned so what they did for this National Park is a bit different.’
‘Ok, but still, the backcountry camping, these backcountry station, they all look modest
and were all build with local materials, right?’
‘Yes that’s right, but the other National Parks don’t have a train with backcountry stations.
So this train with its stations is basically an addition to the existing repertoire. And there are
some other elements you will see today that are also different than the traditional National Park
style.’
‘How do you mean? How are they different?’
‘Well some repertoire elements are based on similar principles, they are modest and
minimalistic, and they all have the same aim, which is supporting the landscape experience. But
they are sometimes a bit more modern and explicit.’
‘Ok Bryan, now you made me curious, what about the graphical design aspect?’
‘Hahaha, you will never change I guess, Pedro; graphic design is a bit like your baby
isn’t it? So you will see that the graphic design of the brochures is very similar to the one of the
other National Parks but there are some differences and I am sure you will manage to find them
later during our trip. Generally spoken, I think you could say that the traditional graphic design
style they had served as an inspiration for the one they developed for the Bingham Canyon
Mine.’
‘Ok Bryan, Challenge accepted!’
‘Oh yeah, before I forget, maybe nice to know for you, but if I am not mistaken, it were
intermezzo
local employment to stimulate local economy
summary

- If the mining activities stop in the late 2030’s, many people will lose their jobs because either they work in the
mining industry or are depending on it.
- Turning the Oquirrh Mountains with the Bingham Canyon mine in a National Park however has the power
of returning financial and social capital back to the residents of the Salt Lake Valley and in specific the urban
centers in close proximity to the mountain range.
- The National Park requires infrastructure, this infrastructure can also be considered as community infrastructure
- A National Park, will not only lead to gross national happiness, to meaningfulness, long term commitment and
bounding society together but also will it attract investors and, on a personal level, it can bring time for inner
reflection and wilderness experience.
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graphic design students who developed the graphical style of the Bingham Canyon National
Park.’
They moved towards the trailhead, an arrow indicated the direction to the main viewpoint. They
would arrive there at around 10:20 AM, so the sun would just be high enough to highlight the
iconic view they would encounter.
Soon they reached the visitor center, an elegant building with dominating horizontal lines. The
façade had the same color as the surrounding rock and Pedro guessed they used local rock
material to build the visitor center. Angular shapes were links to the very mathematical landscape
of open pit mining. Glass allowed for natural light to enter the building and the surrounding
landscape was reflected in the glass. Next to the visitor center was the train station where
they arrived yesterday, the very transparent and light building matched extremely well with
the architecture of the visitor center and from where Pedro was standing, it almost seemed
like they were interconnected. They entered the visitor center, there were two rangers behind
the central desk, which was very elegant and impressive due to its dimensions in the space.
One of the rangers was calling and the other one was arranging papers. A few early tourist
where looking at some old pictures, that were hanging on the wall. The visitor center must
have just opened since it was only a few minutes past 08:00AM. Sophie came to Pedro and
asked if he would be interested in watching a documentary on the history of the site. Pedro
confirmed and the whole group went to a separate room where the screening of the film would
happen. A few minutes later a movie started with historical imagery of two women arriving at the
Bingham Canyon Mine. Pedro guessed that seen the fact that it was black and white, the movie
fragments where at least 90 years old and maybe even older. The two women were taken on a
trip throughout the mining site, to see the mining process. The film was amazing and some of
the phrases told by the voice in the old fragments stuck to Pedro’s mind. ‘Thunder over Utah!
Yes we move mountains here in Utah!’ It was really a promotion video of back in the days. After
the film screening was over, they moved to the exposition hall where a lot of information on the
mine could be found. It started with the geologic history of the Oquirrh Mountains, it explained
how the first settlers came here and how they tried to survive in the harsh Utah climate. It was
shown how the settlers used the Oquirrh’s for wood and other resources and how the Bingham
brothers found the first minerals accidently. Then the whole history of the mining processes was
explained and how this landscape evolved over time. The numbers were staggering and hard
to grasp. All the numbers and pictures bewildered Pedro. The last part of the exposition was
dedicated to the reclamation of the mine. Here it was explained that transforming the mine into
a National Park was the strategy for doing the mining reclamation. And how the train allowed
visitors to access the once privately owned mountain range and mining site. A large model of
the whole mountain range with the city was standing central in the exposition space. A beamer
was projecting a detailed high-resolution aerial picture on the model. The mining districts where
highlighted because they are the centers of the National Park, each with their visitor center. The
position of the train with its stations and backcountry stations was also indicated on the maps
as well as all the hiking trails and how they were connected to the train stations, the mining
districts and the surrounding urban settlements at the edge of the park. Every few minutes, new
information was projected on the large model. Another big model was standing a bit further in
the exposition hall. This was a detailed model of the mining district of Bingham Canyon. Bryan
grabbed Pedro by the arm before Pedro could reach the model to observe it more in detail.
‘We can come back to watch that model later, but you need to see it first without being
influenced by these images.’ Pedro looked confused. ‘Believe me my friend, you will see.’
A few moments later the group headed to the exit to explore the Bingham Canyon Mining district.
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The visitor center was located in what used to be Bingham Canyon. It was now dominated by
modified slopes and it was hard to tell for Pedro which of them used to be original. Due to the
position in this canyon, the visitor center was still shrouded in the shadow of the canyon wall.
The other side of the canyon was filled with morning light. ‘Perfect morning light,’ thought Bryan,
‘it is illuminating the western side of the pit, while the eastern side still is shrouded with shadow.’
They moved along the trail towards the main viewpoint.
‘If you look up you could see some of the mining terraces in front of you in a distance.’
said Bryan to Pedro.
‘Wow are that some of these giant terraces?’
‘Yes, amazing isn’t it?’
They were walking on a wide track, made out of concrete with local rock material in it. The surface
was rough but smooth enough to be wheelchair accessible. On their right hand side, there
was the same vegetation as they saw on the train yesterday, Bryan remembered what Sophie
explained him yesterday, that it would become Aspen Conifer forest as a climax vegetation.
Pedro interrupted Bryan’s thoughts,
‘Bryan, can you tell me something about this?’ He was pointing to his left side.
It was located a few meters lower as the path they currently were walking on, and consisted of
an open area with low grassy vegetation and high poles placed in a grid. All the poles had the
same height and where made of the same material. Their shape was elegant but it was hard
to guess how high they would be. Bryan remembered having read about it in the visitor center.
‘Well Pedro, basically this is an artistic representation of one of the first steps in the
mining process.’ He continued, ‘The first thing to be done is off course clearing the site of
vegetation. The vegetation you see on the other side of the path is how the original vegetation of
the site used to look like in the past. Now the vegetation is only a few years old but it will evolve
towards Aspen Conifer forest in the future. On the other side of the path, these poles symbolize
the second phase, namely the preparation for the excavation of the rock. In order to excavate
they first needed to drill holes and fill them with explosives. Then they blasted the rock and the
loose rock material could be excavated. This grid with these poles shows how these drillings
where done, in a 32x32 feet or 10x10 meter grid. These holes were drilled, 55 feet deep, that
must be around 16 or 17 meters if I am not mistaken.These poles are exactly 55 feet high and
thus symbolize the height of 1 terrace.’
intermezzo
the concept of episodes for the scale of the open pit
summary

- The concept of different episodes on the large scale is translated to the level of the Bingham Canyon Mine
as well.
- Most of the visitors will arrive by train
- Since this site is the icon of the park, many visitors can be expected.
- Therefore the visitor is guided by the design from the moment he/she steps off the train
- As the visitor is getting further and further into the mining district, the guidance is slowly fading away.
- The design for these episodes is based on narrative and the story that is conveyed is the one of the different
steps in the mining process
- The built up is very similar in all three episodes.
- The first part is a symbolic representation of a specific step in the mining process.
- This is followed by a viewpoint before entering the second episode.
- Episode 1: Clearance of vegetation, drilling and blasting the earth
- Episode 2: Removal of material after drilling and landslide event of 2013
- Episode 3: Re-vegetation, ecological succession on former mining grounds
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‘That is amazing, so the terraces we see in a distance are as high as these poles?’
‘Yes Pedro, that is right, the scales are out of proportion here, aren’t they?’
Pedro nodded in agreement, grabbed his camera and took a picture.
The group moved further along the trail and soon they arrived at a constriction on the trail. At
both sides of the path, a wall was erected guiding the visitor. The walls were made of concrete
but the local rock material could be clearly distinguished. The walls were high and when you
were standing between them, it was only possible to see the sky and some small bits of the
surrounding mountaintops. It looked like the path was ending in a dead end since the endpoint
of the path was one of these concrete walls. But the shadows on the walls betrayed that there
was an opening on the left hand side. The morning light entering by this opening lit the concrete
wall. When they arrived at the end of the path they had to move through the opening on their
left hand side. The powerful morning sun blinded Bryan and the others. Only a few meters later
they found themselves on the main viewpoint. Pedro couldn’t believe his eyes and also the
others, despite having visited the National Park several times, were astonished. The view was
majestic, the sun was highlighting the western side of the pit just as Bryan thought it would be,
but this went beyond his imagination. They were standing there on the viewpoint looking at the
open pit, the inhuman dimensions of the hole pit were ungraspable, it was almost not possible
that this was entirely made by men. On the western side of the open pit was a giant waterfall,
for as far Pedro could see it, it looked like an man made one. The water was blowing out of steel
pipes with an enormous force and was falling down several hundreds of meters into the pit,
generating a thick mist at the lower part of the mine. The entire installation created a dramatic
view. The morning sun shed a beautiful light on the waterfall, creating a rainbow. You could feel
the humidity and the freshness this water was bringing to the open pit. Due to the morning sun,
parts of the mine where obscured by shadows, it was hard for Pedro to grasp the size and see
the pit in its whole. The magnitude of the pit was dizzying. The pit seemed to be completely bare
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and un-vegetated but if you looked closer to some of the terraces closer by, one could see that
carefully some vegetation was establishing. Pedro moved further on the platform towards the
balustrade at the edge, he grabbed the cold steel handrail and inhaled deeply. There he was
standing at the biggest man made excavation in the world, the depth of the pit was mind blowing.
intermezzo
the bingham falls
summary

- The Bingham Falls is a proposed design intervention that makes use of a problematic existing landscape
process, and reformulates these into a systemic process that even helps to reclaim the open pit
- Groundwater is seeping in the pit since the mine is the lowest point in the mountain range.
- This pressure of groundwater on the pit walls causes them to become instable
- To take this pressure away, the mining organization is drilling tunnels and dewatering drainage on a large scale
- The result is a high inflow of water in the pit, that needs to be pumped and filtered
- The proposed system for the Bingham Falls, uses this water and stores it higher in the mountains.
- Periodically the water can be used to generate electricity to power the pumps (Pumped Hydro Energy Storage)
- After the water has been used to generate electricity is then diverted to the Bingham Falls where it will plunge
into the open pit.
- Waterfalls that fall from large heights have the tendency to turn into mist before the water arrives at the bottom
of the pit due to the air pressure that becomes higher than the water pressure.
- This mist will increase the humidity in the open pit, resulting in an optimized climate for re-vegetation
- Not only will this element transform the existing landscape process, it will also reintroduce a highly technological
element on the site that possibly can be experienced as technological sublime.
- The waterfall will obscure the giant open pit wit mythical mist, the noise and the power of the falling water will
add to the atmosphere of the mine.
- This duality of these two water columns falling down in the great depth of the pit will symbolize the duality of
culture and nature this site implies.
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scheme of the proposed system

The vacuity, vastness and infinity of this hole were so intriguing, especially with those beautiful
terraces, those horizontal hypnotizing lines, and beautiful colors of rock being displayed. It was
a scene that we would normally not see, a face of the earth unfamiliar for us, but due to the
mining exposed to our eyes. Pedro almost forgot the world around him, he was astonished and
surprised, and this left him speechless. The sound of the waterfall was omnipresent absorbing
all the other sounds, wyet he still experienced it as silence, a deafening silence. Before coming
here, he expected to see a mining site that no longer was a mining site, and somehow he
was afraid not being taken away with this so called ‘Man-made Grand Canyon’, since there
were no more mining operations and no more big machines, no moreexplosions. But what he
encountered completely exceeded his expectations. This waterfall brought so much dynamics,
movement and drama with its appearance, aesthetics, size, mist and noise that left him
paralyzed. For a few minutes he was standing there just observing the scenery and enjoying
this sublime encounter. Bryan was standing next to him, also paralyzed by the same emotions.
Pedro, Delilah and Bryan were sitting on the observation platform and were talking. 		
‘What is the function of this waterfall, Bryan?’
‘Well Pedro, I must say, I like the sharp questions you ask, so the waterfall is actually a
part of a system, since this mine is such a deep hole, there is a lot of groundwater seeping into
the pit and there is a lot of pressure of groundwater on the walls of the open pit. In the past this
resulted in landslides. In 2013, so a while ago, there was even a extremely huge landslide. To
prevent these landslides from happening back in the days when mining was still active, they
made a lot of tunnels and drainage galleries to extract the water and take away the pressure on
these walls. This resulted in even more water gathering at the bottom of the pit.’
‘Why didn’t they allowed the pit to fill with water then?’ Delilah asked.
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‘Also a very sharp question from you Delilah.’ Everybody smiled and Bryan continued;
‘So basically there is a zone in the pit that has a very high concentration of metals. If water
comes in contact with this part, then it gets very toxically polluted. Therefore it is not allowed for
the lake to be higher than the level it is today.’
‘So now there is a lake at the bottom of the pit?’
‘Yes, haven’t you seen it, Pedro?’
‘No actually I haven’t, maybe I didn’t see it due to the mist of the falls.’
‘Possible, therefore they are now constantly pumping the water out of the pit, they clean
the water and take out the precious metals dissolved in the water. The metals are sold and the
money is used for further reclamation purposes.’
‘And what happens to the clean water?’
‘The clean water is then pumped and stored higher in the mountains in special basins.
Every now and then, I don’t know the exact frequency; the water is released out of these basins,
to generate electricity to facilitate the pumping. After the water is being used for generating
electricity, it is transported through these giant steel pipes towards the water outlet there.’ Bryan
pointed towards the waterfall. ‘Resulting in this spectacular waterfall.’
‘Yes it is definitely spectacular, and the mist is creating such a special atmosphere in the
pit!’
‘Yes, I agree, the mist is really special. I forgot to tell that the waterfall also has its purpose,
due to the clean water falling down in the pit, it generates huge amounts of mist as you can see. It is
not only contributing to the atmosphere of the pit, but is also increasing the humidity in the pit. Due to
the humidity, it is possible for vegetation to establish in this harsh climate. So I will be curious on how
the pit will change during the following decades, it will really become a special place in the future.’
‘Can you go down to the bottom of the pit Bryan?’
‘Yes my friend you can, if you want, we can do that.’
The eye for detail in the design of the viewpoint again fascinated Bryan, its finesse in contrast
with the roughness of the old mine made a great combination. The viewpoint consisted out
of different platforms; the platforms suggested this floating impression and one could use the
platform as big steps to descend towards the edge of the viewpoint. The material was the same
as the pathway where they had been walking on, except for the surface was much smoother.
The balustrade was constructed of subtle elegant metal profiles with a steel cable. The handrail
itself was made of steel. The lowest platform was slightly overhanging on the pit terrace. But
only this little overhang already created a superb experience of depth. Just after leaving the
narrow gate with the concrete walls, there were three small structures with sanitary facilities and
a bench. At the edge of the platform two glass panels where standing vertically on the platform.
On the glass screens information on the old mine was projected just as on the train windows.
The architecture was very elegant and beautiful but minimalistic and the observation point was
not screaming for attention, so as many other viewpoints do.
After having been there for some time, the group decided to move further. Ethan was feeling fine
and he insisted to walk further. So they walked back through the narrow gate with the concrete
walls towards the field of abstract poles. There they took a smaller trail that according to the
arrow would bring them to ‘East Bench Point’. They crossed the field of abstract poles and
walked towards a dam like structure, made of waste rock material. A gentle ramp was leading
up to the top of the dam structure. The profile of the dam had something strange; at the top of
the dam it was not possible to see the open pit. Due to the structure, it was only possible to
observe the mountainside at their left hand side. Pedro was confused, he didn’t understand why
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intermezzo
design of the viewpoints
summary

A

- The viewpoints after every episode are all design in the same way and have a similar build up
- The episodes on the large scale had a transition moment before entering a new episode namely a tunnel, the
tunnel acted as a portal, a moment to emphasize change.
- To achieve this on the level of the open pit, a bottleneck is created where time and space merge before
stepping on the viewpoint and having an overview.
- This narrow bottleneck made of concrete walls hides the viewpoint for the observer.
- This maximizes the visual drama and allows to build up tension before entering the viewpoint
- The viewpoint itself is very subtle and consists of several platforms.
- The platforms, inspired on the terraces of the open-pit, are constructed with small different in heights off 20cm,
the lowest platform is slightly hanging over the edge of the pit bench
- Information sign in the form of a glass screen with a similar projection as in the train informs the visitor with
specific information on the site.
- The focus is on the landscape not on the viewpoint
- Therefore it was chosen to useViewthis
sober minimalistic architecture to prevent the viewpoint from becoming
on the open pit
and waterfall
the main attraction.
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they build it this way, the observer couldn’t see the mine. The group walked further on top of
the dam structure and after a few minutes it became clear for him, they were now looking up at
the mountainside at their left hand side. The devastation could be seen; a large scare was the
remnant of a huge earth slide that occurred a while ago in 2013. The information sign showed
pictures of how it used to look, and there was also a note that the amount of debris with this
earth slide was enough to cover Central Park in New York with a layer of 17 meters material. The
scale of this place was mind blowing! And this scare on the mountain somehow scared Pedro.
They were at a relative narrow point and he understood for the first time the possible danger
of this landscape and the power it possess. Pedro remembered what Bryan told him, that the
waterfall is such a spectacular feature but it also helps to protect and stabilize the mine and the
environment. They continued over the track and the terrace became smaller and smaller. Now
Pedro could feel the depth of the mine even more. On his left hand side was this terrace of the
same height as the poles where they used to walk just 15 minutes ago. But this terrace seemed
even bigger. They were now so close to the terrace that he could see the roughness and the
small scares on the rock face of the excavation. What a spectacular place. On his right side
there was a few meters more of the pit bench and then there was an abyss of 17 meters to the
next pit bench. The group now reached another similar viewpoint as the main viewpoint earlier
this morning. This one had the same build up, but was a bit smaller in size. Ethan looked tired so
they decided to stop here and have an early lunch. It was 11:23AM and Bryan was also happy
that they would stop for a minute. His backpack was heavy and his shoulders were burning
due to the weight and friction. While Sophie and Mary were preparing the basic lunch, Pedro
was standing at the edge of the viewpoint sunk away deep in his thoughts. Scott was showing
some of the pictures he made to Tony. His mom and dad were sitting on the bench giggling and
Bryan was curious to know what their conversation was about. Delilah meanwhile walked over
to Pedro and they were both leaning on the handrail, observing the mighty scenery.
After lunch, Jane and Ethan announced that they would go back to the hostel. They would go to
the laboratories of the research center since on the 4th of July they have an open day. The others
would go further and hike towards ‘Observatory point’. There was also a backcountry camping
where they would spend the night. They did say goodbye and the group of youngsters started
hiking again. The path was less than 10 feet wide and the terraces were getting really narrow
now. A few long ramps were made since they had to raise several terraces. Gradually they
noticed more and more vegetation on their path. This, again, was a totally different experience,
it seemed like they were walking through episodes.
Bryan was amazed on how vegetation could establish here. He understands that the
mist of the waterfall is contributing for this re-vegetation process. But the mist of the waterfall
was not coming so high, so how is it possible for vegetation to establish here? He asked Sophie,
and she replied, 		
‘Well darling, good question, wait and see’.
A few minutes later Bryan understood what she meant; they passed a machine that reminded
Bryan of going skiing at Park City. There, they used snow guns to make a base layer of
snow. These machines where almost doing the same, these lances were diffusing water with
air, vaporizing it. This resulted in high humidity, which would then off course be perfect for
establishing re-vegetation.
‘They don’t work the whole time’ said Sophie, ‘only when the vegetation needs it.’
‘Is the water then also coming from these basins higher in the mountains?’
‘Yes, and then it is turned into mist by these lances’
‘Cool, it looks mythical this thick layer of mist with this vegetation’
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Sophie started explaining about the vegetation, ‘So basically there are some heavy
metals in this soil ,off course, so they added some top soil and seeded this whole area with
annuals and grasses. Many of these plants were selected because they are phytoremediation
plants’
‘What is that phyto… thing?’ asked Pedro
‘That means that these plants take up pollutants from the soil and they neutralize them.
Furthermore these plants prepare the soil for future vegetation, they add organic material to the
soil so that trees and shrubs can be growing here. Now you can see that it is working, because
you have already some small aspen trees here, and birch trees are also establishing at a high
rate. And then you have a lot of grasses and small shrubs that are growing here.’
The path became very narrow now only 50 centimeters wide and unpaved. Pedro realized that
the big masses of tourist wouldn’t come so far after having arrived by train at the visitor center.
They walked further through this odd forest through the mist that made this place mythical.
Pedro felt a similar feeling as when he observed the main viewpoint for the first time. This was
less spectacular but it was so intriguing, the fact that this whole overview of the mine vanished
and the huge scale was reduced to only 50 meters of view was spectacular on its own. At
some places the mist was denser then on other places and the humidity was good refreshment
since temperature rose quickly on this hot day. Water drops ran down Pedro’s forehead till his
eyebrow, he went through his hair with his hand and realized it was wet; he was awoken from
his taught when his leg touched some rough shrubs. He took some pictures and ran shortly to
catch up with the group. Due to the path being so narrow, everybody was walking behind each
other in a line, Pedro however decided to join Delilah, who was walking last in the group he
really liked that girl.
The noise of the lances that were producing mist at a high rate made all other sounds disappear,
they had climbed up several terraces now and where getting at the top of the mine. On their
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intermezzo
mist generation for re-vegetation
summary

- The idea is to install lances that generate mist by vaporizing water. The water is squeezed through a special
nozzle.
- The water gets atomized and it turns into mist.
- This allows raising the humidity, which will be beneficial for the vegetation.
- The observer will be able to see the vegetation evolve from phytoremediating plants, annuals and perennials
towards aspen conifer climax vegetation.
- The mist generation will off course add a very specific atmosphere to the area.
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way up they passed a side track that would take them up to another viewpoint. They decided
however to move further and go to another observation point higher up. An arrow indicated that
it would take them 20 minutes to reach the viewpoint. After having climbed a few more terraces
they arrived at a splitting were they chose to go towards the viewpoint. The path was the same
as the previous one and still they were walking through the mist. Bryan enjoyed this refreshment
during this heavy climbing. After a few hundred meters the fog was getting less dense and they
were able to see more. At this point they saw in front of them a dense canopy of threes, the trees
were obviously standing at a lower level since they couldn’t see the tree stems. The group came
at similar concrete walls as they saw at the two previous viewpoints. However, these walls were
smaller however. Bryan wondered if it would be a similar viewpoint again but it turned out to be
different, the path they were following went between these concrete walls and immediately after
entering took a sharp left turn. Here the path turned into a slope that took them a few meters
down. When they arrived at the bottom it appeared to be a dead end but again the light shining
on the opposite wall betrayed the presence of an opening. When they arrived at the opening on
their left hand side and turned around the corner, they all were astonished.
‘Is this real, or am I dreaming ?, Pedro asked.
‘This is absolutely real !,’ Sophie replied.
They started the day with an overlook on this bare rough landscape with its scars and giant scale.
Then they encountered a re-vegetation project where one would forget that he is inside an old
mine, with native vegetation, rough shrubs and a mythical atmosphere. Now their path brought
them to another place, what they saw in front of them was a very nice wild looking garden, with
trees, flowers, water and birds. The canopy they saw earlier was the canopy of these trees
here in this enclosed garden. Due to its lower position it seemed gated or surrounded by a wall
creating a very intimate climate and atmosphere. Centrally a rectangular pond was the main
structure of the garden.
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The group sat near the water, eating a small snack, when Bryan saw a pointer.
‘Hey guys, there must be a platform here as well, look at the arrow, is there someone
interested in checking it out?’
‘I’ m in, Bryan’
‘Me to !’
‘I join ass well!’
‘Nice guys, some girls that would like to join?’
‘We will stay here and enjoy this garden for a while, we will wait for you right here.’
‘Yes, that’s fine, we will check out the viewpoint and come back afterwards’
The guys crossed the garden and at the end, there was this similar build up as at the entrance.
So they turned around the corner and went up the slope. Arrived at the top, they turned around
the corner and suddenly they were standing on the lookout platform, overlooking the whole
mine. The viewpoint was slightly hanging over the edge of the pit bench and the view was again
breathtaking. The falls could now be seen in total, but appeared far away since they were now at
the other side of the open pit. Below them, they could see the forest where they came through,
with the veils of mist rising up in the air. The sun was trying to break through the mist resulting in
beautiful rainbow colors. The overview was really impressive, especially due to the fact that they
didn’t expect this at all. The high contrast of this peaceful garden compared to this vast scale
and roughness of the former mine with the brutal, dramatic, iconic waterfall. Bryan grabbed his
sketchbook, went over to the minimalistic bench, and started sketching the landscape. Tony
was sitting next to Bryan. He loved watching how his older brother was sketching and how
the drawing took shape and sees it evolving. Scott and Pedro were leaning on the balustrade,
talking to each other while observing the landscape. Pedro could see the other platform where
they used to be this morning.
Except for a few other hikers, they were alone. At the viewpoint where they were this morning
however, it was crowded. One other man was observing the landscape next to Pedro and Scott.
‘It is amazing isn’t it?’ he said.
‘Yes, it definitely is, have you been here before?’ Pedro asked.
‘No, actually I haven’t, I am living in New York and it’s my first time in Utah! What about
you, guys?’
‘Well I am American, I live in Tooele just nearby’
‘And I am Spanish, I am here on holidays with these guys’ said Pedro.
‘Nice that must be a fantastic experience! Hey guys, did you know that there were plans in
the past, when the mine was still active, to transform it into a landfill location as future land use?’
intermezzo
hortus conclusus
summary

-

These gardens are lowered by two meters in the pit bench so that they become a sunken enclosed garden.
These gardens are for the persistent explorers to be found and offer great visual drama.
The observer will be able to experience the largest possible contrast.
The garden is small, on a human scale, abundantly grown and peaceful.
At the end of the garden there is a viewpoint with the same build as the others.
This transition from the peaceful garden towards the rough brutal dynamited landscape is the biggest contrast
that can be achieved at this site and will therefore be a special experience.
- It will make the visitor think and reflect on the nature of mining and on how these mountains used to be before
the mining
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‘What do you say, as a landfill location?’
‘Yes, I am not joking. They wanted to ship all the garbage from New York City to the
Bingham Canyon Mine, to dispose it here.’
‘What?? That is insane, luckily they didn’t do it, imagine what this place would have
looked then?’
‘True ! What are your plans for later on this day?’
‘ We will go to ‘observatory point’ and we will do backcountry camping there, what about
you?’
‘That sounds cool, I wish I had the equipment to do such a backcountry camping’
‘Well, you can rent it for a good price at the rental store in Bingham Canyon. We have
our own stuff, but I know a few people who rented some materials there. They said it is cheap
and good quality, so if you still have time, I can highly recommend it.’
‘Nice, well thanks for the advice. I will definitely check it out! So guys, I guess I am
leaving. Happy Independence Day, It was very nice to meet you!’
The guy left the platform, and Pedro and Scott walked over to Bryan and Tony. Pedro could
easily understand why Tony loves watching his older brother sketching. It was amazing. Pedro
was a good drawer as well, but not experienced in landscapes. Everybody sat on the bench
enjoying the scenery. When Bryan finished his sketch, they decided to go back to the girls and
to head towards ‘Observatory Point’. They had at least a couple of hours to hike and it was now
03:20AM, so it was about time to leave.
They left the open pit and were now walking on the waste rock dumps. Basically all the material
that came out of this massive pit was stocked here. Bryan was thinking about the magnitude of
this hole and he was imagining how the site used to look in the past before the mining started.
The track they followed was nice, every curve always brought new interesting vistas and the
waste rock dumps formed a totally different landscape. After a while the track entered a forest
with large coniferous trees and aspen trees. Bryan couldn’t believe that these were planted
after mine closure, they seemed to be much older. Sophie indeed confirmed that they were
leaving the mining district now. Since the sun was now already in the southwest, shadows
were omnipresent in the forest. A steep switchback took the group up towards ‘Observatory
Point’. At 06:30PM they reached the top where they had a massive overview on the Bingham
Canyon Mine and Salt Lake City in the background. The Wasatch Mountains shrouded in the
late afternoon light. Observatory peak consist of a viewpoint linked to a backcountry space
observatory for scientific research of the University of Utah.
Tony said; ‘Wow, that is cool ! But why have one built this thing here?’
Bryan answered, ‘ Due to air pollution in the valley, they decided that the peaks of the
Oquirrh Mountains are an ideal location for space observation because of its high altitude, dark
skies and low amount of cloudy days. Furthermore, it is close to the city and the other research
campus is nearby.’
A few other people had pitched their tent at the backcountry campsite and were preparing food.
The boys decided they should pitch their tent fast and the girls said they would start preparing
food and make everything ready for a small bonfire. After having eaten the delicious pasta, they
cleaned the dishes. Sun was almost setting, so they took a sweater and went to the observatory
peak. The scenery was once again amazing. They saw the sun setting on the eastern side,
behind them were the natural canyons such as the Bingham Canyon used to be, with gamble
oak, aspen spruce and native grasses. In front of them was the old Bingham Canyon Mine.
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They could see the forest with the mist, they walked through. They also could see the research
center and the visitor center in a distance. A train was approaching the main station of the
Bingham Canyon Mining District. The city, was peacefully resting in the valley and the Wasatch
Mountains where now highlighted by the last sunlight. Slowly the lights would start to appear
and the grid of the city would once again be readable. In the Bingham Canyon Mine some lights
appeared. Pedro asked Bryan where these lights came from.
‘Well amigo, to provide visitor safety and to collect scientific data on the old open pit,
they installed monitoring poles in the mine. I told you about this zone with the high concentration
of heavy metals right?
‘Yes’
‘Ok, so these poles are all standing in this zone till the pit floor. They are pretty large but
very elegant and they have a few technologies to monitor the mine.’
‘Well that is hard to believe, Bryan, I haven’t seen them’
‘Yes, that’s right, since they blend in the open pit and the scale of the pit is so large that
you almost don’t notice them, only if you’re close by.’
‘All right and what are they monitoring ?’
‘Oh, several things, such as slope movement, precipitation, temperature, certain
pollution levels, etc. If there is for example, slope movement detected then the lights on top of
the poles will start flashing to warn the visitor of possible danger.’
‘Oh shit, does that mean that there is danger in the pit now then?’
‘Hahaha, no luckily not, it’s only when it is flashing. Now it is just a soft bluish light, do you see
the pattern in it?’
‘Well I can see some patches where there is light and other parts where there isn’t’
‘Indeed, these patches of light that you see, is the footprint of the old historic mining
towns that used to be there before they started even mining on this vast scale. There used to
be several small towns, with a multicultural population, all different religions and origins, all
peacefully living together, humanity could learn from then don’t you think?’
‘Yes true, very interesting what you tell me Bryan, without these lights it is hard to
imagine how this place looked before it became a open pit mine, how the canyon was running
and where the settlements used to be, so many layers of history and stories.’
‘I might have some pictures on my phone of how it looks like in the pit from one of my
previous visits’ Bryan grabbed his phone and showed the pictures to Pedro.
They sat there, watched the mountains, the city and the mine and waited for the sun to set.
When darkness fell, the first fireworks where fired above the city. The group was sitting on the
premium spot, the best place to see the fireworks. They overlooked it above the city, but the
most spectacular one was, off course, the one fired from the Bingham Canyon mine since this
one was the nearest by. The duration of the spectacle was limited, in order not to disturb wildlife
too much, but the colors were stunning.
After the fireworks they went to their tents, and enjoyed the bonfire with some drinks and good
stories. Some of the other camp-guests joined the group and they had a wonderful night. At
around 11:00PM someone with a flashlight walked over to the group.
‘Hey guys, sorry for disturbing, my name is Christopher, I work here at the space
observatory, if you guys are interested, you can come and have a look inside the observatory
and look through one of the telescopes?’
‘I definitely would like to do that’ said Bryan, also Sophie, Pedro and Delilah followed.
The others stayed at the campfire.
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Entering the space observatory, Bryan immediately noticed how sterile the interior was, the
dome was open and the night sky was framed by the white interior. Christopher explained that
he is a Swiss PhD student and that he is here for 3 months of field research, hereafter he would
go for 3 months to Chile to the world’s biggest Observatory, to work with different telescopes.
He guided them through the small facility and explained on how everything works. Sophie asked
a lot of questions. Ever since she was little, she was fascinated by the night sky and the stars.
She recently also became a member of the ‘Dark Sky Association’, an organization that helps to
protect the dark skies. As the icing on the cake, they were invited by Christopher to come and
have a look through the telescope. The girls were first to have a look. After a while it was Bryan
and Pedro’s turn. Bryan took place at the telescope; Christopher adjusted and focused the
telescope on the most beautiful colors Bryan had ever seen. He was looking at some beautiful
luminary elements, he didn’t know what he was looking at, but it was fascinating, he could watch
it for hours. There was so much detail and it reminded him a bit of some science fiction visual
art made for a movie. After having observed for a while, Bryan made room for Pedro to see the
space wonders as well. Also Pedro was fascinated. Afterwards Christopher gave some more
explanation on what they just saw and answered some more questions asked by Sophie. Then
they decided to go to bed and no longer bother Christopher.
‘Thank you so much Christopher’ said Sophie.
‘You are welcome, it was very nice to have such an interested audience.’
‘Enjoy your evening and happy Independence Day!’
When they returned to the campsite, most people were already gone to bed, and they also
decided to catch up some sleep. Bryan extinguished the fire and looked up to the stars. He could
see the Milky Way clearly and it was indeed, just as Christopher explained, a huge difference to
see the stars up here or down in the valley.
The next morning, they packed everything, had breakfast and left early back towards the
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Bingham Canyon Mining district. The path they would follow today, was again a part of the
Trans Oquirrh Hiking Trail. The trail lead them back but now on the other side of the pit and
also higher, on the central mountain spine. At the second overview, they took a different trail to
descend towards the Center of the mining district. They passed the lakes where the water that
is pumped out of the pit is stored after being filtered and cleaned. They also passed some of
the giant pipes that brings the water to the waterfall. A few hours later they arrived back at the
hostel where they left the other day. There they met Bryan’s parents. Together the group walked
towards the train station. Nearby was the rental store, Bryan talked about yesterday. There they
rented seven mountain bikes. Jane and Ethan would go by train to the next mining district and
the rest of the group would come by bike. The guy of the rental store, was friendly and helpful,
he provided the whole group in no time with the full gear. Bryan and the others got a new bike,
just as he wanted, a helmet and some protectors for elbows and knees. They paid for it and
organized the return of the bikes. When they would arrive at Ophir Mining District, they could
return the bikes there at the station, a co-worker of the rental store would be there to check the
bikes and bring them back by train.
They headed to the train station and they delivered their backpacks to the station chef. He would
load their backpacks on the train and send them to the Ophir Mining District. There they will be
taken of the train and stored in the station, ready for being picked up. While waiting for the train,
they filled their water bottles in the station, meanwhile Bryan was explaining to Tony how the
bike worked and how he should be in a good position on his bike. Pedro was an experienced
mountain biker; he used to do it a lot in Spain but also in Austria and Italy. He owned his own
downhill mountain bike and was very excited to show the others his skills, he was helping out
Scott with fine-tuning his suspension and he quickly adjusted the seat post height of the bike of
Sophie. Five minutes later, the train arrived; they stepped on the train, placed their bikes in the
designated areas and took place in the wagon. Together they decided to take the train till the
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second backcountry station so that they didn’t had to cross the steep Butterfield canyon by bike.
At Yellow Fork Backcountry station they would get off the train and then they could follow the
trails in the direction of Ophir Mining District where they would meet again Bryan’s parents. The
first backcountry station they would pass was the Keystone Backcountry station, named after
the Keystone waste rock dump.
The train first crossed the beautiful, densely forested Butterfly Canyon and then climbed out of
the canyon and crossed the ridge. The pleasant voice announced that they would soon arrive
at the Yellow Fork Backcountry station. Pedro was making some last minute changes to his
action camera while the others made their way to their bikes. A few moments later, the train
had stopped and Bryan stepped of the train and helped the others to unload their bikes. Soon
they were all standing on the platform, pumped up to start their mountain biking experience.
The train left and its sound slowly faded away. They checked the map and then looked for
the corresponding trail name at the trailhead. The route headed in the direction of the Kessler
Peak. The first part of the route was a bit of climbing and a bit of descending, but once they
would cross the mountain ridge in front of them, there would be more than 2.000 feet of pure
descend. Bryan told Pedro that there is a downhill track parallel to the route they would take.
Bryan could see Pedro’s eyes sparkling; a dream came true for Pedro to finally downhill famous
Utah’s holy mountain biking ground. Reaching the mountain ridge, they had a small brake to
eat some snacks, drink some water and prepare themselves mentally for the descend. Pedro
gave a lot of tips and tricks on how to do this technical descend. The good advice appeared
to be successful, because everybody was making good progress and especially Bryan was
pushing his boundaries by following Pedro and trying some of the tricks Pedro performed. After
their snack they started the descend. The group left first and Pedro took the alternative route
a few minutes later. Jumps were built along the track and bowl turns were everywhere. Pedro
came down like a pro, only hearing the sound of his tires shredding the rocky earth and the
typical rattling sound of his rear wheel hub. Just as all other mountain biking lovers throughout
the world, Pedro would confirm that this is the most satisfying sound in the world. The others
stopped halfway the slope where they had an overview over the both parallel tracks. They saw
Pedro making his way down chased by a cloud of dust, he took all the jumps and kickers that he
crossed. Sometimes he was hanging sideways with his bike, with his front wheel partly turned,
intermezzo
design of the primitive trails
summary

- As soon as people get off the train, the trails will take the visitors further into the Oquirrh Mountains.
- The trails offer the possibility for the visitor to explore the National Park in the form of a multiple day hike.
- The problem defined earlier in the current National Parks is that the backcountry hikes are often back and
forth on the same trail and only limited possibilities exist to do loops or custom make your own backcountry
experience
- The Bingham Canyon National Park proposed a trail network that allows people to compose their own routing.
- Within one day walking distance, backcountry campgrounds are provided.
- The Trans-Oquirrh Mountain Trail extends from the most northern point to the most southern point of the range
and is 73 kilometers or 45 miles in length
- The urban centers bordering the National Park are all connected through trail, allowing local residents to cross
the Bingham Canyon National Park towards another urban center.
- The trails themselves are also designed to maximize the experience. Hiding elements and suddenly introducing
people to majestic viewpoints to evoke an overwhelming feeling is just one of these principles.
- The trails are accessible for hikers, mountainbikes, horseback riding, and ski touring.
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it looked like a professional mountain biking competition. The others made their way down.
At the point where the two tracks shortly touched, they met Pedro; he was waiting for them.
Jumps were built along the track and bowl turns were everywhere. Pedro came down like a pro,
only hearing the sound of his tires shredding the rocky earth and the typical rattling sound of
his rear wheel hub. Just as all other mountain biking lovers throughout the world, Pedro would
confirm that this is the most satisfying sound in the world. The others stopped halfway the slope
where they had an overview over the both parallel tracks. They saw Pedro making his way down
chased by a cloud of dust, he took all the jumps and kickers that he crossed. Sometimes he was
hanging sideways with his bike, with his front wheel partly turned, it looked like a professional
mountain biking competition. The others made their way down. At the point where the two tracks
shortly touched, they met Pedro; he was waiting for them.
‘Pedro, That was sick man! How fast are you?’
‘Hahaha, I enjoy this so much, Bryan. You can’t imagine, do you feel comfortable enough
to try this track at a slow pace?’
‘Well I would like to try, do you think I can manage?’
‘Yes, I think you would be able to do it and even line up for some small jumps if you feel
confident enough.’
A bit later the two were shredding down the mountain together, Bryan closely following Pedro’s
trail. Pedro reduced his speed so that Bryan would be able to follow. They took some small
jumps and Bryan was surprised of the efficiency of the suspension and the smoothness of his
jumps. After ten minutes they arrived at the bottom of the slope where they waited for the others
to come. 15 minutes later, the group arrived. They decided to follow the canyon further down
towards the Bald Knoll Backcountry station. The road was no longer a single-track here, but a
wider gravel road, which was less difficult. They continued to follow the road and they had a
lot of fun since it was always descending and good accessible. When they arrived at the point
where the two canyons merged together and where the railway track merged with their path,
Tony suddenly shouted, ‘HEY GUYS, WAIT, I RAN FLAT’
The others stopped. Pedro turned around and cycled back to Tony, his rear tire indeed ran flat.
‘Ah, bad luck, can happen, buddy, I guess one of these nasty rocks punctured your tire’
‘What now, Pedro?’
‘Well I think it is not so far to the backcountry station, hopefully we can fix it there with
the basic equipment that is standard at these backcountry stations, if not, we need to take your
bike back by train.’
‘Ok, hopefully we can fix it’
Pedro and Tony walked over besides their bikes to the rest of the group with their helmets on
the back of their head just like professionals. After explaining what happened, the others joined
Pedro and Tony by foot. Only 20 minutes later they saw the backcountry station in a distance.
Pedro took Tony’s bike and tried to fix the tire. The puncture however was too big to be repaired
and a new inner tube was needed. Therefore he suggested that they should take the train to
Ophir to get his bike fixed and that would probably be the end of their biking adventure.
‘Well you know, Tony, you can take my bike so you can continue.’ said Sophie.
‘Oh, that is so kind of you, but are you sure?’
‘Yes off course, I think I had my part of mountain biking anyway for today, I will take your
broken bike to Ophir’
‘I will join you, Sophie.’ Mary replied. ‘So you don’t have to go alone !’
‘Well, maybe we can take the bikes on the train to the next backcountry station and then
we can do the descend through Picknick Canyon and Ophir Canyon?’
‘Excellent Idea, Bryan.’ said Scott.
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They hopped back on the train and enjoyed the landscape for the next 20 minutes. The train
took them through the dense forested canyons towards Dead Ox Pass, where they entered
the longest railway tunnel of the Oquirrh Mountains. One mile later they found themselves
on the other side of the mountain pass where they soon would get off the train at Lowe Peak
Backcountry Station. Sophie and Mary stayed on the train. The trail that they would follow
was a single-track trail through the Aspen-Conifer forest. The train left and soon they found
themselves in solitude. They checked the map and decided to do a small loop. They would first
descend, then follow the canyon floor, climb for a small part, to finally be rewarded by a massive
descend. Pedro showed again some professional skills on the descend while the others tried to
keep their balance on the steep parts. Bryan thought that they would be the first people on this
track today. And if so, then they had good chance in spotting some wildlife especially seen the
speed they were traveling with. They would surprise the animals. So Bryan was focused, on the
wildlife but also on the track and his balance. Two small brakes and a lot of adrenaline later, they
arrived in Ophir Canyon, where they saw the rail tracks of the National Park train. They were
very close now, and it would only be a few kilometers. The track was wider here and they could
drive one amongst the other. Pedro was playing like a child, how was this saying again? ‘The
only difference between men and boys is the price of their toys.’ Now he was doing wheelies like
if it is normal to only use one wheel of the bicycle. After following the track for a few kilometers,
they arrived at Ophir Mining District. Soon they passed the campground and they decided to
first check out if Bryan’s parents would already have fixed a camp spot.
‘Bryan, Tony, we are here.’ Bryan stopped and saw his parents on his left hand side.
‘Hey Mom and Dad, how are you? And how was your visit to Ophir?’
‘Oh Bryan, it was wonderful. The girls just passed by as well, they are waiting for you at
the station, to collect your backpacks. ’
‘Ok great, then we will go there.’
They delivered the bike at the rental store and luckily the men was not making any problems of
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the flat tire.
‘Shit happens,’ he said. ‘Sorry that this failure interrupted your bike ride, we hope you
will come back, it is so beautiful to ride here.’
‘Yes sure, we will definitely come back!’
They returned all the protection gear, and then left the store. Bryan was checking out the new
bikes in showroom. Prices for similar bikes started from 3.200 dollar and quickly rose up to
6.200 dollar. Bryan swallowed for a moment. Pedro tapped on Bryan’s shoulder.
‘Beautiful isn’t it?’
‘Yes, but I have to keep on dreaming, it is so expensive, Pedro!’
When they arrived at the station, they saw a ranger unloading their backpacks on a cart. They
went over to the ranger, showed him the receipt and then took their backpacks. Now they could
go back to the campground. When they finally arrived, Jane and Ethan were already preparing
the food. Today would be the last evening together, since tomorrow, Scott and Mary would hike
back to Tooele. Jane, Ethan and Tony would go back home. Sophie, Delilah, Pedro and Bryan
would go to Sophie’s place in Provo. There they would take the car to go on a road trip to the
National Parks in the south of the state.
The dinner was delicious and the whole group shared the experiences of today. Ethan told
about Ophir, and about the old mining shafts where they went to, with a ranger. He showed the
pictures on his phone on how the shafts looked inside. He also explained some of the history
about Ophir, what he learned in the visitor center. Scott had been here several times and now
and then he completed with some information. Delilah told about their cycling tour and described
the agility of Pedro, she obviously admired him ! Tony showed a picture he made of Pedro
chased by this cloud of dust. Although the quality wasn’t the best, it was a very nice picture,
good composition and nice light incidence. Bryan told about how well the girls performed and
that he barely could follow Sophie.
Afer dinner Tony made all the preparations for the campfire. He was building up the structure
of the fire just as he had seen in the ‘Ultimate Survival’ program. Meanwhile Ethan grabbed
the hiking map, and unfolded the map on the table. He pointed out the camping, their current
position.
‘Ok guys, we are here now, what are the plans for tomorrow?’
‘Scott and I will return back home. We will walk up here, sleep at this backcountry
camping and the next day we will walk through this canyon back to Tooele.’
‘That sound nice! Scott, can I ask you something?’
‘Sure Ethan, how can I help you?’
‘Well how long would it take to hike from here to Mercur over this trail here?’
‘Mmm, let’s see, that must be feasible in 2 to 3 hours, I guess, I think it is around 5
miles.’
‘What do you think, guys, do you feel like walking over this trail to the Mercur mining
district? Maybe we can take the train there, to go back towards Salt Lake City?’
‘I am definitely interested, dad, but how are you going to Mercur? Are you also going to
hike?’ said Bryan.
‘Well, I thought, maybe I can come by train there and check out the visitor center, while
waiting for you.’
‘Ok, perfect, if that is not a problem for you?’
‘No, not at all’
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‘All right, sounds great’ said Pedro, and also Jane, Sophie, Delilah and Tony agreed.
They had a few more drinks, ate some marshmallows. Although Bryan really doesn’t like these
sticky sweet things, he still enjoyed it, since it is just so classic to eat them at the campfire and
making it is just the nicest part, holding them above the fire until they turn slightly brownish.
They spend the rest of the evening sitting at the campfire, watching flames and telling stories
and jokes.
The next morning they had breakfast and packed everything. Scott and Mary said goodbye to
the rest of the group and headed back to Tooele. The others left on their last hike in Bingham
Canyon National Park. Ethan walked over to the station and took the train towards Mercur.
The others hiked through the beautiful Hall Canyon, the passed over the ridge and could see
Porphyry Hill on their right hand side. Hereafter they descended down though the Meadow
Canyon to arrive at the Mercur Mining District. The Mercur Mining District was a former open
pit mine that was reclaimed already long time ago but still it carried an atmosphere related to
its mining history. Now it was one of the four mining district and also the last and most south
situated. Bryan was comparing the Mercur Mining District with what he saw yesterday at Ophir.
From what he heard and read at the visitor center and on the scenic train, he realized that the
Bingham Canyon Mine must have looked similar one day long ago in its history. It only seemed
like Ophir was frozen in time and abandoned. Mercur was situated at the feet of the might Flat
Top Mountain, the highest peak of the Oquirrh’s. Ethan got off in Mercur and decided to start
hiking in the opposite direction towards the rest of the family. Every now and then he stopped
for a while, to observe the landscape and take some rest. When he was about to leave the
Mining district he waited and only 30 minutes later he heard well known voices coming down
in the canyon. Soon the family was complete again. They hiked towards the mining district and
decided that they would take the first train, since they planned to drive a two hundred miles in
the direction of Moab.
Forty minutes later, they were sitting in the train, moving through the landscape, Pedro was
glued to the train window, observing the landscape and learning about the reforestation efforts
that where performed in this area. Everybody took some time to relax and enjoy the train ride.
They managed to sit on these panoramic seats parallel to the window. The landscape became
flatter and Pedro realized they were leaving the Oquirrh mountains. He was sitting on the left
side of the train and as the train was traveling further, more and more he could admire the
Oquirrh Mountains in their total glory. The landscape was desolate here, and traces of farming
were present. In a distance, he could see buildings popping up. They were approaching the
city. The contrast was so big, in 20 minutes from an old mining site through a densely forested
canyon towards open desolate plains and then finally they found themselves surrounded by
buildings and infrastructure with only the contours of the mountains on the background. All
these different worlds they traveled through !
Soon they reached the end station of the scenic train. Here they could change trains to go back
in the direction of Salt Lake City of direction Provo. The train stopped and the family Miller stood
up to grab their backpacks. Pedro followed them, feeling a bit sad that the first part of his trip
in Utah was over, but the thoughts of all these other parks that would come, made him smile.
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HYPNOTIC TOPOGRAPHY
Model of the Bingham Canyon Mine
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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filling in forms at riotinto
Introduction to mine safety
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017

The different chapters in this dissertation all answer the
research questions defined in the introduction of this
thesis. The aim of these research questions was to provide
the needed and missing knowledge on the topic. Design
interventions are then based on this information. The
qualitative research questions treated in this dissertation
are the following;
What are relevant natural and cultural characteristics of
the landscape surrounding the Bingham Canyon Mine?
What characterizes the current mining industry at the
Bingham Canyon Mine and what known effects does it
have on the environment?
What is the perception of experts on the future of the
Bingham Canyon Mine?
What is the repertoire of the National Parks in Utah?
The overarching question is for this project was the design
question;
What design interventions will help synthesize the
reclamation of the Bingham Canyon mine into a new
generation of National Parks?

fieldresearch at bingham canyon mine
Near Clipper Peak
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017

The Bingham Canyon Mine can substantially become
a National Park, moreover it can become the first one in
a new generation of National Parks. This dissertation
argues that multiple reasons support this hypothesis. All
these reasons were extensively described throughout the
different chapters. Furthermore, transforming the Bingham
Canyon Mine into a National Park in order to reclaim the
site, contributes to the current discussion on National
Park System expansion (Keitler, 2013). The Bingham
Canyon Mine is a site of national and even international
significance. The location of the site in close proximity
to a major American metropolitan region which makes
the site open to a large public, furthermore according to
Keilter, an expert on the National Parks in America, the
future of National Parks needs to be sought in proximity
of the urban tissue (Keitler, 2013). Transforming the
Bingham Canyon Mine into a National Park that uses
tthe Oquirrh mountains as a base, has the power to give
the ‘forgotten mountain range’ back to the inhabitants of
the Salt Lake City region. It can re-connect people with
nature, which seamlessly fits the ambition and vision of
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the National Park Service. The Oquirrh
mountains and the Bingham Canyon Mine have
such a special and unique character due to its
long history. Considering the Bingham Canyon
Mine as a National Park would be a big step
towards the future of the National Park System
since damaged landscapes have according to
Keitler a lot of potential.
But how can a National Park then be used to
reclaim a mining site? This is by using the
Commonland framework. Commonland has
many similarities with the vision of the National
Park Service, but Commonland is in its nature
specifically intended for damaged landscapes.
The four returns of the framework can give
an extra dimension and that is what it is all
about. Only focussing on ecological restoration
as we mostly see within the traditional way of
reclamation is not satisfactory as argued by
the experts interviewed for this dissertation.
Additional returns are possible and needed for
an area with such a relevance.
Return of Natural Capital (re-vegetation, slope
stability, erosion control)
Return of Social Capital (local social cohesion,
local employment, research institute)
Return of financial Capital (tourism, research
institute)
Return of Inspiration (proudness, reconnecting
people to forgotten mountain range)
A paramount condition within the design
challenge defined in this dissertation is the
accessibility of visitors to the Bingham Canyon
Mine with its specific environmental instabilities
and possible dangers and the Oquirrh mountain
range. Design interventions proposed by this
dissertation aim to mitigate on this theme.
Accessibility:
Introducing the scenic train to avoid traffic
congestion within the park boundaries and thus
ameliorating the National Park experience.

Furthermore, the train will reduce the traffic
pressure on the site to a minimum. The train
offers alternatives for the individual car traffic
and it makes the park accessible for minority
groups that would otherwise be excluded.
Proposing an extensive network of trails allows
visitors to explore the backcountry and to make
people familiar with it again. The composition of
the trails in loops offer the possibility to compose
a custom-made route. The close interaction
of the train and the trail network in the form
of a hop-on-hop-off system offers endless
possibilities. Providing all the essential functions
will stimulate backcountry hiking and primitive
outdoor recreation.
Extending the existing public transportation line
also known as the Trax line, provides additional
access to the site. This is a strategic intervention,
especially seen the expected urban expansion
in the near future.
Visitor safety:
The proposed Bingham Falls can take up an
important role in guaranteeing visitor safety
on the mining site. It turns the hydrological
problems into a system, that even helps the
reclamation process in terms of re-vegetation.
Furthermore, due to its scale, it will form a new
icon for the mine, an element that possibly could
be experienced as technological sublime.
Introducing monitoring poles on the level of the
open pit, can help in warning visitors if potential
danger occurs. It furthermore takes up a role in
symbolizing the cultural heritage of the site
Visitor infrastructure designed in three episodes
on the, what will become the most visited part
of the mine, will guide the visitors and stimulate
visitor dispersion. Furthermore, the design also
conveys the cultural and industrial narrative of
the mining process.
Re-vegetation in all its facets, forms and
applications serve to stabilize the new volumes,
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introduced by the mining operations, and thus
preventing erosion.
Making re-vegetation work is essential. Often
this is indicated as a problematic aspect in other
mining reclamation projects. The proposed
technological interventions are therefore
necessary to provide the essential moisture.
Attractiveness:
The Bingham Falls will be the new icon
Tension in the design is essential and is achieved
by emphasizing the technological sublime
elements such as scale, concealment, colour,
mystery, etc.
The National Park style is used throughout the
proposed National Park with some modifications
and updates, all with respect for the existing wellknown and respected National Park style, based
on the same principles and underlying thoughts.
Well-equipped mining districts will take up the
role of the centers of the National Parks each
with their specific functions and facilities.
One could say that the Bingham Canyon National
Park can be named as an ‘Industrial Scientific
National Park’, a place where the visitor is able
to experience altered damaged landscape
transformed into new man-made nature and
where the duality between natural wilderness
and industrial wilderness can be experienced.
Is the presented information in this dissertation
generalizable to other post-mining sites
elsewhere in the world? The answer to this
question would be, yes, especially on the safety
aspect. Often however, similar areas can have
different characteristics resulting in developing
more appropriate interventions. On the theme of
accessibility, it all depends on the situation of the
site and the existing infrastructure. Concerning
the theme of attractiveness, it is important to
note that the presented design interventions
are strongly based on the American context and

culture related to National Parks. The design
principles however, are clear and can be applied
on different locations. Respecting the identity of
the place and acknowledging its history however
is of key importance. No matter how damaged
the landscape is, there is always an alternative
future for such a site. Landscape architecture
is essential in this challenge and has proven
its effectiveness, extending our experience and
knowledge can only be beneficial (Berger, 2008).
This project aims more than only ecologically
stabilizing the site, which is often the only
motivation for reclamation to be performed.
The interviewed experts indicate that this is
indeed not enough and that more potential can
be utilized. The negative perception of many
people towards such areas limits us to grab the
opportunities and to meet the challenge.
To finally conclude this dissertation, every
National Park in the United States has its
typical icon. This icon is for every National Park
represented in a typical golden age poster art
style. These golden age posters evoke romance
and adventure. These poster were used to
advertise the National Parks in an era before
the age of photography, were designers and
illustrators used their masterful hand-rendering
and hand-lettering skills to catch the attention
of the viewer, to draw them into the scene, and
inspire them to make a trip to the represented
destination. During the great depression the
Works Progress Administration (WPA) sought
to help unemployed artists, by commissioning
posters that were intended to inspire Americans
to visit National Parks. The original WPA posters
are now supplemented with recent posters made
in the same style, with the same eye for detail
and composition by the Anderson Design Group.
Therefore the Bingham Canyon National Park
needs its icon and its poster. The icon of the mine
is already presented earlier as the combination
of the enormous open pit mine with the majestic
Bingham Falls plunging into the mine. I therefore
proudly present the poster for the Bingham
Canyon mine.
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bingham canyon national park poster
Bingham Falls and Mountain Lion
Source - Frederik Gotemans, 2017
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limitations and reflections

One of the goals of this dissertation is to be as
transparent as possible on the whole process.
Discussing the limitations is therefore an
important part of this dissertation. The limitations
of this project are all related to its very scientific
context and the availability of time and resources.
Reflecting on the methodology, the different
methods used for this dissertation appeared to
be very useful, they all allowed me to gain large
quantities of information. Nevertheless, it was a
time-consuming process and it can be interesting
to explore maybe more suitable methods to
achieve faster results. The information all
served to build the essential base of knowledge
that was used to inspire and base the proposed
design interventions on. Further exploration
and research can lead to improvements on
the design interventions, especially in terms of
feasibility of certain aspects. Interviewing was
an excellent way to get to know the site and
find sources for further reading on the topic.
Time and money constraints however made
it impossible to interview more experts on the
topic. More interviews and more interaction
with these experts on the process would be an
important element were this dissertation could
benefit from. Therefore, I highly recommend
incorporating more experts on a more regular
basis to further improve the design interventions.
It is important to state that the lack of specific
knowledge formed a limitation to this dissertation
especially on themes such as the complex
hydrological system and the geological aspect
of the mine. Furthermore, a lot of this specific
knowledge is not available since the mining
organization RioTinto Kennecott is keeping a lot
of this information classified. Also geographical
data appeared to be an issue. The availability
of the geographical data on both the Bingham
Canyon Mine and the Oquirrh Mountains
was problematic during the process. Access
to these datasets thus could improve the
design interventions proposed in this thesis.

dynamic, that it is hard to propose fixed
interventions since the location of these
interventions can look completely different in
the near future. This is the main reason why
this dissertation is focussing on the design
interventions and not a final design. A final
design is only possible after mine closure when
the topography stays more or less fixed.
Due to the landslide event in 2013, the mine was
closed for visitors up to today. This made it very
hard for me to get access to the area. I managed
to get a guided tour on the facilities and there is
one viewpoint where one is allowed to come to
oversee the mine from a distance. This limited
access formed a serious limitation for the whole
project. If I would have been able to visit the
site multiple times, it would have been possible
to better understand the site and its massive
scale. Other tools such as Google Earth and
the Virtual Tour of RioTinto Kennecott on their
website, appeared to be good alternative tools to
understand the site better. The best tool however
was the scaled model that I made for the site.
This allowed me to understand the topography
in detail.
Finally, this thesis aims to foster further research
and discussion on landscape reclamation in
landscape architecture and especially to initiate
the discussion on the future of the Bingham
Canyon Mine. I foresee that the outcome of this
work could be corrected, revised or expanded
both in terms of methodology adopted and in final
design solutions. Another hope is to bring experts
and mining companies to see reclamation as an
opportunity for multiple returns; not just simply in
natural terms or economic ones, but also more
fundamental cultural and social ones as well as
in terms of return of inspiration.

An important limitation for this dissertation is
the fact that the topography of the mine is so
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